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Preface to “Intermetallics 2016” 
The combination of low density, high strength, and good corrosion resistance makes intermetallics 

promising for structural applications, especially at high temperatures and under severe environments. 
These materials have also potential for functional applications since some intermetallic phases have 
unique properties, such as shape memory or thermo electric effect. Intermetallic phases of interest include 
aluminides, silicides, Laves and Heusler phases, among others. Intermetallic compounds can be produced 
from metals that exothermically react with each other releasing energy useful for several applications, 
including joining. As a result of the increasing demand for novel/advanced materials with improved 
properties, recent years have been marked by the return of intermetallics. Proof of this is the ongoing and 
future conferences/symposia dedicated to intermetallics. 

The quality and variety of the 17 papers published in Metals’ “Intermetallics 2016” special issue 
reflects the interest in the intermetallics field. Processing and joining of intermetallics, their mechanical 
properties and oxidation/corrosion behavior, phase transformations involving intermetallics, modelling, 
and numerical simulation have been the topic of these papers. The joining topic stood out with five papers 
focusing both the joining of intermetallic materials and the formation of intermetallic compounds during 
soldering and diffusion bonding processes. 

The following materials were studied, with particular attention on the aluminides: 

- TiAl, FeAl, (Ni,Pt)Al, ZrCuAl and FeCrAl; 
- Ta5Si3; 
- Ti-6Al-4V; 
- TiNi; 
- Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn; 
- TiZr; 
- Fe2Mo; 
- Bi2Te2.55Se0.45, Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallics and Ni3Sn4. 

Composites involving intermetallics were the subject of two papers, while two papers were 
dedicated to metallic glasses. For the materials investigated, the simulation and experimental works 
carried out allowed understanding the relation between microstructure and properties aiming at their use 
as structural materials at high and ultra-high temperatures, as well as their use in aerospace/aeronautic, 
automobile, electronic, tribological, and biomedical applications. Whatever the application, joining of 
intermetallics to other materials is of paramount importance which is reflected in this issue. 

As guest editor of “Intermetallics 2016” special issue, I think it will contribute to the progress of the 
state of the art. 

Ana Sofia Ramos 
Special Issue Editor 
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1. Introduction

The combination of low density, high strength, and good corrosion resistance makes
intermetallics promising for structural applications, especially at high temperatures and under severe
environments [1]. These materials have also potential for functional applications since some intermetallic
phases have unique properties, such as shape memory or thermo electric effect. Intermetallic phases of
interest include aluminides, silicides, Laves and Heusler phases, among others. Intermetallic compounds
can be produced from metals that exothermically react with each other releasing energy useful for
several applications, including joining [2–4]. As a result of the increasing demand for novel/advanced
materials with improved properties, recent years have been marked by the return of intermetallics.
Proof of this is the ongoing and future conferences/symposia dedicated to intermetallics.

2. Contributions

The quality and variety of the 17 papers published in Metals’ “Intermetallics 2016” special issue
reflects the interest in the intermetallics field. Processing and joining of intermetallics, their mechanical
properties and oxidation/corrosion behavior, phase transformations involving intermetallics, modelling,
and numerical simulation have been the topic of these papers. The joining topic stood out with five
papers focusing both the joining of intermetallic materials and the formation of intermetallic compounds
during soldering and diffusion bonding processes.

The following materials were studied, with particular attention on the aluminides:

- TiAl, FeAl, (Ni,Pt)Al, ZrCuAl and FeCrAl;
- Ta5Si3;
- Ti-6Al-4V;
- TiNi;
- Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn;
- TiZr;
- Fe2Mo;
- Bi2Te2.55Se0.45, Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallics and Ni3Sn4

Composites involving intermetallics were the subject of two papers, while two papers were
dedicated to metallic glasses. For the materials investigated, the simulation and experimental works
carried out allowed understanding the relation between microstructure and properties aiming
at their use as structural materials at high and ultra-high temperatures, as well as their use in
aerospace/aeronautic, automobile, electronic, tribological, and biomedical applications. Whatever the
application, joining of intermetallics to other materials is of paramount importance which is reflected
in this issue.

As guest editor of “Intermetallics 2016” special issue, I think it will contribute to the progress of
the state of the art.

Metals 2017, 7, 446 1 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals
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3. Conclusions

A variety of papers have been published covering important aspects related to intermetallics.
Nevertheless, there are still several challenges to overcome in order to optimize intermetallics’ properties
and enlarge their field of application. Therefore, further issues in this field would be welcome.

Acknowledgments: I would like to thank all the authors for their contributions, the reviewers for the comments,
and the Metals editorial staff for the effort in putting up this special issue.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Formation of Ta5Si3 by self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) from elemental
powder compacts of Ta:Si = 5:3 was experimentally and numerically studied. Experimental evidence
showed that the increase of either sample density or preheating temperature led to the increase
of combustion wave velocity and reaction temperature. The apparent activation energy, Ea ≈ 108
kJ/mol, was determined for the synthesis reaction. Based upon numerical simulation, the Arrhenius
factor of the rate function, K0 = 2.5 × 107 s−1, was obtained for the 5Ta + 3Si combustion system.
In addition, the influence of sample density on combustion wave kinetics was correlated with the
effective thermal conductivity (keff) of the powder compact. By adopting 0.005 ≤ keff/kbulk ≤ 0.016 in
the computation model, the calculated combustion velocity and temperature were in good agreement
with experimental data of the samples with compaction densities between 35% and 45% theoretical
maximum density (TMD).

Keywords: self-propagating high-temperature synthesis; Ta5Si3; numerical simulation; activation
energy; Arrhenius factor; thermal conductivity

1. Introduction

Transition metal silicides are of great interest as high-temperature materials, due to their specific
properties such as high melting point, good thermal stability, excellent oxidation resistance, good creep
tolerance, and high mechanical strength at elevated temperatures [1–3]. Intermetallic silicides of the
Mo–Si, Cr–Si, Ti–Si, V–Si, Nb–Si, and Ta–Si systems are potential candidates for high-temperature
applications. In particular, the compounds of the Ta–Si system are among the most refractory silicides
with melting points in the range of 2200 to 2500 ◦C [4]. Preparation of transition metal silicides has
been conducted by a variety of fabrication routes, often combining two or more of them, like hot
pressing, hot isostatic pressing, reactive sintering, combustion synthesis, mechanical alloying, thermal
or plasma spraying, and vapor infiltration [5]. Combustion synthesis in the mode of self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS) is one of the emerging cost-effective techniques and is merited by
high energy effectiveness, fast reaction rates, and simple facilities. The SHS method has been applied
for the preparation of many advanced materials, including borides, carbides, nitrides, carbonitrides,
aluminides, silicides, and complex oxides [6–8].

Metals 2015, 5, 1580–1590 3 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals
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By means of the classical SHS approach, many silicide phases in the Mo–Si, Ti–Si, Zr–Si, and Nb–Si
systems were prepared from the reactant compacts made up of stoichiometric elemental powders [9–12].
In addition, formation of the silicides in the V–Si and Ta–Si systems was carried out by a modified
SHS technique known as field-activated combustion synthesis (FACS) that applied an electric field
perpendicularly to the propagation direction of the combustion wave [13,14]. Another modification
called mechanically-activated SHS (MASHS), which pretreated the reactant powders by prolonged
high-energy ball milling at a given frequency and impact energy, was utilized to produce MoSi2, TaSi2,
and Ta5Si3 [15,16]. However, despite many studies devoted to the synthesis of intermetallic silicides,
the fundamental aspects of reaction rate kinetics and heat transfer parameters on combustion synthesis
of metal silicides are scarcely investigated. For the Arrhenius factor (K0) of the rate function, Li [17,18]
adopted K0 = 4 × 1010 s−1 to calculate the flame propagation rate of the Ti + 2B combustion system.
Yeh et al. [19] considered the particle size effect and suggested K0 = 3 × 108 – 2 × 109 s−1 and 1.5 ×
108 – 4 × 108 s−1 for SHS formation of NiAl and CoAl, respectively, from elemental powder compacts.
On account of the porous nature of the powder compact, Gennari et al. [20,21] introduced an effective
thermal conductivity (keff) equal to 1/70 of the bulk value (kbulk) to their computation model for the
study of the SHS process on the formation of transition metal aluminides. Based upon good agreement
between measured and calculated combustion wave velocities and temperatures, Yeh et al. [19] further
indicated that keff of the Ni–Al powder compacts with relative densities of 50%–65% falls within the
extent of keff/kbulk = 0.016–0.052.

The objective of this study is to perform a thorough investigation on combustion synthesis
of Ta5Si3 from elemental powder compacts of Ta:Si = 5:3. In the experimental part, the effects of
sample density and preheating temperature were studied on the combustion wave velocity, reaction
temperature, and product composition. The apparent activation energy associated with SHS formation
of Ta5Si3 was deduced. In the numerical part, the Arrhenius factor of the rate function for the 5Ta + 3Si
combustion system was determined. The effective thermal conductivity of the powder compact was
evaluated and correlated with sample density.

2. Experimental and Numerical Methods

For the experiments, tantalum (Aldrich Chemical, <45 μm, 99.9%, St. Louis, MO, USA) and
silicon (Strem Chemicals, <45 μm, 99.5%, Newburyport, MA, USA) powders at an atomic ratio of
Ta:Si = 5:3 were dry mixed in a ball mill. The reactant mixture was then cold-pressed into cylindrical
compacts with a diameter of 7 mm and a height of 12 mm. The sample density (ds) of the powder
compact was a studied variable, which considered three values in terms of 35%, 40%, and 45% of
the theoretical maximum density (TMD). In a stainless-steel windowed chamber under high-purity
argon (99.99%), the experiment was performed with samples at different preheating temperatures
(Tp) from room temperature (25 ◦C) to 300 ◦C. This study measured the combustion wave velocity
and reaction temperature, and identified the phase constituents of SHS-derived products. Details of
the experimental setup were reported elsewhere [22]. In addition, the apparent activation energy (Ea)
of the synthesis reaction was determined from the dependence of combustion wave velocity on the
reaction temperature [10,11].

In the simulation model, an energy equation expressed as Equation (1) was numerically solved to
obtain the transient sample temperature profile during the propagation of a self-sustaining combustion
wave [19].

4 42
0 0

p eff 2

4 ( ) 4 ( )( , ) h T T T TT TC k Q T
t x d d

− σε −∂ ∂= + φ η − −
∂ ∂ (1)

where Cp is the heat capacity of the product, keff the effective thermal conductivity, Q the exothermic
heat of the reaction, φ (T,η) the reaction rate function, h the convection heat transfer coefficient, σ the
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Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ε the emissivity, and d the diameter of the test specimen. The rate function
of φ(T,η) is given by an Arrhenius form (Equation (2)) [18,19].

φ(T,η) =
∂η

∂t
= K0(1 − η) exp

(
− Ea

RT

)
(2)

where η is the fraction of the reactant transformed into the product, K0 the Arrhenius factor, and Ea the
activation energy. The numerical scheme as well as the initial and boundary conditions were previously
described [19]. The effective thermal conductivity of Equation (1) is essentially affected by the porosity
of the test specimen. To account for the significant variation of keff with sample density [19,23], the
ratio of keff/kbulk between 0.002 and 0.05 was considered in the numerical model of this study.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Measurement and Analysis

A typical sequence of combustion images recorded from a powder compact of Ta:Si = 5:3 is
illustrated in Figure 1, showing that a steady and nearly parallel combustion wave traveling in a
self-sustaining fashion. Based upon the recorded films, the deduced flame-front propagation velocity
(Vf) varying from 6.4 to 22.9 mm/s was reported in Figure 2 as a function of sample density and
preheating temperature. As the sample density increased from 35% to 45% TMD, an appreciable
increase in the flame-front velocity was observed. This was primarily caused by the enhancement of
intimate contact between the reactant particles, which improved the layer-by-layer heat transfer and
accelerated the combustion wave. In addition, owing to the increase of the reaction temperature with
initial sample temperature, Figure 2 shows that the propagation rate of the combustion wave increases
considerably with sample preheating temperature. It is useful to note that an increase in Tp from 25 to
300 ◦C almost doubles the flame-front velocity.

 
Figure 1. Solid state combustion propagating in a self-sustaining manner along a powder compact of
Ta:Si = 5:3 with ds = 35% TMD and Tp = 100 ◦C.

The dependence of the combustion front temperature (Tc) on sample density and preheating
temperature is presented in Figure 3. According to the typical temperature profiles plotted in the insert
of Figure 3, the abrupt rise in the temperature represents rapid arrival of the reaction front and the
peak value signifies the combustion front temperature. Data points in Figure 3 signify the combustion
front temperatures. In the insert, two temperature profiles measured from 45% TMD samples with
Tp = 100 and 300 ◦C are presented. It is evident that the increase of preheating temperature increases
the reaction temperature. As shown in Figure 3, for the samples without prior heating (Tp = 25 ◦C),
the increase of sample density from 35% to 45% TMD significantly increased the peak combustion
temperature from 1240 to 1530 ◦C. This could be attributed to a lesser amount of heat dissipated
within the voids of the porous compact. As a result, the energy flux sustaining the combustion wave
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propagation was augmented. The combustion front temperature was also increased by preheating
the sample. It was found that a more substantial increase of the combustion front temperature by
preheating the sample was observed for the sample with a lower compaction density. Likewise, the
influence of sample density was more pronounced for the sample with a lower preheating temperature.
The highest combustion temperature reaching up to 1645 ◦C was measured from the sample of 45%
TMD at Tp = 300 ◦C.

 

Figure 2. Effects of sample density and preheating temperature on flame-front velocity of elemental
powder compacts of Ta:Si = 5:3.

 

Figure 3. Effects of sample density and preheating temperature on combustion temperature of
elemental powder compacts of Ta:Si = 5:3.

In order to determine the apparent activation energy (Ea) of the self-sustaining combustion
reaction associated with formation of Ta5Si3, the following equation that relates the combustion wave
velocity with the combustion temperature and the thermochemical parameters is considered [10,11].

(
Vf
Tc

)2
= f(n)K

(
R
Ea

)
exp

(
− Ea

RTc

)
(3)
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where f(n) is a function of the kinetic order of the reaction, R the universal gas constant, and K a
constant which includes the heat capacity of the product, the thermal conductivity, and the heat of the
reaction. Based upon Equation (3), a plot correlating ln(Vf/Tc)2 with 1/Tc is constructed in Figure 4.
According to the slope of a best-fitted straight line for the data, Ea ≈ 108 kJ/mol was obtained and
employed in the reaction rate function of Equation (2) for the numerical simulation.

Figure 5 presents the XRD patterns of two synthesized products from samples of different densities
and preheating temperatures. It is evident that Ta5Si3 was formed as the dominant silicide and a
minor phase Ta2Si was identified. A comparison between Figure 5a,b indicates that the content of
Ta2Si was reduced by increasing the sample compaction density and initial temperature. This implies
that higher reaction temperature and better contact between the reactant powders could enhance the
phase conversion.

 

Figure 4. Activation energy (Ea) of combustion synthesis of Ta5Si3 determined from a relationship
between combustion front velocity (Vf) and temperature (Tc).

Figure 5. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of SHS-derived products from Ta:Si = 5:3 powder compacts
with (a) ds = 35% TMD and Tp = 25 ◦C and (b) ds = 45% TMD and Tp = 200 ◦C.

7
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3.2. Numerical Simulation and Validation

The Arrhenius factor (K0) of the rate function is essentially dissimilar for different reaction systems.
According to the previous study [19], the magnitude of K0 varies between 1.5 × 108 and 2.0 × 109 s−1

for combustion synthesis of intermetallic aluminides, CoAl and NiAl. It should be noted that very
high combustion rates were detected in the Co–Al and Ni–Al combustion systems. Specifically, for
the powder compacts with no prior heating, the flame-front velocity in the range of 11–37 mm/s was
measured for the Co–Al system and 22–102 mm/s for the Ni–Al system [19]. In a series of numerical
simulation performed by this study, the calculated results with 0.005 ≤ keff/kbulk ≤ 0.02 and and
Tp = 25 ◦C showed that the adoption of K0 = 3.0 × 109 s−1 in the model yields Vf = 18–32 mm/s,
K0 = 3.0 × 108 s−1 yields Vf = 12–20 mm/s, K0 = 3.0 × 107 s−1 yields Vf = 8–12 mm/s, and K0 = 3.0 × 106

s−1 yields Vf = 4–8 mm/s. The above results advised that the magnitude of K0 on the order of 107 is the
best fit for the Ta–Si combustion system. After a further refinement coupled with appropriate values of
keff/kbulk, it was found that K0 = 2.5 × 107 s−1 is the optimum to achieve the most agreeable results
between measured and calculated combustion wave velocities for the 5Ta + 3Si combustion system.

Figure 6a,b plots the calculated instantaneous temperature profiles during the SHS process for the
5Ta + 3Si powder compacts with different effective thermal conductivities and preheating temperatures.
The test specimen with a ratio of keff/kbulk = 1.0 signifies a fully-dense sample, while that with 0 <
keff/kbulk < 1 represents the powder compact with a certain degree of porosity. As depicted in Figure 6a,
for the case of keff/kbulk = 0.005 and Tp = 25 ◦C, the combustion wave at t = 1.8 s is about to reach the
bottom of the sample and the deduced flame-front velocity was 6.59 mm/s. Figure 6a also reveals the
profiles featuring a comparable peak temperature of around 1260 ◦C, which stands for the combustion
front temperature. For the powder compact with keff/kbulk = 0.02 and Tp = 200 ◦C, as shown in
Figure 6b, the combustion front temperature rises to 1535 ◦C and the time required to complete the SHS
process is noticeably shortened by a faster combustion front with Vf = 20.22 mm/s. The increase of keff
is to numerically simulate the powder compact with a higher compaction density, which corresponds
to the possession of a better degree of contact between the reactant powders. As a result, the rate
of heat transfer from the combustion front to the unburned region is enhanced and the heat lost to
the voids of the porous sample is reduced. This explains a faster combustion wave and a higher
reaction front temperature for a denser powder compact. Preheating the sample also contributes to a
higher reaction temperature, which favors the propagation of the combustion front. The calculated
combustion velocities and temperatures of Figure 6 are within a reasonable range consistent with the
experimental data, which confirms the reaction kinetics and exothermicity of the numerical model.

Figure 7 presents a comparison between measured and calculated flame-front velocities for
combustion synthesis of Ta5Si3. The symbols plotted in Figure 7 are experimental data obtained from
the 5Ta + 3Si samples and the continuous solid lines represent the computational results under K0 =
2.5 × 107 s−1 and 0.005 ≤ keff/kbulk ≤ 0.016. It is evident that for different preheating temperatures,
the calculated flame speeds agree satisfactorily with experimental data of the samples with densities
of 35%–45% TMD. The determination of the ratio of keff/kbulk not only has to yield the calculated
combustion velocities in good agreement with experimental data, but should also be consistent with
that reported by the previous study [19]. As mentioned above, keff of the Ni–Al powder compacts with
relative densities of 50%–65% TMD falls within the extent of keff/kbulk = 0.016–0.052. Therefore, the
magnitudes of keff/kbulk = 0.005–0.016 and K0 = 2.5 × 107 s−1 were justified for combustion synthesis
of Ta5Si3 from elemental powder compacts of 35%–45% TMD.
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Figure 6. Calculated time histories of temperature profiles of Ta–Si powder compacts with (a) keff/kbulk

= 0.005 and Tp = 25 ◦C and (b) keff/kbulk = 0.02 and Tp = 200 ◦C.

4. Conclusions

Formation of Ta5Si3 by combustion synthesis in the SHS mode was experimentally and
numerically investigated by this study. Sample compacts with ds = 35%, 40% and 45% TMD were
prepared from an elemental powder mixture of Ta:Si = 5:3. Experiments were conducted with powder
compacts at different preheating temperatures of Tp = 25–300 ◦C. It was found that both the measured
combustion wave velocity ranging from 6.4 to 22.9 mm/s and combustion temperatures from 1240 to
1645 ◦C increased with increasing sample density and preheating temperature. The apparent activation
energy, Ea ≈ 108 kJ/mol, of the synthesis reaction was deduced from the dependence of combustion
wave velocity on reaction temperature. Formation of Ta5Si3 as the dominant silicide phase from
solid-state combustion was achieved. A minor phase Ta2Si was reduced by increasing the sample
density and combustion temperature.

In the numerical study, the Arrhenius factor of the rate function, K0 = 2.5 × 107 s−1, was obtained
to optimally simulate the combustion rate of the 5Ta + 3Si sample to form Ta5Si3. The effect of sample
density on combustion wave kinetics was correlated with the variation of keff of the powder compact.
Numerical simulations showed that the calculated combustion velocities and their dependent trend
based upon 0.005 ≤ keff/kbulk ≤ 0.016 properly matched the experimental data of the samples with
35%–45% TMD. Moreover, the combustion exothermicity of the numerical model was well justified by
the measured combustion temperatures.
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Figure 7. A comparison between measured and calculated flame-front velocities as functions of sample
density and keff/kbulk for combustion synthesis of Ta5Si3.
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Abstract: In situ synthesized TiB2-reinforced TiAl composites usually possess high strength. However,
it is very expensive to use B powder to synthesize TiB2 particles. Moreover, the strength enhancement
of TiB2/TiAl composite is generally at the cost of plasticity. In this study, in situ dual reinforcement
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites were fabricated by using B4C powder as the B and C source, which
greatly reduces the potential production cost. The 6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite fabricated by
using the Ti-Al-B4C system shows greatly improved compressive properties, i.e., 316 MPa and 234
MPa higher than those of TiAl alloy and with no sacrifice in plasticity.

Keywords: TiAl; intermetallics; composite; compression properties

1. Introduction

Composite technology, i.e., introducing stiff and hard particle reinforcements, is an effective
approach to improve the strength of TiAl alloy [1–5]. TiB2 and Ti2AlC are the two most frequently-used
reinforcing particles in TiAl matrix composites [4–6]. It has been reported that TiB2 particles can
effectively enhance the strength of TiAl alloy [7–10]. However, the strength enhancement of the TiAl
matrix composite caused by the addition of TiB2 particles is usually at the cost of plasticity [7–10].
In contrast to TiB2, Ti2AlC ceramic combines unusual properties of both metals and ceramics, that
is it possesses both plasticity and strength [11–13]. Although the enhancement effect of Ti2AlC is
relatively weaker than that of TiB2, Ti2AlC particles could improve the strength of the TiAl alloy and,
at same time, with no great plasticity damage [14]. Therefore, introducing TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles
simultaneously into TiAl matrix is expected to fabricate the in situ dual reinforcement TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl
composite with further improved strength and also excellent plasticity.

The most direct idea to fabricate in situ dual reinforcement TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite is using
the Ti-Al-B-C system. However, B powder is very expensive, which limits its potential application in
industrial practice. Thus, it is necessary to find another material to use as the B source instead of B
powder. As is known, the cost of B4C powder is at least 20-times less expensive than that of B powder.
Meanwhile, B4C powder can offer C to synthesize Ti2AlC particles. Thus, it is a more cost-effective
way to fabricate the in situ dual reinforcement TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite by using B4C as the B and
C source.

Recently, several methods have been applied to fabricate TiAl matrix composites. Van Meter et
al. [7] fabricated 40 vol. % and 50 vol. % TiB2/TiAl composites by the method of powder metallurgy
(P/M). The compression strength of the composites was reported in the range of 2484–2866 MPa, and
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fracture strain was in the range of 0.4%–1.7%. Bohn et al. [9] fabricated Ti5Si3/TiAl composites by the
method of hot isostatic pressing (HIP). Compression strength reached up to 2680 MPa for the sample
with a mean grain size of 170 nm, while fracture strain was about 1.2%. Yang et al. [15] fabricated
Ti2AlC/TiAl composites by the method of spark plasma sintering (SPS). The compression strength
of the composites reached 2058 MPa, and the fracture strain was about 0.16%. Compared with these
above methods, the method of combustion synthesis and hot press consolidation represents an in
situ processing technique for the preparation of composites, which takes advantage of the low energy
requirement, cleaner particle-matrix interface, one-step forming process, density and high purity of the
products. Consequently, the fabricated composites would possess better comprehensive properties.

In our previous work [16], we focused on the issues of the effect of B4C size on the fabrication of in
situ TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites. It was concluded that just when the size of B4C particles is reduced
to 3.5 μm, pure in situ TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites could be successfully fabricated. However, the
effect of the content of synthesized ceramic particles on the compression properties of TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl
composites was not discussed. Thus, in this work, under the basis of the mentioned research work, the
B4C particles with a size of 3.5 μm were directly used to fabricate TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites with
different contents of the synthesized ceramic particles. The effect of the content of synthesized ceramic
particles on the compression properties and work-hardening capacity of TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite
was investigated. Moreover, the reinforcing effect of the TiB2-Ti2AlC particulates synthesized from
Ti-Al-B4C and Ti-Al-B-C systems was compared.

2. Experimental Section

Starting materials were made from commercial powders of Ti (99.5% purity, ~25 μm), Al (99%
purity, ~74 μm), B4C (99.5% purity, ~3.5 μm), B (98% purity, ~3 μm) and carbon black (99.9% purity).
The powders of Ti, Al and B4C (Ti-Al-B4C system) corresponding to nominal 2, 4, 6 and 8 vol. %
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites were mixed sufficiently by ball milling for 8 h at a low speed (~35
rpm) in a conventional planetary ball-miller. Both the pot and balls were made of stainless steel, and
the mass ratio of ball to powders was 20:1–25:1. Then, the mixed powders were cold pressed into
cylindrical compacts using a stainless steel die. In addition, the powders of Ti, Al, B and carbon black
(Ti-Al-B-C system) corresponding to nominal 6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite were also mixed
and pressed into cylindrical compact, which was used to compare to the composites fabricated by
using the Ti-Al-B4C system. Unless specified otherwise, the composites were fabricated from the
Ti-Al-B4C system. The powder compact of 28 mm in diameter and approximately 36 mm in height
was contained in a graphite mold, which was put into a self-made vacuum thermal explosion furnace.
The heating rate of the furnace was about 30 K/min, and the temperature in the vicinity of the center
of the compact was measured by Ni-Cr/Ni-Si thermocouples. When the temperature measured by the
thermocouples suddenly rose rapidly, indicating that the sample should be ignited, the sample was
quickly pressed just when it was still hot and soft. Pressure (~50 MPa) was maintained for 10 s, and
then, the product was cooled down to ambient temperature at a cooling rate of ~10 K/min.

The phase constituents of composites were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/Max
2500PC, Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with Cu Kα radiation. Microstructures were studied using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Evo18, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with an
energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS, Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK).The density of each sample
was measured three times by Archimedes’ water-immersion method, and average values are listed
in Table 1.The cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 3 mm and a height of 6 mm were used
for compression tests, and the loading surface was polished parallel to the other surface. Uniaxial
compression tests were carried out under a servo-hydraulic materials’ testing system (MTS, MTS 810,
MTS Systems Corporation, Minneapolis, MN, USA) with a strain rate of 1 × 10−4·s−1.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Phase Constituents and Microstructures

In order to identify the synthesized ceramic particles, the phase constituents of the composites
were examined by XRD. Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction results of the composites fabricated
from the Ti-Al-B4C system. Actually, due to the limitation of the detection capacity of XRD, no
ceramic phases, but the γ-TiAl and α2-Ti3Al phases, were detected in the samples with 2, 4 and
6 vol. % nominal ceramic contents. In the sample with a high content of ceramic particles (the
nominal ceramic content is 8 vol. %), the TiB2 and Ti2AlC phases were detected besides the γ-TiAl
and α2-Ti3Al phases. The combustion synthesis reaction in the Ti-Al-B4C system is complete,
and no trace of residual B4C particles was found, which indicated that TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles
could be synthesized simultaneously in the Ti-Al-B4C system and that in situ dual reinforcement
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites could be successfully fabricated by using B4C as the B and C source.

 

Figure 1. XRD patterns of in situ dual reinforcement TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using
the Ti-Al-B4C system.

Figure 2a–d shows the microstructures of the TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated from the
Ti-Al-B4C system. It can be seen from Figure 2a–c that when the contents of synthesized TiB2 and
Ti2AlC particles increase from 2–6 vol. %, the ceramic particles distribute more homogeneously in
the TiAl matrix. The increasing content of synthesized TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles results in more heat
released by the reaction and, thus, a higher temperature. The increased temperature facilitates faster
and more complete diffusion of the reactants during combustion synthesis, leading to a more uniform
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distribution of the ceramic particles in the TiAl matrix [17]. However, the ceramic particles begin to
sinter together, as shown in Figure 2d, when too many ceramic particles formed in the composites (8
vol. % TiB2–Ti2AlC). In order to examine the distribution of TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles, EDS was used
to distinguish the two ceramic particles from each other (as shown in Figure 2c). It can be seen that in
6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite, Ti2AlC particles are rod-like in shape with sizes of 1–6 μm in
length, while TiB2 particles are in a near spherical shape with a size of less than 1 μm in diameter.

 

Figure 2. Microstructures of (a) 2 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl; (b) 4 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl; (c) 6 vol. %
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl and (d) 8 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system.

3.2. Compression Properties and Work-Hardening Capacity

Figure 3 shows true compression stress-strain curves of the TiAl alloy and the TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl
composites fabricated from the Ti-Al-B4C system. The compression properties are summarized in
Table 1. The yielding strength (σy) and ultimate compression strength (σucs) of TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl
composites increase with increasing content of synthesized ceramic particles. The fracture strain
(εf) of the composites does not change significantly when the content of synthesized TiB2-Ti2AlC
particles increases from 2–6 vol. %. However, when the content of synthesized TiB2-Ti2AlC particles
increases to 8 vol. %, εf decreases significantly, due to too many ceramic particles being synthesized
and segregated together in the composite. This also can be confirmed by the fracture surface of
6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl and 8 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites shown in Figure 4a,b. It can be
compared to the fracture surface that the 6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite exhibits with a tear
ridge, while the fracture surface of the 8 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite is relatively flat. In 8 vol.
% the TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite, the bad interface combination between aggregated particles and
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TiAl matrix would play the role of crack initiator during deformation and facilitate the fracture of
the composite.

 

Figure 3. True compression stress-strain curves of TiAl alloy and the in situ dual reinforcement
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system.

Table 1. Compression properties and work-hardening capacity (Hc) of TiAl alloy and the in situ dual
reinforcement TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system.

Ceramic Content Measureddensity (g/cm3) σy (MPa) σucs (MPa) εf (%) Hc

TiAl 3.72 ± 0.03 465 ± 41 1415 ± 20 17.3 ± 0.0 2.07 ± 0.31
2 vol. % 3.74 ± 0.02 625 ± 24 1487 ± 32 16.8 ± 0.3 1.39 ± 0.15
4 vol. % 3.80 ± 0.02 711 ± 25 1562 ± 10 17.7 ± 0.3 1.20 ± 0.07
6 vol. % 3.82 ± 0.02 781 ± 25 1649 ± 12 16.6 ± 0.2 1.11 ± 0.05
8 vol. % 3.88 ± 0.05 865 ± 29 1695 ± 5 14.9 ± 0.9 0.96 ± 0.06

 

Figure 4. SEM images of the compression fractured surfaces of (a) 6 vol. % and (b) 8 vol. %
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system.

The above results indicate that lower content (2–6 vol. %) TiB2-Ti2AlC particles could effectively
improve the strength of TiAl alloy without sacrificing plasticity. The 6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl
composite possesses the best compression properties. The average σy and σucs of the 6 vol. %
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system are 781 MPa and 1649 MPa,
respectively, which are 316 MPa and 234 MPa higher than those of TiAl alloy. The enhancement
of strength is mainly due to the reinforcing effect of stiff TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles. The uniform
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distribution of in situ TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles would be the reason for the maintenance of the high
plasticity. Moreover, as discussed in our previous study [14], the metallic property of Ti2AlC particles
and the coherent interface between Ti2AlC and TiAl would also contribute to the high plasticity.

It can be seen from the true stress-strain curves of the composites fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C
system shown in Figure 3 that these curves all show a clear work hardening. The work-hardening
capacity of composites is calculated according to the formulary (Hc) (Hc = (σucs − σy)/σy) [18]. The
results are listed in Table 1. The Hc of TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite decreases with the increase in
the content of synthesized ceramic particles. The onset of plastic deformation with an obvious strain
hardening in composites represents a deformation mechanism of dislocation activity. The strain
hardening of composites after yielding is mainly due to dislocation multiplication, accumulation
and interaction [18–20]. As mentioned above, the σy of composites increases with increasing content
of synthesized ceramic particles, which means that dislocation-nucleation threshold stress increases
with the increase in ceramic content, that is the activation of dislocations becomes more difficult.
Consequently, the dislocation interactions during plastic deformation would become weak with the
increase in ceramic content, leading to a decrease in Hc. The stress-strain curves also exhibit a low
modulus in the elastic region, which is similar to other researchers’ work [21,22]. It is speculated that
porosity might be playing a part in this. The porosities in the composites evaluated by the method
of image analysis are approximately 1.9%, 1.5%, 1.8% and 1.4%, respectively. In addition, the 6 vol.
% TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite was also fabricated from the Ti-Al-B-C system, which was used to
compare to the composites fabricated from the Ti-Al-B4C system. Figure 5 shows the true compression
stress-strain curves of the in situ dual reinforcement 6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated
by these two systems. The compression properties and their work-hardening capacity are summarized
in Table 2. The results indicate that the compression properties and work-hardening capacity of the
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated from these two systems are similar. Thus, from the economic
point of view, the TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system could be
widely used in practical production.

 
Figure 5. True compression stress-strain curves of the in situ dual reinforcement 6 vol. %
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using different systems.

Table 2. Compression properties and work-hardening capacity (Hc) of the in situ dual reinforcement
TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites fabricated by using different systems.

System Ceramic Content σy (MPa) σucs (MPa) εf (%) Hc

Ti-Al-B4C 6 vol. % 781 ± 25 1649 ± 12 16.6 ± 0.2 1.11 ± 0.05
Ti-Al-B-C 6 vol. % 771 ± 23 1677 ± 1 15.8 ± 0.3 1.18 ± 0.06
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4. Conclusions

The content of TiB2-Ti2AlC particles significantly influences the compression properties and
work-hardening capacity of TiAl matrix composites. With the increase in the content of synthesized
TiB2-Ti2AlC particles, the σy and σucs of TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites increase, while Hc decreases.
When the content of synthesized ceramic particles is lower (2 vol. %–6 vol. %), εf does not change
significantly. However, when the content of ceramic particles comes to 8 vol. %, εf decreases
significantly. The synthesized TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles could effectively improve the σy and σucs of
TiAl alloy due to the reinforcing effect of stiff TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles. The uniform distribution of in
situ TiB2 and Ti2AlC particles and the special characteristics of Ti2AlC would be the reasons for the
maintenance of the high plasticity. The compression properties of the TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites
fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system are similar to those of the TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites
fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B-C system. From the economic point of view, it is better to fabricate in
situ dual reinforcement TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composites by using the Ti-Al-B4C system. The σy and σucs

of the 6 vol. % TiB2-Ti2AlC/TiAl composite fabricated by using the Ti-Al-B4C system are 316 MPa and
234 MPa higher than those of the TiAl alloy, without sacrificing plasticity.
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Abstract: The investment casting of TiAl alloys has become the most promising cost-effective
technique for manufacturing TiAl components. This study aimed to investigate a series of problems
associated with the investment casting of TiAl alloys. The mold filling and solidification of this casting
model were numerically simulated using ProCAST. Shrinkage porosity was quantitatively predicted
by a built-in feeding criterion. The results obtained from the numerical simulations were compared
with experiments, which were carried out on Vacuum Skull Furnace using an investment block mold.
The investment casting of TiAl grating was conducted for verifying the correctness and feasibility
of the proposed method. The tensile test results indicated that, at room temperature, the tensile
strength and elongation were approximately 675 MPa and 1.7%, respectively. The microstructure and
mechanical property of the investment cast TiAl alloy were discussed.

Keywords: numerical simulation; TiAl alloys; investment casting; shrinkage porosity

1. Introduction

Energy as well as environmental issues have become the main obstacles for sustaining social
and economic development. The substitution of lightweight materials for heavy ones is effective for
solving this problem. Aviation and aerospace materials are developed with a predominant focus on
the development of lightweight, high-strength materials. TiAl alloys exhibit excellent mechanical,
oxidation, and corrosion resistance properties at elevated temperatures (greater than 600 ◦C), making
them a possible replacement for traditional Ni-based superalloy components in the aircraft and
automobile industry for increasing the thrust-to-weight ratio and efficiency while decreasing exhaust
and noise pollution [1–3]. Because of the chemical heterogeneity and physical properties of TiAl alloys,
numerous efforts have been focused on the introduction of titanium aluminide into the market, albeit
with limited success. A limitation for the “mass market” manufacture of TiAl-based components is
that TiAl exhibits very high chemical reactivity, high melting temperature, low ductility, and poor
workability. In contrast, casting exhibits a significant advantage for complex-shaped components
such as turbine blades, turbocharger rotators and exhaust valves. Because of these issues, investment
casting, which can directly produce near-net-shaped components with a good surface finish and low
production cost, is a subject of growing interest [4].

Different casting processes are employed for casting TiAl alloys, such as induction-skull melting
(ISM), vacuum-arc remelting (VAR), counter-gravity low pressure atmosphere melting (CLIM),
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plasma-arc melting (PAM), etc. Although most of these processes produce high quality castings,
the cost of the products is rather high.

Investment casting exhibits tremendous advantages for the production of quality cast components
as it has the key benefits of accuracy, versatility and integrity. As a result, investment casting is one of
the most economical methods for producing a wide range of metal castings.

Several efforts have been focused on the thermodynamic stability and mechanism of interaction
between refractory materials such as CaO [5,6], Al2O3 [7,8], ZrO2 [9,10] and Y2O3 [11,12] in contact
with molten TiAl alloys. Such information is of great interest not only for the purpose of solidification
studies but also for the induction melting of TiAl alloys and their investment casting in ceramic molds
as well.

The casting process based on experience has the characteristics of high cost and long cycle. In
addition, the pouring process is invisible. However, by numerical simulation, cost savings as well
as a reduction in production cycles can be achieved. Signification promise and potential have been
demonstrated by numerical simulations. This study aims to fabricate a grating with Ti–47Al–2.5V–1Cr
(at. %) by investment casting and discusses the relevant microstructure and mechanical properties.

2. Experimental Section

The casting of the TiAl alloy grating was a disk with a diameter of 580 mm, which had a 180 mm
hole in the center, and a thickness of 10 mm. Initially, we made a small test disk with a diameter of 400
mm, which had a 120 mm hole in the center, and a thickness of 10 mm. In the following text, we refer to
full-size casting as the ultimate goal, and test casting as the minor one. All samples for characterization
were cut from the test casting. The full-size casting only employed X-ray non-destructive inspection
for the porosity in the casting.

2.1. Numerical Simulation

Experiment processes of TiAl casting were simulated by a finite element method (FEM) software
ProCAST package (ESI Group, Paris, France). Tables 1 and 2 summarize the thermo-physical material
properties of the casting and mold, respectively, which were implemented in the preprocessing
procedure; the properties of TiAl were given by Sung [13,14], and the properties of ZrO2 were given
by ProCAST. The environment temperature in Table 2 was the temperature in the vacuum chamber
during melting because it is too difficult to calculate the heat effect of the melting system to the
environment. So, we ignored that, and determined it to be room temperature. The filling and
solidification behavior was simulated by the calculation procedure. The filling behavior, temperature
field and solidification parameters, with respect to the formation of shrinkage porosity, were analyzed
during the post-processing procedure. The initial processing parameters used in the simulation were a
pouring temperature of 1700 ◦C, and a filling time of 3 s.

Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of TiAl alloy varied with temperature.

Temperature/(◦C) Density/(kg·m−3)
Specific Heat/
(J·kg−1·K−1)

Thermal Conductivity/
(W·m−1·K−1)

Thermal Diffusion/
(m2·s−1)

25 3857 598 13.2 -
200 - 630 16.7 -
400 - 667 20.2 -
600 - 703 23.1 -
700 - 799 25.4 8.4
800 - 769.3 26.8 8.8
900 - 900.1 28. 8.1
1000 - 975.9 27.9 7.7
1100 - 995.6 26.5 7.2
1200 - 1140.4 27.3 6.7
1600 3788 786 31 -
1800 3612 794 37 -
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Table 2. Thermo-physical properties of TiAl alloy and ZrO2 mold.

Thermophysical Properties TiAl Alloy Mold (ZrO2)

Density/(kg·m−3) 3788 3970
Specific heat/(J·kg−1·K−1) 598 777

Thermal conductivity/(W·m−1·K−1) 13.2 39
Liquidus temperature/(◦C) 1554 2323
Solidus temperature/(◦C) 1478 -
Latent heat/(J·kg−1·K−1) 435 -

Environment temperature/(◦C) 25 25

2.2. Production of Castings

The alloy used in this study had a nominal composition of Ti–47Al–2.5V–1Cr (at. %, TiAl alloy
hereafter). The castings were produced by VAM-150, ZXVAC (Shenyang, China). The charge material
was pieces of TiAl alloy ingots produced by vacuum-arc remelting.

In this study, the conventional “lost wax” procedure was employed for fabricating ceramic
shell molds. The replicated wax crowns were assembled on the numerically optimized runner and
gating system.

The detailed manufacturing processes were described as follows. First, the wax patterns were
dipped into the slurry, which was mixed with zirconia sol and ZrO2 powders (diameter < 50 μm),
stuccoed by zirconia sand and dried. After the primary coating, wax patterns were coated with a
back-up slurry, which comprised alumina and silica sol. Back-up coating process was repeated several
times for enhancing the strength of the ceramic molds. Finally, a sealing coat of the back-up slurry
was applied. At the end of these processes, the total thickness of the ceramic molds was 7–10 mm.
The de-waxing process of the ceramic molds was carried out at about 0.8 MPa and 150 ◦C in a steam
autoclave. After de-waxing, the ceramic molds were sintered at 950 ◦C for 2 h.

Molds were kept in a refractory-filled can, the vacuum chamber was evacuated and backfilled
with argon at a pressure of 8 × 104 Pa and the charge melted. Prior to the pouring process, the ceramic
molds were first preheated, and then molten TiAl was poured into the preheated ceramic molds.
After removing the ceramic molds, TiAl castings were obtained. There are some negative factors in
TiAl casting, such as the static pressure head is low because of low density (3.8 g/cm−3), narrow
solidification interval (<80 ◦C), and bad fluidity. Hence, there is a tendency to employ a pouring
temperature as high as possible for improving the quality of the TiAl casting. The machine can melt
TiAl at the highest temperature 1700 ◦C; hence, it is chosen as the pouring temperature.

2.3. Characterization of Microstructure and Mechanical Property

Samples used for characterization were cut from the test casting. All microstructures had been
ground and polished electrolytically (Perchloric 6% + Butoxyethanol 34% + Methanol 60%, −30 ◦C,
35 V, 9 mA). Metallographic specimens were etched by Kroll’s reagent (a mixture of 10 mL HF,
5 mL HNO3 and 85 mL H2O) for observation under an optical microscope. Optical microscopy was
performed with an Olympus microscope (Tokyo, Japan). The mechanical property of the castings was
characterized by tensile deformation experiments at a constant strain rate (1 × 10−4 s−1) performed
at room temperature. A field emission gun scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI, QUANTA 200F,
Portland, OR, USA) was employed for characterizing the morphologies of the fracture surface.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Numerical Simulation for Test Casting

The three-dimensional (3D) model of test casting based on the first design is shown in Figure 1.
The mold-filling process and solidification were calculated. All the casting gratings exhibited porosities
under different initial conditions, as shown in Figure 2. The results indicated that casting defects
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are spread throughout the entire cast gratings, and the porosity is considerable. Casting defects are
affected by the mold-filling process and the solidification of the cast grating. For a mold temperature
of 25 ◦C and gravity casting, the worst results are obtained from the simulation (Figure 2a), and a
large amount of shrinkage pores are spread throughout the entire cast grating. With the increase in the
mold temperature to 800 ◦C, the situation improves slightly (Figure 2b). Moreover, when a centrifugal
casting is employed, the situation significantly improves at rotation speeds of 200 rpm and 400 rpm
(Figure 2c–f). However, with the increase in the rotation speed to 600 rpm, the amount of shrinkage
pores increases (Figure 2g,h).

 

Figure 1. Three-dimensional drawing of runner system for test casting.

 

Figure 2. The predicted shrinkage porosity of test castings: (a) mold temperature of 25 ◦C and gravity
casting (short for 25 ◦C, 0 rpm); (b) 800 ◦C, 0 rpm; (c) 25 ◦C, 200 rpm; (d) 800 ◦C, 200 rpm; (e) 25 ◦C,
400 rpm; (f) 800 ◦C, 400 rpm; (g) 25 ◦C, 600 rpm; (h) 800 ◦C, 600 rpm.

Because of the contact with the mold, the front-flowing molten metal loses a large amount of
heat, which causes a sudden decrease in temperature, and the molten metal may no longer flow to
the cold end of the mold. The possibility of shrinkage porosity slightly decreased with a high mold
temperature. For a given pouring temperature and mold temperature, the molten TiAl alloy fills the
mold at a rapid rate, it gets a long time to feed, and decreases the possible formation of cast defects.
In the case when the pouring rate is limited by the casting equipment, the action of the centrifugal
force results in the spreading of the molten metal. With this runner design, the liquid flow would
break under excessive centrifugal force; hence, a high rotation speed causes deterioration instead
(Figure 2g,h). When the temperature of the frontier molten metal rapidly decreases, a large number of
dendrites would mix in with the molten alloy, which would increase the viscosity of the molten alloy
and flow resistance, slowing down of the flow rate of the molten alloy. While centrifugal force stirs the
molten alloy, dendrites mixed with the latter molten alloy with higher temperature for remelting. By
comparing the two cases, a mold temperature of 25 ◦C and gravity casting and a mold temperature
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of 800 ◦C, 400 rpm, when the mold is completely filled, the solid fractions obtained are 11.3% and
0.2%, respectively.

For shrinkage porosity, Figure 2d showed best situation, Figure 2f was the second and Figure 2e
was the third. However, Figure 3d,e exhibited voids, and Figure 3f was free of voids. In ProCAST, the
voids predicted represent not only air bubbles but also oxide layers trapped in areas where fluid flow is
restricted. Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP), which is a necessary step in the foundry industry, can eliminate
voids but does not remove micro-porosity, which means that voids are more serious than porosity.
Hence, a mold temperature of 800 ◦C and a rotation speed of 400 rpm are probably good choices for
the test casting, which exhibited porosity slightly more than that observed at a mold temperature of
800 ◦C and a rotation speed of 200 rpm, albeit free of voids.

 

Figure 3. Predicted voids of test castings, (a–h), the same as the Figure 2.

3.2. The Quality of Test Casting

Figure 4a shows TiAl alloy test castings, which show visible pores on the surface. Figure 4b shows
the location of the samples for metallographic observation and tensile test. As shown in Figures 5
and 6c,d, the orientation of the metallographic section is tangential, and Figure 6a shows the contact
surface between the disk and runner.

Figure 4. Test casting (a,b) showed the specimen locations: I, II, III, IV, and V, for Figure 5a–e,
respectively; VI for Figure 6a; Tensile for the tensile test.
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Figure 5. Optical microstructure of test casting (a–e) were from the center hole to the outer edge, and
the interval between the two samples measured 20 mm.

 

Figure 6. Micro-defects of test casting, (a) pore and (b–d) shrinkage.

Figure 5 shows a typical fully lamellar microstructure of as-cast TiAl, which contains a small
amount of finely segregated γ-grains which are mainly located at the lamellar grain boundaries or in
the interdendritic region as a result of the occurrence of double peritectic reactions during solidification.
The microstructure does not significantly differ from the center hole to the outer edge; however,
the casting defects are not the same everywhere. Figure 5a,b,e show micropores, and Figure 5c,d
show extensive micro-porosity. Compared with the simulation data as shown in Figure 2d, the
predicted shrinkage porosity of casting is in agreement with the experimental data, which show that
the shrinkage porosity of casting enriches in the center of the casting and is absent near the center hole
and outer edge. Figure 6a shows that a big hole appeared in runner, which is proved by Figure 7b.
Figure 6a,b show that there is no effect of shrinkage on the fully lamellar microstructure; however,
Figure 6c,d, show bending lamellar microstructure near the shrinkage. Figure 7a shows the slice view
of the disk, and Figure 7b shows the slice view of the rib. As shown in Figure 7a, marginal shrinkage
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porosity is observed, and the amount of shrinkage porosity is significantly less than that in Figure 7b.
The predicted shrinkage porosity by ProCAST is the probability, and Figure 5 meets the left half of
Figure 7a—Figure 5a,b,e is almost porosity free, Figure 5c shows a few pores, and Figure 5d shows
enrichment of shrinkage porosity.

 

Figure 7. Slice view at a mold temperature of 800 ◦C and rotation speed of 400 rpm, (a) disk and (b) rib.

3.3. Mechanical Property for Test Casting

Figure 8a shows the mechanical property of the investment cast TiAl alloy at room temperature.
The tensile strength and elongation at room temperature are about 675 MPa and 1.7%, respectively.
The results obtained from this study are in good agreement with the data reported previously [4,15].
The mechanical property of a casting not only depends on its microstructure but also on the alloy
composition, casting conditions and heat treatment. Figure 8b shows the fracture surface of an
investment cast TiAl specimen at room temperature that presents an irregular and tortuous surface.
It can be concluded that the main failure modes are inter-granular fracture in equiaxed γ-grains and
trans-lamellar cracking in lamellar grains. The minor failure modes are trans-granular cracking in
equiaxed γ-grains and local ductile failure in lamellar grains. It is suggested that the retained as-cast
lamellar structure has a detrimental effect on tensile property, especially elongation. This is mainly
related to the strong anisotropic flow stress behavior of the α2/γ lamellar [2].

 

Figure 8. Tensile test stress-strain curve obtained at room temperature (a) and fracture surface (b) of
as-cast TiAl specimen, transgranular (TG) and translamellar (TL).
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3.4. Numerical Simulation for Full-Size Casting

From simulation results and the microstructure of the test casting, the thickness of the disk is too
small to be compared with its diameter. Hence, the mold is hardly full with molten alloy in a gravity
cast. However, when a centrifugal force is employed, the molten alloy can be easily torn in the flat disk.
In this case, the advantage of centrifugal force is weakened. Hence, the main ideas of improvement
with respect to the runner system are to provide a sufficient molten alloy to fill the mold and keep the
fluid stable. Therefore, it is decided to moderately increase the gate size, as shown in Figure 9.

 

Figure 9. Three-dimensional drawing of runner system for full-size casting.

The simulation results obtained for the test casting show that mold temperature is not a factor that
decides the quality of casting below 800 ◦C. On the other hand, high mold temperature causes a heavy
interfacial reaction [13], hence the preheat temperature of the mold for the full-size casting decreases.

Figure 10 shows the shrinkage porosity in the full-size castings: casting defects in the optimized
design significantly decrease more when compared to those in the test casting. Because of the enlarged
filling gate, the centrifugal effects exhibit dramatic improvement of the mold filling (Figure 10b–e).

 

Figure 10. The predicted shrinkage porosity of full-size castings, (a) mold temperature of 600 ◦C and
gravity casting (short for 600 ◦C, 0 rpm); (b) 200 ◦C, 200 rpm; (c) 400 ◦C, 200 rpm; (d) 600 ◦C, 200 rpm;
(e) 600 ◦C, 400 rpm.

Shrinkage porosity is the result of failure of feeding to operate effectively. In this case, centrifugal
force can effectively decrease shrinkage porosity; however, it would produce voids, which are caused
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by gas trapped in the liquid alloy. Figure 11 shows the voids of the full-size castings. The 10-mm-thick
disk is the required component; hence, the voids in the rib and platform are acceptable. The simulation
data show that a mold temperature of 600 ◦C and rotation speed of 200 rpm are the best choice for
the full-size casting. Although it is only slightly better than the other three plans (Figure 11b–e),
considering that there are some harmful effects not included in the simulation such as sand hoppers,
this marginal advantage is still worth consideration.

Figure 11. Predicted voids of full-size castings, (a–e) the same as the Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 12a, few pores are observed in the rib, and the surface of the disk is defect-free.
Radiography revealed major internal defects present (Figure 12b). As shown in Figure 12c, some
micro-porosity is also observed in the disk. The pores exhibit a round, smooth edge; hence, they
are blowholes. At a mold temperature of 600 ◦C and rotation speed of 200 rpm, marginal shrinkage
porosity and voids are observed in the simulation (Figures 10d and 11d). We speculate that their
presence is attributed to the fact that the permeability of the mold is not sufficient. There is an ideal
condition for ProCAST, but not for the experiment. There is also an indication of shrinkage in the
junction between the rib and the outer ring of the disk (Figure 12d), which is a hot spot because storage
is present under it.

 

Figure 12. X-ray nondestructive inspection results of full-size casting, (a) the grating casting and (b–d)
correspond to b, c and d areas on (a), respectively.

4. Conclusions

The mold-filling and solidification process of TiAl grating by centrifugal investment casting were
simulated. The following principal conclusions were drawn from this study:
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(1) Gratings with diameters of 400 and 580 mm were successfully produced.
(2) The casting parameters for the test casting were a pouring temperature of 1700 ◦C, a mold

preheated temperature of 800 ◦C, and a rotation speed of 400 rpm.
(3) The optimal casting parameters for full-size casting were a pouring temperature of 1700 ◦C, a

mold preheated temperature of 600 ◦C, and a rotation speed of 200 rpm.
(4) The specimens showed a typical fully lamellar microstructure, which exhibits finely segregated

γ-grains. TiAl as-cast specimens exhibited a moderate mechanical property. At room temperature,
the tensile strength and elongation were about 675 MPa and 1.7%, respectively.
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Abstract: The current study involves the coating of Titanium-Zirconium-Molybdenum (TZM) alloy
with FeCrAl through plasma thermal spraying which proved effective in improving the oxidation
resistance of the substrate. A post-laser surface melting treatment further enhanced the surface
protection of the TZM alloy. Oxidation tests conducted at 1100 ˝C in air indicated that some Mo
oxides were formed at the surface but a relatively small amount of weight reduction was observed for
FeCrAl-coated TZM alloys up to 60 min of treatment. The post-laser surface treatment following the
plasma thermal spray process apparently delayed the severe oxidation process and surface spalling
of the alloy. It was suggested that the slow reduction in weight in the post-laser-treated specimen
was related to fewer defects in the coating layer. It was also found that a surface reaction layer
formed through the diffusion of Fe into the Mo alloy substrate at high temperature. The layer mainly
consisted of Fe-saturated Mo and FeMo intermetallic compounds. In order to observe the corrosion
behavior of the laser-treated alloy in 3.5% NaCl solution, electrochemical characteristics were also
investigated. A proposed equivalent circuit model for the specimen indicated localized corrosion of
coated alloy with some permeable defects in the coating layer.

Keywords: Mo alloy; FeCrAl; plasma thermal spray; laser treatment

1. Introduction

Due to excellent high temperature properties, Mo alloys are used in a large number of elevated
temperature applications in the aerospace and nuclear industries [1]. However, a primary drawback of
these alloys is susceptibility to high temperature oxidation because volatile MoO3 is formed in the
oxidizing environment at a high temperature such as 873 ˝C [2]. Therefore, some protective coatings
are often necessary to protect the surface of Mo alloys from oxidation [3–5]. To this end, FeCrAl alloy
can be applied as a coating layer to the surface of Mo alloys since it can withstand a temperature as
high as 1400 ˝C [6,7]. The thermal spraying method has been sucessfully employed to improve the
oxidation resistance of substrate alloys, and the process has several advantages, such as low cost and
simple operation [4,5]. However, thermal spray techniques are often implicated in introducing defects
in the coating, such as pores and weak interfacial bondings [7].

Post-treatments such as laser surface melting following the thermal spray can be useful to enhace
the interface stability and resultant oxidation resistance. It has been reported that relatively high
porosity, as well as poor adhesion in various coating/substrate systems, could be modified by such
post-treatments. The laser surface melting process could significantly enhance the adhesion of the
metallic coating layer to a substrate and reduce microdefects in the coating [8–13].
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In the current study, we primarily focused on increasing the stability of the protective FeCrAl
coating layer by at least a few hours at high temperatures above 1000 ˝C, which would be highly
significant from an industrial standpoint. Even if the treatment time at high temperatures is not long,
some interdiffusion occurs between the coating and the substrate. Such a diffusion process may cause
the formation of MoFe intermetallic compounds, thereby resulting in a change in the microstructure
of the FeCrAl/Mo system at the high temperature. This issue has also been addressed in the current
work. Furthermore, the general corrosion behavior of FeCrAl-coated Mo alloy after the laser treatment
has been also investigated.

2. Experimental Section

In the current research TZM Mo alloy was used as the substrate. FeCrAl alloy with a composition
of Fe-20 wt. % Cr-5 wt. % Al was deposited on the surface of sand-blasted and ultrasonic-cleaned
TZM substrate via air plasma thermal spray process. A mixture of Ar and H2 was used as the plasma
gas and argon was used as the powder carrier gas. The plasma thermal spraying process parameters
employed in this study are as follows: 400 A, Ar gas pressure of 100 MPa, H2 gas pressure of 6 MPa,
and spray distance of 100 mm. Some of the as-sprayed FeCrAl coatings were surface-treated by using
a continuous wave (CW) diode laser with a maximum power of 300 W (PF-1500F model; HBL Co.,
Daejeon, Korea) and a powder supplier (Pwp14Y04K model; Yesystem Co., Daejeon, Korea). The laser
process parameters, such as laser power, scanning speed, and powder injection, were set up based on
a previous work [14]. The optimized applied power for the current research was 180 W, the scanning
speed was 8 mm/s, and powder injection rate was 6.5 g/min. To prevent specimens from oxidation
during the process, argon was continuously supplied into the melting zone.

Oxidation behaviors of FeCrAl-coated specimens were investigated in air at 1100 ˝C.
The specimens were 10 ˆ 10 ˆ 7 mm in size and were isothermally heated in an electric resistance
furnace (PCAM Korea Co., Daejeon, Korea). The oxidation resistance was evaluated by measuring
the average weight changes with respect to the holding time for the oxidized specimens. In order to
observe the microstructural changes of the laser-treated coating layer during the high temperature
oxidation, the coating specimen was isothermally heated at 1100 ˝C for 5 h under argon atmosphere.
Microstructural analyses were performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL, JSM-5610,
Tokyo, Japan), equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), and
X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku, Smartlab, Tokyo, Japan). Electrochemical measurements were
performed using a potentiostat and an electro impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis software (ZIVE
SP1, WONATECH, Seoul, Korea). Saturated calomel electrode was used as the reference electrode and
platinum plate was used as the counter-electrode. NaCl solution (3.5 wt. %) was used as the electrolyte
and the potential scan rate for polarization tests was 1 mV/s.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Oxidation Resistance of FeCrAl-Coated TZM Alloy at 1100 ˝C

Figure 1 shows cross-sectional SEM images of plasma thermal sprayed FeCrAl coatings on TZM
alloys before and after the laser surface treatment. Comparatively sound coating layers could be
observed in both the as-sprayed and the post-laser treated specimens. A somewhat nonuniform
thickness of the FeCrAl coating layer was found after the laser surface melting; however, the interface
appeared to be a little more compact in that case. The darker area, which was aluminum-rich based on
the SEM-EDS analyses, seen in the FeCrAl coating layers with and without the post-treatment, implied
that some segregation occurred during the coating processes. Although the area looks a little darker in
the as-sprayed specimen, the darker area was found also to be aluminum-rich.

The oxidation resistance of the FeCrAl-coated specimens at 1100 ˝C was measured as the percent
weight loss with respect to the reference, as compared in Figure 2. It appears that the coating layers on
the surface of the Mo alloys were consistently detached from the substrates, especially after a long
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exposure time. Initially, the amount of weight reduction for both the specimens remained small up
to 60 min, after which significant weight loss was observed. This indicated that the FeCrAl coatings,
regardless of preparation route, clearly protected the substrate because significant oxidation and
spalling of the substrate TZM alloys without any coating are known to occur almost instantly at high
temperatures [15]. In our samples, the oxidation behavior appeared to be dependent on whether the
post-laser treatment was conducted or not for long exposure times. In comparison with the plasma
thermal spray, the post-laser surface treatment following the spray showed a slower weight reduction
rate. When the FeCrAl-coated Mo alloys are exposed to a high temperature, for instance 1100 ˝C,
the initial oxidation will take place mainly through the defect areas, such as pores and cracks in the
coating layers. Therefore, it can be concluded that the whole oxidation process was relatively slower
in the laser-treated specimen with reduced porosity in the FeCrAl coating. Another reason can be
related to the bonding characteristics of the interface. The interface between the as-sprayed coating
and the substrate was mechanically bonded, while the interfacial bonding has been reported to become
stronger metallurgically after the laser treatment [8]. Quite a few research results showed that laser
treatments reduced the porosity and strengthened the coating adhesion in many coating/substrate
systems [8–13].

Figure 1. Cross-sectional microstructures of FeCrAl plasma thermal spray-coated TZM alloy:
(a) as-sprayed; (b) after the laser surface melting process.

Figure 2. Oxidation behaviors of FeCrAl plasma thermal spray-coated TZM alloys before and after the
laser surface treatment.

Figure 3 shows the typical surface appearance of oxidized specimens prepared with and without
the post-laser surface treatment. Severely damaged surfaces with a lot of MoO3 phases were observed
in the as-sprayed samples, while a relatively smooth surface, except for some small portions of
damaged areas, was present in the post-laser-treated specimen. These observations implied that
the oxidation of Mo substrate proceeded preferentially through the defect areas of the coating layer.
If Mo oxides are formed on the surface of a substrate, the oxidized layer will expand and volatilize.
Once some cracks are formed at the coating/substrate interface, the oxidation process becomes
more facilitated.
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The XRD analysis results (Figure 4) showed various oxides, such as MoO3, Fe2O3, and Cr2O3.
Cr and Al oxides are generally known to protect metallic materials effectively from oxidation [16].
Al oxides were not clearly found, possibly because of the relatively small amount of Al additions. It is
noteworthy that MoO3 phases were also formed on the surface of the laser-treated specimen even
though its surface morphology appeared to be quite different from that of the as-sprayed ones. Since
fewer defect areas were observed in the coating layer on the surface of the laser-treated alloy, it could
be harder for oxygen to diffuse through the coating layer. However, the laser-treated coating layers
were also found to contain some defects.

Figure 3. Surface morphologies of FeCrAl plasma thermal spray-coated TZM alloys: (a,b) as-sprayed;
(c,d) after the laser treatment.

Figure 4. XRD analysis results of surfaces of oxidation test specimens.

3.2. Microstructural Variations of FeCrAl-Coated TZM Alloy at 1100 ˝C

The microstructure of the coating layer is expected to change when it is exposed to high
temperatures which in turn should affect the oxidation resistance of FeCrAl-coated alloy. As previously
mentioned, the initial oxidation process depended mainly on the defect areas of the coating layers.
However, after a certain period of time, the Mo substrate would become exposed to air because
of not only the severe spalling of surface coating layers that occurs but also the interdiffusion
that takes place between the Mo alloy substrate and the FeCrAl coating layer. Then Mo oxides
are formed in large quantities, resulting in severely damaged surfaces and spalling. In order to
understand the microstructural changes of the FeCrAl coating layers during high temperature
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oxidation, the laser-treated specimen was isothermally heated at the same temperature (1100 ˝C)
under Ar atmosphere.

As shown in Figure 5, some interfacial reactions occurred in the isothermally heated specimen.
Diffusion of iron into the Mo matrix apparently occurred during the isothermal heating at 1100 ˝C,
and SEM-EDS analyses indicated that the reaction layer consisted of mainly two different areas: low
Fe and high Fe regions. The dominant low Fe area is represented as the Mo phase containing about
10% Fe. The maximum solubility of Fe in Mo is about 31 at. % at 1611 ˝C, but it is sharply reduced
with a decrease in temperature and the solubility at 1100 ˝C is about 10%. Some MoFe intermetallic
compounds might have formed from the supersaturated Mo matrix either during the heating or the
cooling. It has been reported that μ-phase and σ-phase can form between the Fe coating layer and
the Mo substrate [17]. Since the isothermal heating was carried out at 1100 ˝C, the high Fe area was
postulated to be Fe7Mo6 μ-phase. According to the SEM-EDS analysis results it is suggested that Fe
diffused into the Mo substrate nonuniformly, mainly through the less dense areas. When Fe exceeded
its solubility limit in the Mo matrix at a certain temperature, the Fe7Mo6 intermetallic compound was
finally formed from the supersaturated matrix. Figure 6 also indicates that the MoFe phases were
formed among the low Fe-containing Mo phases. Cr was uniformly distributed in the reacted surface
region, which was attributed to the fact that Mo and Cr show miscibility in both solid and liquid states.

Figure 5. Cross-sectional microstructure of the post-laser-treated TZM alloy that was isothermally
heated at 1100 ˝C.

Figure 6. SEM micrograph and EDS mapping of the post-laser-treated TZM alloy that was isothermally
heated at 1100 ˝C.
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3.3. Corrosion Behavior of FeCrAl-Coated TZM Alloys in 3.5% NaCl

Although the oxidation behavior of FeCrAl-coated Mo alloys at high temperature is focused on in
the present research, the corrosion resistance of the alloys in 3.5% NaCl solution is also industrially
important. As shown in Figure 7, the Ecorr. for the post-laser-treated specimen was a little more noble
than that for the as-sprayed specimen. The corrosion current density for both specimens was found to
be similar, even though the accuracy may not be high due to a lack of linearity in the plots. Because of
the lower corrosion potential and the similar corrosion current density of the as-sprayed specimen
obtained from the curves, a little lower corrosion resistance can be considered for the as-sprayed than
the post-laser-treated specimen.

Figure 7. Potentiodynamic polarization scans for FeCrAl plasma spray-coated Mo alloys in 3.5% NaCl
solution with and without the post-laser treatment.

These polarization curves were obtained after seven days’ immersion in 3.5% NaCl solution and
some variations in the potential were observed. The variations in potential were reported to be due to
irregular repassivation and depassivation processes [18]. Since Ecorr. for the substrate TZM alloy was
measured at about ´443 mV, the substrate was apparently more noble than the FeCrAl coating layers,
regardless of whether the post-laser treatment was perfomed or not. This means that the substrate
itself will be protected even if it is exposed to the solution through defect areas in the coating layers.

Figure 8 indicates a proposed equivalent circuit model for the laser-treated specimen immersed in
3.5% NaCl solution for seven days. An equivalent model typically represents localized corrosion of the
coated alloy containing some permeable defects in the coating layer [19–21]. Rs corresponds to the
solution resistance of the electrolyte between the reference and the working electrodes. Q1 is the coating
capacitance and R1 is the pore electrical resistance to the ionic current through the pores. Q2 and R2
represent the polarization resistance and capacitance of the Mo alloy, respectively. A constant phase
element (CPE) is often known to be a practical way to describe the aforementioned capacitance [19].
The values of the parameters for the equivalent circuit in Figure 8 are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Electrochemical parameters obtained from EIS spectra of the post-laser-treated TZM alloy
immersed in 3.5% NaCl solution for seven days.

Parameters Rs(Ω¨ cm2) CPE1(μF¨ cm´2) R1(Ω¨ cm2) CPE2(μF¨ cm´2) R2(Ω¨ cm2)

Values 2.56 0.038 6.86 2.52 6.38 ˆ 109
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Figure 8. Equivalent circuit model representing the corrosion behavior of the post-laser-treated TZM
alloy immersed in 3.5% NaCl solution for seven days.

4. Conclusions

In order to enhance the oxidation resistance of TZM alloy at high temperatures above 1000 ˝C,
FeCrAl coating was deposited on TZM alloy with and without the post-laser surface melting process,
and the influence of the laser treatment on the corrosion behavior was investigated. The oxidation tests
conducted at 1100 ˝C in air indicated that oxidation and spalling took place even for the FeCrAl-coated
specimens, regardless of whether the post-laser treatment was executed or not, at high temperature.
However, the laser process significantly reduced the overall rate of weight loss due to spalling of the
coating layer from the substrate.

Meanwhile, diffusion of coating elements occurred from the laser-treated coating layer into
the Mo substrate at high temperature, resulting in a reaction layer near the surface. The surface
reaction layer mainly consisted of the Fe-saturated Mo phase and the Fe7Mo6 intermetallic compound.
Electrochemical corrosion potentials and current densities for both the as-sprayed and the laser-treated
specimens in 3.5% NaCl solution were observed to be similar. Finally, an equivalent model for the
laser-treated specimen implied that some permeable defects existed in the coating layer.
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Abstract: Ti49.2Ni50.8 shape memory alloy (SMA) was processed by equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP) for eight passes at 450 ˝C. The deformation homogeneity was analyzed on various planes
across the thickness by Deform-3D software. Strain standard deviation (SSD) was used to quantify
deformation homogeneity. The simulation result shows that the strain homogeneity is optimized by
the third pass. Deformation homogeneity of ECAP was analyzed experimentally using microhardness
measurements. Experimental results show that the gradual evolution of hardness with increasing
numbers of passes existed and the optimum homogeneity was achieved after three passes. This is in
good agreement with simulation results.

Keywords: TiNi shape memory alloy; equal channel angular pressing; finite element method;
strain homogeneity; microhardness

1. Introduction

TiNi-based shape memory alloys (SMAs) are considered one of the most promising materials
for engineering and biomedical applications due to their unique shape memory effect and
superelasticity [1,2]. In order to further improve the functional properties of TiNi SMAs, severe
plastic deformation (SPD) methods have been employed to refine the microstructure of alloys [3].
The used techniques include high pressure torsion (HPT) [4] and equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP) [5]. From an engineering application point of view, ECAP has the advantage of large sample
size. Therefore, ECAP processing of TiNi SMAs receives more attention. In 2002, Pushin and his
coworkers carried out the first ECAP of TiNi alloys and the grain size was reduced from 50–80 μm to
0.2–0.3 μm [5].

Until now, the principle of grain refinement resulting from ECAP has been well understood [6].
During conventional ECAP processing, an inhomogeneous microstructure may be achieved due to
die geometry [7], friction [8] and strain hardenability of material [9]. For TiNi SMAs, martensitic
transformation behavior and shape recovery properties are sensitive to microstructure. It has been
reported that the transformation temperatures decrease with decreasing of grain size [10–12]. The
dislocations introduced during cold working also might suppress martensitic transformation and
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improve the shape memory effect to some extent [13–15]. Therefore, deformation homogeneity is of
critical importance for understanding processing-microstructure relationship and providing guideline
on the optimization of shape recovery properties.

Finite element method (FEM) has been regarded as one of the important approaches to understand
the deformation behavior and estimate the developed strain in the ECAP process [16–18]. However,
to date, no report is available on the deformation homogeneity along different longitudinal planes
of TiNi alloys. In the present work, FEM was used to analyze the deformation homogeneity by
Deform-3D software. The simulation results were further experimentally validated by microhardness
measurements.

2. Simulation Models

Deform-3D Version 6.1 (Scientific Forming Technologies Corporation, Columbus, OH, USA)
was used to carry out the simulation of ECAP processing. In order to obtain the data of flow stress,
the solution-treated Ti49.2Ni50.8 alloy samples was compressed using Gleeble 3500 machine (Dynamic
Systems Inc, Poestenkill, NY, USA) at different strain rates. The compress tests were performed at
450 ˝C, at which most of the ECAP processing of intermetallic TiNi-based SMAs were carried out [4,19].

Figure 1 shows the FEM model for numerical simulation, including pressing ram, billet and ECAP
die with ϕ = 120˝ and ψ = 60˝. The intersectional angle was selected because it gave the highest strain
dispersal uniformity [17]. Route Bc was used since it was the optimum one for producing an ultrafine
structure [6]. The billet used for analysis was cylindrical in shape with a diameter of 10 mm and a
length of 60 mm. The simulation conditions, including geometry and process parameters, the FEM
elements number, meshing method as well as the physical properties of Ti49.2Ni50.8 are summarized in
Table 1. Figure 2 shows the plane sections taken through the processed ECAP billet in the simulation.

Figure 1. FEM model for ECAP process.

Figure 2. Plane sections taken through the processed ECAP billet in the simulation and experimental
work.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters and physical properties of Ti49.2Ni50.8 sample.

Parameter Value

Billet length (mm) 60
Billet Diameter (mm) 10

Initial billet temperature (˝C) 450
Initial tooling temperature (˝C) 450

Temperature range for flow stress (˝C) 450
Strain rate range for flow stress (s´1) 0.001–10

Punch speed (mm/s) 10
Friction coefficient between Die and billet 0.25
Friction coefficient between Die and ram 0.25

Total number of mesh elements 12,000
Minimum size of mesh element (mm) 0.7

Mesh density type relative
Relative interference depth 0.7

Density (g¨ cm´3) 6.45

3. Homogeneity Calculation

The degree of strain distribution homogeneity was calculated from the simulation model by a
mathematical coefficient called strain standard deviation (SSD) [20]:

SSD “
dřn

i“1
`
εi ´ εavg

˘2

n
(1)

where εi is the plastic strain magnitude in point i and εavg is the average plastic strain from 300 points
at each plane section in the billet. The smaller the SSD value is, the better homogeneity of strain
distribution [17,21].

4. Experimental Details

Before processing, the samples were annealed at 850 ˝C for 1 h, followed by water quenching.
The samples were processed at the same parameters as described in the simulation model. The rod
was kept at 450 ˝C for 10 min in a furnace prior to each pass, transferred to the pre-heated ECAP die
as quickly as possible and then pressed at a rate of 10 mm/s. A graphitic lubricant was used to reduce
the friction effect between the die and sample. The ECAPed billet was cut to the same three planes as
in the simulation model (Figure 2) using the low speed diamond saw cutting machine to avoid the
possible change of microstructure.

Vickers microhardness test was conducted on the sectioned planes with an applied load of 200 g
and a dwell time of 10 s. The values of Vickers hardness (HV) were recorded using a HX-1000TM
digital hardness tester (Shanghai Zhaoyi Photonics Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) equipped with a Vickers
diamond indenter. In order to investigate HV hardness distributions, 120 reading at every section
were measured, as shown in Figure 3. The three narrow bands represent the different zones in the
same plane. The width of the indentation is about 50 μm. In order to ensure the accuracy of the
microhardness results, the distance between each test points is at least 300 μm.
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Figure 3. Schematic illustrations of the positions of hardness measurement on planes.

5. Results and Discussion

In order to investigate strain homogeneity at each plane for the processed billet, it is necessary to
measure the average strain at every plane. As an example, Figure 4 shows the examined zones in each
plane. Hundred points were taken to measure the strain variation at every zone in each plane which is
sufficient to track strain variance. The length of examined zone is 20 mm along the deformed sample.
The middle zone is the center of plane C. The upper zone and the lower zone are symmetric, and the
distance is 0.6 mm from the edge of plane C.

Figure 4. Variable point tracking of effective strain at different positions in plane C: (a) upper zone;
(b) middle zone; and (c) lower zone.
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The effective strain was calculated using Equation (2)

εeq “

»
————–

2

«
ε2

x ` ε2
y ` ε2

z ` γ2
xy ` γ2

yz ` γ2
zx

2

ff

3

fi
ffiffiffiffifl

1{2

(2)

where εx, εy and εz are normal strain in x, y and z direction, respectively; and γxy, γyz and γzx are
shearing strain for x-y planes, y-z planes and z-x planes, respectively. The obtained effective strain
distribution across various planes at 1, 3, 4 and 8 passes are presented in Figure 5. Generally speaking,
the average strain increases as the pass number increases. Every plane shows the strain heterogeneity
for each pass, but strain variance between planes is reduced to a great extent at the third pass rather
than other passes. Figure 6 shows the deformation homogeneity using SSD quantifier as functions
of pass number and plane section. Usually, increasing pass number results in an increase of strain
distribution uniformity [18]. Thus, it is expected that SSD values will decrease with increasing pass
number. SSD measurement shows that homogeneity is optimized at the third pass rather than other
passes, which is consistent with the reported results [21]. Next, the microhardness of different planes
was measured to experimentally validate the simulation results.

Figure 5. Average strain distribution in the different planes of Ti49.2Ni50.8 alloy processed by ECAP for
different passes: (a) 1 pass; (b) 3 passes; (c) 4 passes; and (d) 8 passes.
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Figure 6. The effect of pass number on SSD for ECAPed Ti49.2Ni50.8 alloy.

The homogeneity was first analyzed in terms of mapping contours, which were constructed by
the software of Tecplot. The microhardness measurements were plotted with the position as shown
in Figure 3. The blank region in Figure 3 was filled by the software using interpolation method.
Figure 7 shows the individual microhardness plotted against the position on various planes of the
solution-treated sample. The individual measurements are plotted in the form of color-coded contour
maps to provide a direct and visual representation of the data. The significance of the colors is shown
by the color scale given above the drawings. It is seen that solution-treated sample shows a uniform
distribution of microhardness irrespective of the position. The average value of microhardness
was determined to be 265 HV. This means that the homogeneous microstructure presents in the
solution-treated sample. Figure 8 shows the individual microhardness measurements for the ECAPed
samples with different pass numbers. It should be noted that the values of HV are plotted within
two ranges in incremental step of 10, the first range from 260 to 330 for the samples with one and
three passes, and the second range from 300 to 360 for the samples with four and eight passes. These
maps are constructed with the vertical axis in the Y direction where Y = 0 denotes the lower rear point
for each plane along the X-axis and the horizontal axis in the X direction where X = 0 and 20 mm mean
the rear and front positions of each plane, respectively.

Figure 7. Color-coded contour maps showing Vickers microhardness distributions at solution treated
sample before deformation along various planes.
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Figure 8. Color-coded contour maps showing Vickers microhardness distributions along various
planes for the samples processed after different pass numbers: (a) 1 pass; (b) 3 passes; (c) 4 passes; and
(d) 8 passes.

Figure 8a shows the contour maps of the sample processed for one pass. Two important features
can be observed. First, the microhardness is significantly higher than that of the solution-treated
sample. This increase occurs over the entire planes due to the strengthening effect resulting from grain
refinement and high-density dislocations introduced during ECAP. Since the sample is axis-symmetric,
microhardness distribution of plane A and plane C are nearly the same. Second, an obvious
inhomogeneity is revealed. The distribution of microhardness is less homogeneous than that of the
solution-treated sample. The microhardness in the vicinity of lower surface are obviously lower than
upper surface at each plane. The average hardness of bottom surface is reduced by 15–25 as compared
to the remainder region at each plane. This inhomogeneous region is confined to within a width of
about 2 mm from the bottom surface. The occurrence of the lower hardness region in the bottom of the
sample, which is the characteristics of the ECAP die with outer corner radius, is attributed to the faster
flow of the outer part compared with the inner part in the main deformation zone [22–24].

Figure 8b shows the contour maps of microhardness along entire planes after three passes. It is
seen that microhardness increases. Furthermore, the homogeneity is improved as compared to that of
the sample processed for one pass. Figure 8c,d shows the contour maps of microhardness along various
planes for the samples processed after four and eight passes, respectively. The microhardness increases
with increasing pass number to 8 passes. This is a general tendency and consistent with the simulation
results in which the deformation strain increases with increasing pass number. As compared to the
results shown in Figure 8b, the differences between microhardness values at different zones and
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different planes increase, as evidenced by the different color regions. For example, for the results
of the eight-passed sample shown in Figure 8d, there are three kinds of color regions at each plane,
respectively, and four kinds of color regions in the sample. This indicates that the inhomogeneous
distribution of microhardness becomes more obvious with increasing pass number. In order to provide
a clear comparison, Table 2 shows the detailed microhardness values with standard deviation. It is seen
that the three-passes sample is more homogeneous among various planes.

Table 2. Average microhardness values at different planes for the solution-treated and ECAP
processed samples.

Process Pass No.
Position at the Billet

Plane A Plane B Plane C

Solution treated 0 265 ˘ 2 265 ˘ 2 265 ˘ 2

ECAPed

1 313 ˘ 14 285 ˘ 20 310 ˘ 15.5
3 319 ˘ 6 317 ˘ 7.5 318 ˘ 6.5
4 326 ˘ 11 320 ˘ 7.5 327 ˘ 11.5
8 338 ˘ 10 346 ˘ 9 337 ˘ 12

6. Conclusions

Higher accumulative strain is obtained by increasing ECAP pass number, which leads to more
homogeneity, but heterogeneity still exists between planes. The simulation results show that the
optimum homogeneity can be obtained after three passes at 450 ˝C, which is experimentally confirmed
by the microhardness measurement. The results may provide the guideline on the optimization of
microstructure and shape memory properties by ECAP processing.
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Abstract: In this work, the structural origin of the enhanced glass-forming ability induced by
microalloying Y in a ZrCuAl multicomponent system is studied by performing synchrotron radiation
experiments combined with simulations. It is revealed that the addition of Y leads to the optimization
of local structures, including: (1) more Zr-centered and Y-centered icosahedral-like clusters occur
in the microstructure; (2) the atomic packing efficiency inside clusters and the regularity of clusters
are both enhanced. These structural optimizations help to stabilize the amorphous structure in the
ZrCuAlY system, and lead to a high glass-forming ability (GFA). The present work provides an
understanding of GFAs in multicomponent alloys and will shed light on the development of more
metallic glasses with high GFAs.

Keywords: metallic glasses; microalloying; glass-forming ability; synchrotron radiation; microstructure;
reverse Monte-Carlo simulation

1. Introduction

In principle, liquid cooled as rapidly as possible can transform into a solid having a glassy
structure. For the metallic glass (MG) systems, the minimum cooling rate required for glass forming
ranges from 10´1 K/s up to 106 K/s [1], which sets the good glass forming ability (GFA) systems apart
from the marginal systems. Searching for optimized compositions with good GFA, particularly in
multicomponent MGs, has been attracting a lot of effort over decades, but so far it is still largely based on
a strategy of trial and error in a multidimensional composition space without the effective guidance of
any general theory [2–9]. It has been realized that the GFA is extremely sensitive to composition [10,11].
Based on this phenomenon, a practical empirical rule called “microalloying” [12,13] has been widely
used to facilitate the development of new MGs with improved GFA [14–17]. Nevertheless, the
mechanism of the microalloying effect on GFA remains elusive.

Understanding the GFA of amorphous alloys from the structural perspective has been pursued for
decades [18–20]. Although drawing the explicit overall structural picture of MGs has not been solved,
local atomic and/or cluster structural models have been proposed by building and stacking clusters
to fill space efficiently, including the hard-sphere random-packing model [21], the stereochemically
designed model [22], the cluster packing model [23], and the quasi-equivalent clusters model [24].
These structural models can statistically describe the so-called short-to-medium range order in MGs
with simple compositions very well. Experiments revealed that the microalloying-enhanced GFA of
multicomponent alloys usually has a local maximum in a pinpoint composition [11]. This is associated
with fine structural changes in such pinpoint composition [25] which however could not been well
described by using the existing theoretical structure models. Therefore, further studies are required to
address this issue.
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In this work, a feasible scheme for addressing this issue is developed by performing a series of
state-of-the-art synchrotron radiation-based experiments combined with simulations to investigate the
microstructures of amorphous alloys. We choose the representative CuZrAlY quarternary alloy system
as a research prototype. In this system, 5 at. % yttrium addition to CuZrAl mother alloy dramatically
increases the critical casting size of the alloy from 3 to 10 mm [14], indicating the microalloying
Y-induced increase of GFA.

2. Experimental Section

Cu46Zr47Al7 ternary and corresponding Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 quaternary alloy ingots were prepared
by arc melting mixtures of Cu (99.9 wt. %), Zr (99.9 wt. %), Al (99.9 wt. %), and Y (99.9 wt. %) in
Ti-gettered high-purity argon atmosphere. Amorphous ribbons with a cross section of 0.04 ˆ 2 mm2

were produced from these ingots via single-roller melt spinning at a wheel surface velocity of 40 m/s
in purified Ar atmosphere. Firstly, X-ray diffraction (Cu Kα, radiation) was performed to confirm
the amorphous state of the as-prepared samples. Subsequently, room temperature X-ray diffraction
(XRD) measurement was performed using a high-energy synchrotron radiation monochromatic beam
(about 100 keV) on beam line BW5 in Hasylab, Germany. Two-dimensional diffraction data was
collected by a Mar345 image plate and then was integrated to Q-space by subtracting the background
using the program Fit2D [26]. The output data was normalized by PDFgetX software to obtain structure
factor S(Q) according to the Faber-Ziman equation [27]. Furthermore, extended X-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) measurements for Zr, Cu, and Y K-edge were carried out using transmission
mode at beam lines BL14W1 in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility of China and U7C in
the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory of China. Because of the experimentally-inaccessible
energy value of the Al K-edge (1.560 keV), EXAFS did not allow the measurement of the local structure
around the Al atoms. These EXAFS raw data were normalized via a standard data-reduced procedure,
employing the Visual Processing in EXAFS Researches [28].

In order to obtain the atomic structural information as reliably as possible, both the normalized
diffraction and EXAFS data were simulated simultaneously under the framework of reverse
Monte-Carlo (RMC) [29]. Cubic boxes we used in the RMC simulation contained 40,000 atoms,
matching Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and Cu46Zr47Al7 compositions. During RMC simulation, atoms move
randomly within a determined time interval. The experimental data are compared to the simulation
with an iterative calculation [30]:

δ2 “ 1
ε2

ÿ
n

pSmpQnq ´ SexppQnqq2 ` 1
ε2

i

ÿ
n

pχm,Elpκnq ´ χexp,Elpκnqq2 (1)

where δ2 represents the deviation between the experimental and simulation data, ε parameters
regulate the weight of the data set given in the fitting procedure, Ei denotes Ni, Nb, and Zr elements,
and S(Q) and χ(k) parameters are the XRD structural factor in Q space and the EXAFS signal,
respectively. The subscripts “m” and “exp” represent the simulations and the experiments, respectively.
The theoretical EXAFS signal, χ(k), of the ith element is calculated from the following equation:

χm,ipκq “
ÿ

j

4πcjρ

ż
r2γijpr, κqgijprqdr (2)

where cj is the concentration of the jth element and γij can be calculated by:

γijpr, κq “ Aijpκ, rqsinp2κr ` Φijpκrqq (3)

where Aij and Φij denote the amplitude and the phase shift, respectively. They can be obtained by
using the FEFF 8.1 code [30].
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It should be noted that although during RMC simulation, the simulated experimental data do not
include the Al K-edge EXAFS, we can still get reliable structural information, for the following reasons:
(1) EXAFS is an element-specific method available for measuring the surroundings of each kind of
atom. In other words, all the neighbor atoms around each atom can be distinguished when EXAFS
data is fitted or simulated [31]. Since Zr, Cu, and Y EXAFS data can reflect all of their neighborhood
information containing Zr, Cu, Y, and Al atoms, how the Al atoms distribute around the Zr (Cu or Y)
centers can be determined accordingly; (2) four independent sets of experimental data (one set of XRD
and three sets of EXAFS (Zr, Cu, and Y) were simultaneously simulated in this work. During the RMC
simulation, all of these experimental data should fit their counterparts calculated theoretically from
the same structural model. Such constraint can eliminate the computational randomness. Additionally,
the RMC-simulated atomic structural models were further analyzed by the Voronoi tessellation
method [32].

3. Results and Discussion

Compared with routine lab experiments (such as X-ray powder diffraction measurement),
the synchrotron radiation-based XRD measurements can provide high-resolution data, which are more
reliable for detecting the fine structures in materials, in particular in amorphous alloys. The original
two-dimensional diffraction patterns of both Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and Cu46Zr47Al7 samples are plotted in
Figure 1a,b. To obtain more accessible structural information, these two-dimensional patterns are
transformed into one-dimensional curves. Figure 1c,d shows the corresponding one-dimensional
structural factor. The amorphous nature of both samples can be confirmed because there are no circle
lines or dots in the two-dimensional diffraction patterns and no sharp Bragg peaks behind the first
strong peak in the structural factor curves, while these features are usually observed in the diffraction
data of polycrystals or single crystals [33].

Figure 1. The two-dimensional X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns in (a) Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and
(b) Cu46Zr47Al7 amorphous samples; and the deduced data, including: the structural factors (S(Q)s) of
(c) Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and (d) Cu46Zr47Al7. To highlight oscillations in low Q region of S(Q), the Q region
here was shortened to about 12 Å´1.

Figure 2a–d shows the XRD and EXAFS experimental data as well as their corresponding
RMC simulated curves. To ensure the proper interpretation of all the structural information during
normalization, the EXAFS data for Zr, Cu, and Y K-edge were weighted by κ3 values. This does not
reduce the reliability of RMC simulation, because all the simulated Zr, Cu, and Y K-edge EXAFS
spectra also are strictly weighted by κ3 values, so that no systematic errors will be generated [28].
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Figure 2. XRD and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) experimental data as well as
their corresponding simulated curves, including (a) S(Q); (b) Cu K-edge, (c) Zr K-edge, and (d) Y
K-edge EXAFS data. Experimental and simulated data are plotted with the solid and the dashed lines,
respectively. All the experimental and the simulated signals were weighted by κ3. To highlight the
S(Q) difference between the experimental and the simulated data for both samples, the Q region here
was shortened to about 15 Å´1.

The good matching between all the experiment/simulation pairs confirms the success of the RMC
simulations. Based on the simulated structural models, atomic-level structural information can be
deduced. The coordination numbers (CNs) around Zr, Cu, Al, and Y center atoms, as well as all kinds
of atomic-pair distances, are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The first-shell atomic-pair information deduced from the reverse Monte-Carlo (RMC)-simulated
structural models of Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and Cu46Zr47Al7 samples, including coordination numbers (CNs)
and atomic-pair distances (R). Note that M denotes Cu, Zr, Al, or Y. The Goldschmidt radii of Zr, Cu, Y,
and Al are 1.60 Å, 1.28 Å, 1.80 Å, and 1.43 Å, respectively.

Atomic Pairs
Cu46Zr47Al7 Cu46Zr42Al7Y5

R(Å) ˘ 0.01 CNs Uncertainty of CNs R(Å) ˘ 0.01 CN Uncertainty of CNs

Cu-Cu 2.59 5.0 ˘0.2 2.60 5.3 ˘0.3
Cu-Zr 2.88 5.4 ˘0.3 2.89 4.2 ˘0.3
Cu-Al 2.61 0.7 +0.3,´0.1 2.60 0.7 +0.2, ´0.1
Cu-Y - - - 2.98 0.9 -
Cu-M - 11.1 - - 11.1 -
Zr-Cu 2.88 5.4 ˘0.2 2.89 5.5 ˘0.2
Zr-Zr 3.20 5.9 ˘0.2 3.20 5.3 ˘0.3
Zr-Al 2.82 0.8 +0.2,´0.1 2.79 0.7 +0.3,´0.1
Zr-Y - - - 3.54 0.5 +0.1
Zr-M - 12.1 - - 12.0 -
Al-Cu 2.61 4.9 ˘0.2 2.60 5.5 ˘0.3
Al-Zr 2.82 5.7 ˘0.3 2.79 4.9 ˘0.2
Al-Al 2.70 0.1 +0.1 2.70 0.1 +0.1
Al-Y - - - 3.29 0.2 +0.2
Al-M - 10.7 - - 10.7 -
Y-Cu - - - 2.98 7.7 ˘0.4
Y-Zr - - - 3.54 4.5 ˘0.3
Y-Al - - - 3.29 0.2 +0.2
Y-Y - - - 3.76 0.3 +0.1
Y-M - - - - 12.7 -
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For CN values, it is shown that there are obvious CN decreases in Cu-Zr and Al-Zr atomic pairs
from Zr47Cu46Al7 to Zr42Cu46Y5Al7 (5.4 to 4.2 and 5.7 to 4.9). In previous work, separation between Y
and Zr was suggested due to the positive heat of mixing between and Y and Zr [34]. Therefore, Y and
Zr atoms are prone to avoid each other, and Cu and Al atoms are expected to favor more Y atoms and
less Zr atoms. In addition, it seems that Y addition does not induce a change of the total CNs of Zr,
Cu, and Al centers. In both samples, the CN of Zr centers is about 12, while the CNs around Cu and
Al centers are only 11 and 10.7, respectively. The CN around Al centers is a relatively small value. In
previous work [35], it has been revealed that there is a bond shortening for Al-connected atomic pairs.
This leads to fewer neighbor atoms around the Al centers. For atomic-pair distances, Zr-Zr, Zr-Cu,
Cu-Cu, and some other atomic pairs have almost the same values in both samples. Nevertheless,
it is found that the Zr-Y distance (3.54 Å) is obviously larger than the sum of Zr and Y Goldschmidt
radii (1.60 + 1.80 = 3.40 Å), indicating the relatively weak interaction between the Zr-Y pair. From the
atomic-level structural information mentioned above, we can conclude that Y doping does tune the
local structures, but how Y doping affects the GFA needs to be further studied.

We can obtain cluster-level structural information via the Voronoi-tessellation approach. In other
words, Voronoi clusters (VCs) can be extracted from the RMC simulated structural models, and indexed
based on their geometrical features. The major VCs centered with Zr, Cu, Y, and Al atoms are plotted
in Figure 3a–d. The ideal icosahedral cluster (<0,0,12,0>) and the icosahedral-like VCs (<0,2,8,2>,
<0,3,6,3>, and <0,4,4,4>) whose CN are 12 have been proved to be the favorite structural units in
the microstructures of MGs [36–38]. As shown in Figure 3, the major Cu-, Zr-, Al-, and Y-centered
VCs (whose fractions are larger than 2% are selected) have broad CN distributions ranging from 9 to
13, 11 to 15, 8 to 12, and 10 to 14, respectively. Take Figure 3b for example, the popular Zr-centered
VCs are 12-CN ones (<0,2,8,2> and <0,3,6,3>) and 13-CN ones (<0,1,10,2> and <0,3,6,4>), while none
of them has a fraction higher than 16%. This indicates that various clusters co-existing to form the
microstructure is the intrinsic structural feature in glassy alloys [39], and icosahedral clusters are the
preferred but not the only clusters favored in the glassy structure, because only stacking icosahedral
clusters can not fill space completely [39]. In addition, the Zr-centered icosahedral-like VCs in both
samples have high weights, while fractions of the Cu-centered icosahedral-like counterparts are
relatively small, let alone the Al-centered ones. This implies that the Zr-centered icosahedral-like VCs
rather than Cu- or Al-centered counterparts contribute to the glass formation in Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and
Cu46Zr47Al7 compositions. In addition, compared with Cu46Zr47Al7, there are higher fractions of
these icosahedral-like VCs (such as <0,2,8,2> and <0,3,6,3>) and lower weights of non-icosahedral VCs
(such as <0,1,10,2> and <0,3,6,4>) in Cu46Zr42Al7Y5. Especially, the Zr-centered icosahedral clusters in
Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 have a total fraction about 30%. This illustrates that when 5 at. % Y is added, Zr-centered
icosahedral-like local structures became more popular in the microstructure. Furthermore, it is worth
noting that the Y-centered icosahedral-like VCs possess relatively high proportions, which are even
higher than the Zr-centered counterparts. Since Y atoms are the substitutes of Zr ones, it implies that
the ZrCuAlY quaternary MG contains more icosahedral-like VCs than the corresponding ZrCuAl
ternary sample, contributing to the higher GFA in the former.

Changing the configuration of one cluster while keeping its indexed character can apparently
change the packing of atoms inside this cluster. In our previous work, it has been pointed out that
the atomic packing efficiency inside clusters strongly relates to the GFA in binary alloys [25]. This is
consistent with the widely-accepted dense packing principle [40,41]. The atomic packing efficiency
can be calculated by

APE “ Va{Vu (4)

where Va and Vu denote the volume of atoms contained in clusters and the total volume of clusters
themselves, respectively. Vu can be obtained by summing the volumes of all the tetrahedra in VCs
because each VC is built by stacking tetrahedra with a shared vertex, located at the site of the VC’s
center atom. Because each atom embedded in the cluster is truncated as a cone ball, Va can be
calculated by summing the volumes of all the cone balls [25]. Because bond shortening around Al
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atoms in ZrCuAl MG was found in previous work [35], the atomic radius of the Al atom (1.26 Å)
is estimated by

rAl “ CNAl-Cu ˆ pdCu-Al ´ rCuq ` CNAl-Zr ˆ pdZr-Al ´ rZrq
CNAl-Cu ` CNAl-Zr

(5)

where rAl is the Al atomic radius, CNAl´Cu and CNZr´Cu stand for the numbers of Zr and Cu atoms
around Al centers, respectively. In addition, dCu´Al and dAl´Zr denote the distances of Al-Cu and
Al-Zr pairs, respectively. For Zr, Cu, and Y atoms, because their neighbors are almost Cu and Zr atoms,
and there are not strong bondings in Zr-Zr, Zr-Cu, Zr-Y, Cu-Y pairs, so that Zr, Cu, and Y atomic
radii are the half of Zr-Zr, Cu-Cu, and Y-Y bond lengths, respectively (i.e., 1.60 Å, 1.30 Å, and 1.78 Å).
The average atomic packing efficiency values of both samples are plotted in Figure 4. It is obvious
that the atomic packing efficiency of Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 has a higher value than that of Cu46Zr47Al7.
This indicates that Y addition not only changes the geometrical index of clusters, but also tunes the
atomic packing inside these clusters, leading to a denser packing.

Figure 3. Distribution of the major Voronoi clusters (VCs), including: (a) Cu-centered VCs;
(b) Zr-centered VCs; (c) Al-centered VCs; and (d) Y-centered VCs. Only those whose fractions are
larger than 2% are selected. The CN value denotes the number of shell atoms of the corresponding VC;
i.e., the CN around the center atom.

Figure 4. Atomic packing efficiency values of Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and Cu46Zr47Al7 samples.
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Furthermore, the VC’s shape strongly depends on the “stoichiometry” of its containing atoms,
due to the atomic radial diversity among heterogeneous atoms [42]. As a result, there are different
structural regularities in a number of VCs having the same index, let alone VCs with different indexes.
For example, the regularity of a Cu6Zr5Y1Al1 <0,2,8,2> VC is obviously different from that of another
Cu6Zr5Y1Al1 <0,2,8,2> counterpart, as shown in Figure 5. In previous work, it was suggested that the
regularity of clusters may influence the glass formation in alloys [25,43,44]. Thus, we should know
whether or not the regularity of VCs contributes to the GFA of Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and Cu46Zr47Al7.

Figure 5. Configurations of two VCs extracted from the RMC-simulated model of Cu46Zr42Al7Y5,
with the same <0,2,8,2> index. The number labeled on each shell atom stands for the number of its
neighbor (connected) shell atoms, also indicates the i-fold symmetry. The blue, celadon, red, and green
balls stand for Cu, Zr, Y, and Al atoms, respectively.

Here, a structural parameter (T) is adopted for indicating the regularity of clusters. T is the
differences of all the edge lengths in a tetrahedron. Each VC can be formed by piling up a set of
Delaunay tetrahedra which share a common vertex at the center atom of this VC [32], so that the
regularity of their containing tetrahedra can be examined and extrapolated to any given VCs. T can be
calculated by

T “
ÿ
i‰j

pei ´ ejq2{15 ă e ą2 (6)

where ei denotes the length of the ith edge on the triangle face of a given tetrahedron, and <e> is the
corresponding mean value. For a regular tetrahedron where all edges are the same, the value of T
should be zero. Thus, if a tetrahedron has a smaller T value, it has a higher regularity. The average T
values in both samples are plotted in Figure 6. It is worth noting that Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 has a lower T value
than Cu46Zr47Al7. This indicates that when microalloying Y in the ZrCuAl alloy, the configurations of
clusters are modified due to the denser atomic packing, exhibiting a higher degree of regularity.

Figure 6. Variance of the edge lengths (T) of all the tetrahedra forming VCs in Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and
Cu46Zr47Al7. This value determines the regularity of VCs.
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In previous work, the GFA dependence on Y addition has been studied from thermodynamic
or kinetic aspects [14,45]. In this work, we try to address this issue from the microstructure aspect.
According to the numerous atomic- and cluster-level structural features and factors deduced above,
we can analyze the reason why minor Y addition significantly affects the GFA in the ZrCuAl alloy
system. It has been revealed in previous work [35] that in CuZrAl ternary composition, local structures
centered with Zr and Cu solvents (major VCs) establish the structural basis, and Al solutes mainly play
the role of connecting these major VCs to fill the space. In particular, the Zr atoms are apt to enter the
center site of icosahedra, whereas the Cu-centered icosahedral-like VCs have a relatively low fraction.

When minor Y atoms (5 at. % in our case) are doped to replace Zr atoms, although the average
CN around Zr atoms does not change, the fraction of icosahedral-like VCs with Zr centers increases.
In addition, Y atoms are more likely to enter the center sites of icosahedral-like VCs. Therefore,
more icosahedral-like local structures exist in the Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 quarternary MG. In previous work,
it has been revealed that icosahedral local structures contribute to the formation of MGs [46,47],
because stacking clusters with abundant five-fold point symmetrical features such as icosahedra
can result in the exclusion of structural periodicity, which is required in crystals [39]. In this sense,
increase of the icosahedral-like clusters leads to stabilization of the amorphous microstructure in
the Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 alloy, greatly enhancing the GFA. Moreover, Y addition tunes the connections
between heterogeneous atoms, leading to higher atomic packing inside clusters and a higher degree of
regularity of clusters. Such optimization of local structures also contributes to the stabilization of the
amorphous microstructure.

In one recent article studying the microalloying effect on the glass formation and the mechanical
properties of MGs [48], the authors present a theory built around the experimental evidence that the
microalloying elements organize a neighborhood around them that differs from both the crystalline and
the glassy phases of the material in the absence of the additional elements. They also claim that a minute
amount of foreign atoms (the so-called pinpoint effect [11]) influencing the GFA can be predicted
by their theory. In our work studying the microalloying effect on the GFA in a ZrCuAl system from
the microstructure aspect, the microstructural parameters proposed to contribute to glass formation
(such as fraction of icosahedral clusters, the atomic packing efficiency, and the regularity of clusters)
surely do not increase their values monotonously when adding more Y atoms in a ZrCuAl system.
This also can explain why there is a minute amount of (Y) foreign atoms leading to enhancement of the
GFA. This indicates that both the theoretical work [48] and our experimental work can shed light on
the microalloying effect on the GFAs in multicomponent alloy systems.

4. Conclusions

The microstructures of Cu46Zr42Al7Y5 and Cu46Zr47Al7 MGs are investigated by calculations
based on the data obtained from synchrotron radiation-based XRD and EXAFS experiments. It is
revealed that microalloying Y in the ZrCuAl alloy not only increases the fraction of Zr-centered
icosahedral-like local structures, but also enhances the atomic packing efficiency and the regularity of
clusters. This stabilizes the glassy-state structure, contributing significantly to the great enhancement
of GFA. This study provides an in-depth understanding on how fine structures tune the glass formation
in a mass of multicomponent MGs.
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Abstract: The intermetallic compounds formed during the diffusion soldering of a Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric material with a Cu electrode are investigated. For this bonding process, Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

was pre-coated with a 1 μm Sn thin film on the thermoelectric element and pre-heated at 250 ˝C for 3 min
before being electroplated with a Ni barrier layer and a Ag reaction layer. The pre-treated thermoelectric
element was bonded with a Ag-coated Cu electrode using a 4 μm Sn interlayer at temperatures between
250 and 325 ˝C. The results indicated that a multi-layer of Bi–Te–Se/Sn–Te–Se–Bi/Ni3Sn4 phases formed
at the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Ni interface, ensuring sound cohesion between the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric
material and Ni barrier. The molten Sn interlayer reacted rapidly with both Ag reaction layers to form an
Ag3Sn intermetallic layer until it was completely exhausted and the Ag/Sn/Ag sandwich transformed
into a Ag/Ag3Sn/Ag joint. Satisfactory shear strengths ranging from 19.3 and 21.8 MPa were achieved
in Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints bonded at 250 to 300 ˝C for 5 to 30 min, dropping to values of about 11
MPa for 60 min, bonding at 275 and 300 ˝C. In addition, poor strengths of about 7 MPa resulted from
bonding at a higher temperature of 325 ˝C for 5 to 60 min.

Keywords: Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material; diffusion soldering; intermetallic compounds;
bonding strength

1. Introduction

Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 intermetallic compound has been widely used as an N-Type thermoelectric (TE)
material. For the manufacturing of thermoelectric modules, the TE elements are traditionally soldered
with metallic electrodes [1]. A typical example was demonstrated by Chien et al. for the soldering of
Bi2Te3/Cu couples using a Sn3Ag0.5Cu alloy [2]. Although satisfactory joints in TE modules can be
attained by conventional soldering, they cannot endure temperatures higher than the melting point
of the solder alloy. To solve this problem, an additional water heat exchanger is usually required for
cooling at the hot end of soldered TE modules industrially applied as power generators or waste
heat recyclers. Ritzer et al. further reported that excessive molten solder can wick up the sides of TE
pellets and cause electrical shorts between TE couples [3]. Another method for the bonding of TE
elements with metallic electrodes is brazing, which uses a filler metal with a melting point higher than
400 ˝C. The manufactured thermoelectric modules can be operated at temperatures higher than that of
soldered joints [4]. However, cracking at the brazed interfaces can occur due to the high thermal stress
induced by the solidified filler metal. In addition, the liquid filler metal can strongly diffuse into the
thermoelectric element, leading to the degradation of its TE efficiency. Neither the wicking of molten
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metal nor the risk of short circuits during the soldering process can be prevented in the brazing of
TE modules.

An alternate diffusion soldering technique (also called solid-liquid interdiffusion bonding) uses
a thin film solder (LT) inserted between the high-melting metallic work pieces or the metallization
on certain substrates (HT1 and HT2) that are to be bonded. The LT interlayer, which is molten at
low temperatures and acts as a transient liquid phase material, reacts rapidly with the HT1 and HT2
metals to form intermetallic phases. After a short period of solid-liquid interfacial reaction during the
diffusion soldering process, the thin film solder (LT) is exhausted and has completely transformed into
intermetallic compounds. The melting point of the newly formed intermetallics is much higher than
that of the original LT interlayer, so the resulting joints can withstand considerably high temperatures
during the operation of the manufactured thermoelectric modules. In fact, diffusion soldering has been
applied in the past few decades to the manufacturing of microwave packages, high power devices,
thick-film resistors, GaAs/Si wafer packages, and even gold jewelry, as reported by Jacobson and
Humpston [5]. Such a novel bonding technique has also been employed by Chuang et al. to join Si
chips with ceramic substrates [6,7]. In addition, certain advanced applications, such as those for micro
electro mechanical systems (MEMS) packaging [8], semiconductor packaging [9], hybrid joining [10],
and hermetic package sealing, have also been reported [11]. The mechanism of the intermetallic
reactions was intensively studied by Bader, Gust, and Hieber [12].

Recently, diffusion soldering has been used to bond thermoelectric elements with metallic
electrodes. In the studies of Yang et al., Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 and GeTe thermoelectric materials were bonded
with Cu electrodes using the diffusion soldering process at temperatures ranging from 250 to 325 ˝C
with an additional thin-film Sn interlayer [13,14]. In both cases, satisfactory joints with sufficient
bonding strengths were obtained. A sound bonding effect was also reported by Chuang et al. for the
diffusion soldering of (Pb,Sn)Te thermoelectric elements with Cu electrodes using a Sn interlayer [15].
They further lowered the bonding temperatures for manufacturing, such as the (Pb,Sn)Te thermoelectric
module, to a range of 170 ˝C to 250 ˝C by changing the Sn thin film interlayer to In [16]. The use
of this bonding technique for manufacturing a Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 module with a Cu electrode using a
Sn interlayer will be further verified in this work. This study focuses on the intermetallic reactions
occurring at the various interfaces of the multilayers in the Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3/Cu joint, diffusion-soldered
under various joining conditions and the resultant bonding strengths.

2. Experimental Section

Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material with an average composition (at. %) of Bi:Te:Se = 40:49:11
was vacuum-melted at 750 ˝C and then zone-refined with a speed of 1 mm/min. For the preparation
of diffusion-soldered Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 specimens with Cu electrodes, the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 ingot was cut
into TE elements with a size of 3 ˆ 3 ˆ 3 mm and ground with 4000 Grit SiC paper. The bonding
surfaces of these Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 TE specimens were pre-coated with a 1 μm Sn thin film and pre-heated
at 250 ˝C for 3 min, after which they were electroplated with a ~4 μm Ni diffusion barrier layer
and a 10 μm Ag reaction layer. The Cu electrodes were also electroplated with a ~4 μm Ag layer
and a 4 μm Sn interlayer. The pre-treated Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric element and Cu electrode
were assembled in a vacuum furnace of 5.3 ˆ 10´4 Pa and subsequently heated for the diffusion
soldering process under an external pressure of 3 MPa, as shown in Figure 1. The Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 /Cu
assemblies were bonded at temperatures ranging from 250 to 325 ˝C for various times between 5 and
60 min. The diffusion-soldered Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints were cross-sectioned, ground with 4000 Grit
SiC paper, and polished with 1 and 0.3 μm Al2O3 powders. The morphologies and compositions of the
intermetallic compounds that formed at the interfaces were analyzed via scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (JEOL JSM-6510, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
(Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK). In addition, the growth of interfacial intermetallics was directly
estimated from the images in SEM. The average value of a minimum of 30 measurements for each
diffusion-soldered specimen was determined to signify the intermetallic thickness (X).
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Figure 1. The schematic presentation of the diffusion soldering process for the bonding of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric materials with Cu electrodes using Sn thin film as a transient liquid phase interlayer.

The bonding strengths of various Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints were shear-tested with a DAGE 4000
Bond Tester (Nordson DAGE, Aylesbury, UK) at a speed of 0.3 mm/s. The fractured surfaces of the
shear-tested specimens were observed via SEM. For the measurements of intermetallic thicknesses
and shear strengths, at least 3 specimens were employed for each bonding condition. The standard
deviations (σ) for all measurements were calculated from the average values (μ) of measured data (xi)
and plotted as the error bars of the experimental quantitative results:

σ “
gffe 1

N

Nÿ
i“1

pxi ´ μq2 (1)

where N is the number of measurements.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows that, after pre-coating the Sn layer (Figure 2a) and directly heating it at 250 ˝C
for 3 min, the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material reacted with the thin-film Sn layer to form a
mixed phase (shown in Figure 2b) consisting of many Bi-rich particles with a composition (at. %) of
Bi:Te:Se = 55:40:5 embedded in the Sn-rich matrix of Sn:Te:Se = 52:44:4.

The compositions of the Bi-rich particles and Sn-rich matrix corresponded to the BiTe and SnTe
intermetallic phases. It is obvious that the Te and Se elements in the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric
material reacted with the pre-coated Sn film to form a continuous Sn–Te–Se layer. The result is
consistent with the report of Chiu et al. that a SnTe intermetallic phase with a B1 crystal structure
mainly formed in a Bi–Sn–Te ternary system [17]. In this study, certain Te lattices in the SnTe phase were
replaced by Se atoms. The Bi atoms in the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material remained after the
reaction, appearing as Bi-rich islands in Figure 2b. For comparison, the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric
material was also coated with a 1 μm Sn thin film and a ~4 μm Ni barrier layer and then heated at
250 ˝C for 3 min. Figure 2c shows that a thick Ni3Sn4 intermetallic compound appeared between
the Ni and Sn–Te–Se layers in this case. It is obvious that the formation of Ni3Sn4 intermetallics is
preferential to that of Sn–Te–Se phase during the interfacial reaction between Ni and Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric materials.
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Figure 2. Surface of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material after (a) electroplating with 1 μm Sn film,
(b) subsequent heating at 250 ˝C for 3 min, and (c) pre-coated with Sn/Ni and heated 250 ˝C for 3 min.

To prevent the over-consumption of the Ni barrier layer, a pre-treatment process for Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric material before diffusion soldering was selected. A 1 μm Sn thin film was electroplated
on the material, and the composite was directly heated at 250 ˝C for 3 min. The pre-treated
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material was then coated with an additional Ni barrier layer and Ag
reaction layer with thicknesses of about 4 μm and 10 μm, respectively. The composite was subsequently
bonded with a Ag-coated Cu electrode using a Sn interlayer in a vacuum furnace of 5.3 ˆ 10´4 Pa
at temperatures ranging from 250 ˝C to 325 ˝C for various times between 5 and 60 min under an
external pressure of 3 MPa. Micrographs of the interfacial reactions during such a diffusion soldering
process at 250 ˝C for various times are shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that a Ni3Sn4 intermetallic
layer appeared before the Ni barrier layer. In addition, a very thin layer of Bi–Te–Se phase (white in
color) with a composition (at. %) of Bi:Te:Se = 52:36:12 formed on the surface of the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric material. Between the Ni3Sn4 intermetallic layer and the Bi–Te–Se phase, a thick Sn-rich
layer (gray in color) embedded with Bi-rich islands (white in color) can be observed. The compositions
(at. %) were Sn:Te:Se:Bi = 43:36:10:11 and Bi:Te:Se:Sn = 54:38:5:3, respectively. Increasing the bonding
times, the Ni barrier layer reacted with the Sn-rich phase to form a Ni3Sn4 intermetallic layer, improving
the cohesion between Ni barrier and Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material. Underneath the Ni barrier
layers, the pre-coated Ag reaction layers remained after the diffusion soldering process, while the
Sn thin film interlayer was exhausted and reacted with part of the Ag layer to transform into a
Ag3Sn intermetallic layer. Since the Ag3Sn intermetallic phase has a melting point of 480 ˝C, the
diffusion-soldered Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 TE modules in this study can be applied at temperatures much
higher than that for conventional soldered modules. Figure 3 also reveals that a Cu3Sn intermetallic
phase formed at the interface between the Ag3Sn intermetallic layer and the Cu electrode.

It is worth mentioning that sound interfaces were obtained in the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints bonded
in this study, contrary to the report of Bader et al., which voids frequently occurred at the interface
of diffusion-soldered Ni/Sn/Ni and Cu/Sn/Cu specimens [12]. This difference may be explained
by the external pressure of 3 MPa employed in this work, which is higher than that used in the work
of Bader et al. In addition, it is postulated that fewer voids occur inherently during the intermetallic
reaction at the Ag/Sn/Ag interface than during reactions at Ni/Sn/Ni and Cu/Sn/Cu interfaces.
The result provides a beneficial effect of eliminating voids at the diffusion-soldered Ni/Sn/Ni or
Cu/Sn/Cu interfaces through the insertion of an Ag3Sn intermetallic layer between the Ni-Sn and
Cu-Sn intermetallic compounds [18].

From Figure 3, it is obvious that the Sn–Te–Se–Bi, Ni3Sn4, and Ag3Sn intermetallic compounds
in the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints, bonded with diffusion soldering at 250 ˝C, grew with bonding times
of 5 min to 30 min. Increasing the bonding temperature to 300 ˝C further increased the thickness
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of these intermetallic compounds, as shown in Figure 4. Similar growth of the intermetallics can be
observed in Figure 5, which shows the results of the diffusion soldering of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric
material with a Cu electrode at various temperatures from 250 to 325 ˝C for 60 min. Similar satisfactory
interfaces without voids can be achieved in the diffusion-soldered Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints for such a
long bonding time. Although the pre-coated Ag reaction layers underneath the Ni barrier layers have
been exhausted after diffusion soldering at temperatures higher than 300 ˝C for times longer than
30 min, as shown in Figures 4c and 5b,c, sound interfaces without any voids appear between Ag3Sn
intermetallic compounds and Ni barrier layers.

Figure 3. Morphology of intermetallic compounds formed after diffusion soldering between
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material and the Cu electrode with Sn interlayers at 250 ˝C for various
times: (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, (c) 30 min.

Figure 4. Morphology of intermetallic compounds formed after diffusion soldering between
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material and the Cu electrode with Sn interlayers at 300 ˝C for various
times: (a) 5 min, (b) 10 min, (c) 30 min.
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Figure 5. Morphology of intermetallic compounds formed after diffusion soldering between
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material and the Cu electrode with Sn interlayers at various temperatures
for 60 min: (a) 250 ˝C, (b) 300 ˝C, (c) 325 ˝C.

The thicknesses (X) of these intermetallic layers that formed at various temperatures were
measured and are plotted in Figure 6a–8a as a function of bonding time (t). For the kinetics analyses,
LnX versus Lnt is plotted in Figure 6b–8b. The growth exponents (n) for Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallic
layers calculated from the slopes of straight lines in Figure 6b ranged from 0.34 to 0.55. Similarly, the
n values of and Ni3Sn4 growth calculated from the plots in Figure 7b ranged from 0.35 to 0.50. It is
evidenced that the growth exponents (n) for both the Sn–Te–Se–Bi and the Ni3Sn4 intermetallics were
close to that of a diffusion-controlled reaction (n = 0.5). However, the growth exponents (n) for the
Ag3Sn intermetallic layers, as shown in Figure 8b, ranged from 0.10 to 0.17, which are inconsistent
with that of a diffusion mechanism. This discrepancy can be attributed to the release of partial Sn
atoms in the Ag3Sn intermetallic layers to react with the Cu electrodes to form Cu3Sn intermetallic
compounds after the exhaust of the Ag films on the Cu electrodes.

Figure 6. Thickness (X) of Sn–Te–Se–Bi phase formed during diffusion soldering of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric material with Cu electrode using Sn interlayers: (a) X versus t, (b) LnX versus Lnt.
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Figure 7. Thickness (X) of Ni3Sn4 intermetallic compound formed during diffusion soldering of
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material with Cu electrode using Sn interlayers: (a) X versus t, (b) LnX
versus Lnt.

Figure 8. Thickness (X) of Ag3Sn intermetallic compound formed during diffusion soldering of
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material with the Cu electrode using Sn interlayers: (a) X versus t, (b)
LnX versus Lnt.

The shear strengths of the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints, diffusion-soldered at 250 to 300 ˝C, ranged
between 19.3 and 21.8 MPa, as shown in Figure 9. These strengths are much higher than the maximal
strength of 10.7 MPa for the Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3/Cu joints bonded in the study of Yang et al. under the
same conditions [13]. The superior bonding of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu relative to that of Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3/Cu
joints is attributed to the mechanical strength of the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric material, which
is superior to that of Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3 due to the embrittlement of the Sb element in BiTe material. In
this case, the shear-tested Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints fractured through the interior of the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric material and Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallics layer, as shown in Figure 10a. However,
lengthening the bonding time to 60 min at 275 and 300 ˝C decreased the shear strength to about
11 MPa. In addition, Figure 9 also reveals low strengths of about 7 MPa for the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu
joints bonded at 325 ˝C for various times. The micrographs in Figure 10b,c, for the shear-tested
specimens bonded at 275 and 300 ˝C for 60 min, show that the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints, having
lower bonding strengths of about 11 MPa, also fractured through the interior of the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

thermoelectric material and the Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallics layer, similar to the case in Figure 10a.
However, the amount of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric materials remaining in the fractography of
these poorly bonded specimens was much less than that in Figure 10a, and many cracks appeared
in the Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallic phase. Furthermore, diffusion soldering at 325 ˝C resulted in the
fracture of shear-tested Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joint through the interior of the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric
material and Sn–Te–Se–Bi/Ni interface, as shown in Figure 10d. The insufficient bonding effect of
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Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints at 325 ˝C can be correlated to the over-growth of the Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallics
and preferential cracking at Sn–Te–Se–Bi/Ni interface during the shear tests. In addition, the cooling
of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints from 325 ˝C to room temperature can cause large thermal stress and
exacerbate the decay of bonding strength. Similarly, the thickening of Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallics and
high thermal stress can also occur in the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints after diffusion soldering at 275 and
300 ˝C for 60 min, leading to the drastic drop of shear strengths in Figure 9. For the bonding at 250 ˝C,
such detrimental effects are negligible, and the shear strengths of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints can remain
unchanged as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Shear strengths of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints bonded with the diffusion soldering process
using a Sn interlayer.

Figure 10. Fractured surfaces of shear-tested Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints, diffusion-soldered at various
temperatures for 60 min using Sn interlayers: (a) 250 ˝C, (b) 275 ˝C, (c) 300 ˝C, (d) 325 ˝C.

Furthermore, the reliability of the diffusion-soldered Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints in correlation to
the thermal stress formed in the multilayer structure of intermetallic compounds is considered. The
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of Ni3Sn4, Cu3Sn, Ni and Cu as reported by Frear et al. [19]
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are 13.7, 19.0, 12.9, and 17.1, respectively. The CTE value of the Sn–Te–Se–Bi intermetallic compound
could be lower than that of pure Sn (23.0). The size of Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric elements in this
study is 3 ˆ 3 ˆ 3 mm. It is known that the optimized thermoelectric temperature of a Bi2Te2.55Se0.45

module is 120 to 150 ˝C. In this case, the thermal stress caused by the CTE mismatch between various
materials in such small Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints results in a slight risk of failure during the operation
of this thermoelectric module.

4. Conclusions

Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 thermoelectric modules can be manufactured by the diffusion soldering method
using a 4 μm Sn thin film interlayer inserted between the Ag/Ni-coated Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 and Ag-coated
Cu electrode. For this purpose, pre-coating a 1 μm Sn thin film on the thermoelectric element and
heating at 250 ˝C for 3 min enhances the cohesion between the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45 and Ni barrier. After
diffusion soldering, a multi-layer of Bi–Te–Se, Sn–Te–Se–Bi, and Ni3Sn4 intermetallic phases can
be found at the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Ni interface. In addition, the employment of Ag interlayers in this
Ni/Ag/Sn/Ag/Cu bonding system eliminates the voids that frequently appear at the Ni/Sn and
Cu/Sn interfaces. Shear tests for the Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints, diffusion-soldered at 250 to 300 ˝C for 5
to 30 min, resulted in satisfactory bonding strengths ranging from 19.3 to 21.8 MPa. However, diffusion
soldering at 275 and 300 ˝C for 60 min caused the over-growth and cracking of the Sn–Te–Se–Bi
intermetallic layer, which resulted in lower shear strengths of about 11 MPa. The bonding strengths of
Bi2Te2.55Se0.45/Cu joints further decayed to values of about 7 MPa after diffusion soldering at 325 ˝C
for various times.
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Abstract: Dissimilar diffusion bonds of TiAl alloy to AISI 310 stainless steel using Ni/Ti reactive
multilayers were studied in this investigation. The Ni and Ti alternating layers were deposited
by d.c. magnetron sputtering onto the base materials, with a bilayer thickness of 30 and 60 nm.
Joining experiments were performed at 700 and 800 ˝C for 60 min under pressures of 50 and
10 MPa. The effectiveness of using Ni/Ti multilayers to improve the bonding process was assessed
by microstructural characterization of the interface and by mechanical tests. Diffusion bonded joints
were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected
area electron diffraction (SAED), high resolution TEM (HRTEM) and Fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The bonding interfaces are thin (approximately 5 μm thick) with a layered microstructure. For all
joints, the interface is mainly composed of equiaxed grains of NiTi and NiTi2. The thickness
and number of layers depends on the joining conditions and bilayer thickness of the multilayers.
Mechanical characterization of the joints was performed by nanoindentation and shear tests.
Young´s modulus distribution maps highlight the phase differences across the joint´s interface.
The highest shear strength value is obtained for the joint produced at 800 ˝C for 60 min under a
pressure of 10 MPa using Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 nm of bilayer thickness.

Keywords: diffusion bonding; TiAl; stainless steel; multilayers

1. Introduction

The development of TiAl intermetallics has attracted the interest of several researchers due to its
unique properties, which are suitable for a wide field of applications. However, a limiting factor for
the integration of TiAl into structures is the lack of reliable and efficient joining techniques, especially
for dissimilar joints. Dissimilar joining of these alloys is very difficult, due to their high reactivity and
the tendency to form brittle intermetallic phases [1,2]. The development of joining technologies has
become an essential requirement for application of these alloys in replacing traditional metallic alloys
in aerospace and automotive applications [3–6]. However, there are only a few reports regarding the
techniques used to join TiAl alloys with other materials [6–12].

The joining of TiAl and steel is relevant for some applications, in particular for missile and tank
engine turbo components. The use of fusion welding techniques to join TiAl to steel promotes the
formation of brittle phases, TiC and Ti–Fe intermetallics, and high residual stress produced during
solidification, leading to weak joints [4,5].

Diffusion bonding is one of the most promising processes for successfully joining TiAl to steel
with high mechanical properties, avoiding the problems associated with fusion welding processes.
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Dissimilar joints can be produced by direct diffusion bonding of TiAl to steel at 850–1000 ˝C for 1 to
60 min under a pressure ranging from 5 to 40 MPa [9]. Close to the TiAl base material, the interfaces are
composed of Ti3Al + FeAl + FeAl2 intermetallic compounds. The specimens bonded at low temperature
exhibit very low tensile strength (18 MPa); a maximum tensile strength of 170–185 MPa was
measured for the optimum bond conditions (930–960 ˝C for 5–6 min under a pressure of 20–25 MPa).
These demanding bonding conditions are not suitable for the industrial implementation of the process
and can lead to plastic deformation of the base materials.

Reactive multilayer thin films are an alternative for reducing the temperature and/or the pressure
needed for diffusion bonding, since these multilayers can simultaneously improve the diffusivity,
due to their nanocrystalline nature and high density of defects, and can also act as a local heat
source, as the result of the heat released by the exothermic reaction of the multilayers to form
intermetallic compounds [13–23]. Previous studies [23] have shown that Ni/Al multilayers are
effective in the diffusion bonding of TiAl to steel. The use of these multilayers in this process allows
lower joining conditions. However, these joints present unbonded areas, which impair the shear
strength. The process could be rendered more effective by improving the contact of mating surfaces,
which can be achieved by the use of different multilayer systems.

In this context, the main objective of this study is the diffusion bonding of TiAl alloy to
AISI 310 austenitic stainless steel using Ni/Ti reactive multilayers. Although this multilayer system is
less exothermic than others, such as Ni/Al, it has been successfully used in dissimilar joining of NiTi
alloy to Ti6Al4V [24]. The present study centers on the microstructural characterization of the interface
and on the mechanical characterization of the joints. Interface characterization was performed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected area electron diffraction
(SAED), high resolution TEM (HRTEM) and Fast Fourier transform (FFT); mechanical properties were
evaluated by nanoindentation and shear strength tests.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The base materials used in this investigation were TiAl (Ti–45Al–5Nb at. %) and AISI 310 austenitic
stainless steel (25Cr–20Ni–0.25C wt. %).

Ni/Ti multilayers were used as an interlayer for diffusion bonding between these two base
materials. Ni/Ti multilayer thin films with ~2.5 μm total thickness were deposited onto the
base materials (substrates) by d.c. magnetron sputtering from titanium (99.99% pure) and nickel
(93 wt. %Ni, 7 wt. %V) targets. In the presence of vanadium, the Ni target becomes nonmagnetic,
resulting in more stable depositions. Before entering the deposition chamber, the surfaces of the base
materials were ground using SiC abrasive papers, followed by polishing down to 1 μm diamond
suspension. The final polishing was carried out using colloidal silica. The samples were cleaned in
ultrasound bath in acetone and ethanol. After attaining a base pressure of ~5 ˆ 10´4 Pa, the depositions
were carried out at an argon pressure of 0.25 Pa. The targets’ power densities were adjusted in order
to obtain near equiatomic average chemical composition. To avoid heating during deposition, the
base materials were mounted in a thick rotating copper block, which acts as a heat sink. With this
procedure the deposition temperature remains close to 100 ˝C. Multilayer thin films with 30 and
60 nm bilayer thickness (modulation period) were prepared by varying the substrates’ rotation speed
with the Ti and Ni targets operating simultaneously. During one rotation the substrates pass once in
front of the Ti target and once in front of the Ni target, giving rise to a bilayer (Ti layer + Ni layer).
After several rotations a stack of bilayers is obtained multilayered. When the substrates’ rotation speed
increases, the time that the substrates are in front of each target decreases, resulting in lower individual
layer thicknesses.
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2.2. Diffusion Bonding Experiments

Diffusion bonding of dissimilar (TiAl to steel) joints was produced at 700 and 800 ˝C under
pressures of 10 and 50 MPa with a bonding time of 60 min, in a vertical furnace with a vacuum level
better than 10´2 Pa. The diffusion bonding apparatus has been described elsewhere [13,17].

2.3. Joints Characterization

2.3.1. Microstructural Characterization

In order to perform the microstructural and chemical characterization of the interface,
cross-sections of the joints were prepared using standard metallographic techniques. The cross-section
specimens for TEM were prepared using a focused ion beam (FIB) (FEI FIB200, FEI company, Hillsboro,
OR, USA), by means of the lift-out technique, at 5–30 keV. The bond interfaces were characterized
by SEM (FEI company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) and analyzed by EDS (Oxford Intruments, Oxfordshire,
UK), TEM (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and HRTEM (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). A high resolution
FEI QUANTA 400 FEG SEM (FEI company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) with EDAX Genesis X4M (Oxford
Intruments, Oxfordshire, UK) was used for the SEM and EDS analyses. HRTEM images were obtained
in a JEOL 2010F (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and a FEI Tecnai G2 (FEI company, Hillsboto, OR, USA),
operating at 200 keV.

The EDS measurements were made at an accelerating voltage of 15 keV by the standardless
quantification method. The results obtained by this method provide a fast quantification with an
automatic background subtraction, matrix correction and normalization to 100% for all the elements in
the peak identification list.

Crystallographic information from the joint interfaces was obtained by EBSD (FEI QUANTA
400 FEG SEM). The diffraction of backscattered electrons forms a Kikuchi pattern characteristic of
the underlying crystal phase. For the indexation of the patterns, the ICDD PDF2 (2006) database was
used. EBSD is a surface technique, since only the topmost 50 nm of the specimen contributes to the
diffraction pattern; for Ti and Ni the minimum lateral spread of the interaction volume ranges from
50 to 100 nm [25], with an accelerating voltage of 15 keV. Seeing that a careful preparation of the surface
is the key factor in achieving good quality EBSD patterns, the specimens were submitted to a final
chemo-mechanical polishing stage, using colloidal silica, to remove the damage and deformation of
the surface of the cross-section specimens.

Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in TEM and Fast Fourier transform (FFT) in HRTEM
were also applied in order to study the crystallographic structure of the phases present at the interface.

2.3.2. Mechanical Characterization

The mechanical behavior was evaluated by nanoindentation using a Micro Materials-Nano
hardness apparatus equipped with a Berkovich diamond indenter. Hardness and Young’s modulus
were determined by the Oliver and Pharr analysis method [26]. Before the depth-sensing indentation
experiments, the tip area function was calibrated using fused silica as a standard. The loading/
unloading experiments were run up to a maximum load of 4 mN with a dwell bilayer thickness of
30 s at 0.4 mN during unloading, for thermal drift correction. Indentation matrices with a minimum
of 90 measurements were selected in order to test the joint’s interface and both base materials. The
scheme of the nanoindentation tests across the joints is represented in Figure 1. Prior to the indentation
tests the joints were polished using standard metallographic procedures until a mirror-like surface
was achieved.

The shear tests were performed at room temperature at a rate of 0.2 mm/min. The apparatus and
specimens of the shear tests have been described elsewhere [23]. For each joint, three specimens were
tested. SEM combined with EDS was used to identify the phases present at the fracture surfaces of the
shear specimens.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the nanoindentation tests position (�) across the joints.

3. Results and Discussion

The effectiveness of using Ni/Ti multilayers to improve dissimilar bonds between TiAl and steel
was assessed through microstructural and mechanical characterizations. The influence of different
processing conditions (700 or 800 ˝C under a pressure of 10 or 50 MPa) and different bilayer thickness
(30 and 60 nm) was evaluated.

3.1. Microstructural Characterization

The microstructural characterization reveals that interfaces with apparent soundness were
produced during the solid-state diffusion bonding of TiAl and steel using Ni/Ti multilayers. The bond
between these metallic materials using Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 and 60 nm of bilayer thickness was
obtained successfully at 700 ˝C under a pressure of 50 MPa and at 800 ˝C under a pressure of 10 MPa,
for 60 min. However, some unbonded areas are observed at the edge of the samples bonded at 700 ˝C
and at 800 ˝C using multilayers with 60 nm of bilayer thickness.

Figure 2 shows SEM images of the interface of the diffusion bonds between TiAl alloys and steel
processed with Ni/Ti multilayers. Whatever the bilayer thickness, to achieve a sound joint at 700 ˝C
it was necessary to apply a 50 MPa pressure, while at 800 ˝C the pressures could be reduced down
to 10 MPa. The bond interfaces are thin (thickness close to 5 μm) and exhibit six layers: a thicker
layer (4 μm) at the center divided by a very thin dark line and, adjacent to each of the base materials,
two diffusion layers with an overall thickness of not more than 1 μm. The thickness of the interface
layers, especially those close to the base materials, increase with increasing bonding temperature and
multilayer bilayer thickness. These microstructures are different from those obtained using Ni/Al
multilayers [23], which exhibited a thick reaction layer near the steel substrate. From the EDS profile
of Figure 2d it can be seen that the interfaces mainly consist of Ni and Ti, as expected. The diffusion of
elements from the base material to adjacent layers is observed for all bonds. Fe and Cr are detected in
zones closest to the stainless steel, while Al is detected in the thin layers closest to TiAl.

The identification of the phases was carried out through the combination of the EDS, EBSD, SAED
and FFT results. Due to the small interaction volume of EBSD analysis, this technique is essential for
the crystallographic characterization of the phases of thinner layers and for identifying the formation of
nanometric phases at the interface. For phase identification in areas smaller than the EBSD resolution,
TEM/SAED and HRTEM/FFT were used.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. SEM images of the TiAl/steel joints produced at: (a) 700 ˝C under a pressure of 50 MPa
using Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 nm of bilayer thickness; (b) 800 ˝C under a pressure of 10 MPa using
Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 nm of bilayer thickness; (c) 800 ˝C under a pressure of 10 MPa using Ni/Ti
multilayers with 60 nm of bilayer thickness and (d) EDS profile across the interface presented in (a).

Figure 3 shows the EBSD patterns obtained for the thin diffusion layers close to the base materials
and for the thick central zone. The greatest area of the interface comprises equiaxed grains of NiTi
and NiTi2 (Kikuchi patterns 3 and 4 of Figure 3b). The indexation of the EBSD patterns of the layers
close to the base materials identified the presence of AlNiTi and AlNi2Ti close to the TiAl (Kikuchi
patterns 1 and 2 of Figure 3b) and α-Fe and NiTi2 near the steel (Kikuchi patterns 5 and 6 of Figure 3b).
The main differences between the interfaces produced using Ni/Ti and Ni/Al reactive multilayers
are the phases that constitute the central area, NiTi + NiTi2 for joints produced with Ni/Ti, and NiAl
for those produced with Ni/Al. Phases richer in Ni, such as AlNi2Ti, rather than phases richer in Al,
such as Al2NiTi, were also observed. The phases α-Fe and AlNiTi were also identified in the interfaces
produced using Ni/Al multilayers [23].
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(a) 

(b)

Figure 3. (a) SEM images of the TiAl/steel joints produced at 800 ˝C under a pressure of 10 MPa and
(b) EBSD Kikuchi pattern indexation of the zones marked in (a).

Figure 4 shows the TEM and HRTEM images of the interface central zone. HRTEM images
and FFT analysis revealed that this region is composed of a mixture of equiaxed grains of NiTi with
nanometric NiTi2 grains divided by a very thin layer with NiTi2 aligned nanograins.

The thin layers close to the steel were also characterized by TEM and HRTEM combined with
SAED and FFT, respectively, as shown in Figure 5. The TEM image (Figure 5a) of these layers shows
large grains adjacent to the steel identified by SAED as α-Fe (Figure 5b) and a line of nanometric grains
identified by FFT of HRTEM images as Fe2Ti (Figure 5c) and NiTi2 (Figure 5d).

In summary, the interface is composed mainly of NiTi and NiTi2 phases, formed during the
multilayer reaction. In addition, thin layers of α-Fe and Fe2Ti + NiTi2 were identified close to the
steel while AlNiTi and AlNi2Ti were detected close to the TiAl base material, resulting from the
interdiffusion of multilayer and base materials.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. (a) TEM image of the interface central zone of a TiAl/steel joint produced at 800 ˝C using
Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 nm of bilayer thickness; (b) and (c) HRTEM images and FFT indexation as
NiTi and NiTi2 grains at the center of the joint interface; and (d) HRTEM images and FFT indexation as
NiTi2 of a nanometric grain at the central line.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. (a) TEM image of the zone close to the steel; (b) TEM images and SAED indexation as α-Fe of
a grain at the region marked as 1 in (a); and (c) HRTEM images and FFT indexation as Fe2Ti of a grain
at the region marked as 2 in (a).
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3.2. Mechanical Characterization

The mechanical characterization of the diffusion bonds was performed by nanoindentation and
shear tests.

Figure 6 shows the hardness and reduced Young’s modulus (Er) distribution maps for the joints
produced at 800 ˝C using the multilayers with 30 nm bilayer thickness. The interface of the joints
shows hardness values similar to those of the base materials with the exception of the thin layers
close to the base materials, which are harder, in particular on the steel side. These layers exhibit
a high hardness value of about 10–12 GPa. These values may be associated with the formation of
AlNiTi, AlNi2Ti and Fe2Ti intermetallics together with nanometric microstructures. In the diffusion
bonding of these materials with Ni/Al multilayers, similar results were observed. The reduced Young’s
modulus maps clearly reproduce the phase variations across the base materials and diffusion bond,
with the joint interface and the diffusion layers perfectly identifiable. According to the nanoindentation
results the interface has a lower Young’s modulus (Er « 85–120 GPa) in comparison with the base
materials (ErTiAl « 185–210 GPa and Ersteel « 210–260 GPa), which was expected due to the different
phases that compose the interface. The variation of the Er values obtained by nanoindentation is in
accordance with the Young’s modulus values found in the available literature (Estainless steel > ETiAl >
ENiTi > ENiTi2) [27,28].

The mechanical characterization of the diffusion bonds was also performed by shear tests.
tab:metals-06-00096-t001 shows the values of shear strength of the bonds produced. The macroscopic
images of the fracture surfaces are present in Figure 7. These images show that the fracture always
begins at the interface.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Hardness and (b) reduced Young’s modulus distribution maps of the joint produced at
800 ˝C using a Ni/Ti multilayer with 30 nm of bilayer thickness.

Table 1. Shear strength values of TiAl/steel joints produced using Ni/Ti multilayers.

Bilayer Thickness
(nm)

Bonding Conditions
(Temp./Time/Pressure) Shear Strength Values (MPa) Average Shear

Strength (MPa)

30 700 ˝C/60 min/50 MPa 44 68 50 54
30 800 ˝C/60 min/10 MPa 216 225 231 225
60 800 ˝C/60 min/10 MPa 66 99 83 83

The highest shear strength value of 225 MPa was obtained for the diffusion bonding of TiAl and
steel using Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 nm of bilayer thickness at 800 ˝C for 60 min under a pressure of
10 MPa.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Macroscopic images of fracture surfaces of shear test specimens of the joints produced at
800 ˝C using Ni/Ti multilayers with: (a) 30 nm and (b) 60 nm of bilayer thickness.

The microstructural features and hardness distribution across the interfaces are similar for all
tested conditions and cannot explain the lower strength of the joints produced at 700 and 800 ˝C
using multilayers with 60 nm of bilayer thickness. The higher shear strength of the joints produced at
800 ˝C with 30 nm bilayer thickness may be explained by a smaller unbonded region, which is clearly
observed in Figure 7.

From the shear strength results it can be concluded that the use of Ni/Ti multilayers with 30 nm
of bilayer thickness provides advantages in solid-state diffusion bonding of steel to TiAl in comparison
with the more reactive Ni/Al multilayers that present an average shear strength of 144 MPa [23].
This may be associated with the mechanical properties of the phases formed at the interface; with the
use of Ni/Al multilayers, the interface comprises essentially NiAl, which is harder and has a higher
elastic modulus than the NiTi and NiTi2 that form when the Ni/Ti multilayers are used.

Diffusion bonding of TiAl to steel using Ni/Ti multilayers can be performed under lower
temperature and produces joints with higher shear strength values than the ones without the interlayer
and with Ni/Al multilayers.

4. Conclusions

Diffusion bonding of TiAl alloys to stainless steel can be enhanced by the use of Ni/Ti multilayers
as interlayers. The use of these multilayers enables the production of sound joints at 800 ˝C for 60 min
under a pressure of 10 MPa and multilayers with 30 nm of bilayer thickness with an average shear
strength of 225 MPa. The joints are produced at a lower temperature than those required to diffusion
bond TiAl to steel without multilayers and have higher strength than those obtained with Ni/Al
multilayers. The interfaces are mainly composed of NiTi and NiTi2 grains showing thin layers of α-Fe
and Fe2Ti + NiTi2 close to the steel and AlNiTi and AlNi2Ti close to the TiAl alloy.
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Abstract: Rod samples of Mg60Zn35Ca5 bulk metallic glass composites (BMGCs) dispersed with Ti
particles have been successfully fabricated via injection casting. The glass forming ability (GFA) and
the mechanical properties of these Mg-based BMGCs have been systematically investigated as a
function of the volume fraction (Vf) of Ti particles. The results showed that the compressive ductility
increased with Vf. The mechanical performance of these BMGCs, with up to 5.4% compressive
failure strain and 1187 MPa fracture strength at room temperature, can be obtained for the Mg-based
BMGCs with 50 vol % Ti particles, suggesting that these dispersed Ti particles can absorb the
energy of the crack propagations and can induce branches of the primary shear band into multiple
secondary shear bands. It follows that further propagation of the shear band is blocked, enhancing
the overall plasticity.

Keywords: composite; Mg-Zn-Ca; bulk metallic glass; self-degraded ability; mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Organ protection, muscle connection, and muscle action promotion are the most important
functions of bone [1]. Once the bone is fractured due to impact or other external forces during, for
example, sports activities or accidents, it needs to be reconstructed to recover its normal function.
Therefore, bone screws, bone plates, and bone substitute materials are usually applied to fixate the
fractured bones via medical surgery. In general, austenitic stainless steel, Co–Cr alloys, and Ti alloys
have been commercially used in orthopedic implants, taking advantage of their good mechanical
properties, biocompatibility, and corrosion resistance. However, most metallic orthopedic implant
metals (except Ti alloys) are potentially cytotoxic when the implant parts are retained in the body
for long periods of time. Therefore, medical doctors may suggest that the patient undergo a second
operation to take out the old prosthesis and to replace a new one. Accordingly, to avoid secondary
surgery and reduce surgical risk, biodegradable materials have become a trend for biomaterials
development. Metallic biodegradable materials have attracted great attention because of their
promising mechanical properties, good biocompatibility, and low degradation rate. The metallic
biodegradable materials, including W-based, Ca-based, Fe-based, Zn-based, and Mg-based alloys,
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have been wildly studied for their physical properties, chemical properties, and their biocompatibility
in the last decade.

Among these metallic biodegradable materials, Mg-based alloys have attracted more attention
as biomedical materials because of their good biocompatibility and appropriate biodegradability.
In parallel, the strength and Young’s modulus of Mg-based alloys are closer to those of bone
tissue, reducing the stress shielding effect. Though the Mg-based materials have great potential for
applications on many biomedical instruments and orthopedic implants, the corrosion and degradation
rates of most Mg-based crystalline alloys are still too fast. Conversely, MgZnCa bulk metallic glass
composites (BMGCs) were found to present much lower corrosion rates than the other Mg-based
crystalline alloys. Unfortunately, monolithic MgZnCa bulk metallic glasses are quite brittle, limiting
their further applications [2–6]. There have hitherto been a number of studies reporting on effective
methods that enhance the strength as well as the plasticity of Mg-based BMGCs through the dispersion
of ductile metallic particles such as those of Mo, Fe, Nb, and Ti [7–17]. These ductile metallic particles
can absorb the shear strain energy of shear bands, confine the propagation of shear bands, and
significantly improve their plasticity. In this study, Ti particles were selected to add to the MgZnCa
metallic glasses to improve their plasticity because Ti metal is well-known for having non-toxicity,
good biocompatibility, and an immiscible reaction with the parent Mg metal.

2. Experimental

Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs with different volume fractions of Ti particles (Vf = 20, 30, 40, and
50 vol %) were prepared by induction melting under an argon atmosphere. At first, high purity Mg,
Zn, Ca (>99.9%), and pure Ti particles (three distributions in diameters, namely, 20–75, 75–105 and
105–130 μm) were melted together by induction melting under the argon atmosphere. During melting,
the melt was churned mechanically to assure a final ingot containing a homogeneous mixture of Ti
particles and melt. The Mg60Zn35Ca5–Ti composite ingot was re-melted in a quartz tube and injected
into a water-cooled Cu mold by argon pressure to form Mg-based BMGC rods, measuring 20 mm in
length and 2 mm in diameter.

The amorphous state of Mg60Zn35Ca5-BMGCs was examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD,
Shimadzu XRD6000, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) with monochromatic Cu–Kα radiation.
The chemical compositions of samples were verified by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, FEI,
Quanta 3D FEG, FEI Corporation, Hillsboro, OR, USA) to confirm their compositions as the original
design. The thermal properties were analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, Mettler
DSC1, Mettler-Toledo International Inc, Greifensee, Switzerland) under an argon atmosphere at a
heating rate of 40 K/min. The DSC results were then used to calculate the glass forming ability (GFA).
The uniaxial compression tests were carried out by a universal test system (Hung Ta, HT9102, Taipei,
Taiwan) at a strain rate of 1 ˆ 10´4 s´1. The specimens were cut from the as-cast rods into compression
test specimens measuring 4 mm in length and 2 mm in diameter. The latter specimens were polished
for both ends to confirm the surface flatness. The tests of hardness and fracture toughness (KC, stress
concentration factor) for all Mg-based BMGCs were carried out via the indentation method [18]
with a microhardness tester (Mitutoyo, HM-221, Kanagawa, Japan) with a load of 1–2 kgf. Both the
surface morphology and fractography of compressed specimens were examined by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM. FEI Quanta 3D FEG).

3. Result and Discussion

The XRD patterns of the Mg60Zn35Ca5 base alloy, Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs with 50 vol % Ti
particles, and pure Ti particles are shown in Figure 1. Both XRD patterns of the base alloy with and
without Ti particles show an amorphous nature with a broadened diffuse hump, except for several
peaks from the crystalline Ti particles co-existing in the XRD pattern of the composite sample. Some of
the crystalline peaks were quite unclear because of another phase precipitated out around the Ti
particles, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the pure Ti particle, Mg60Zn35Ca5 base alloy, and
Mg60Zn35Ca5-based bulk metallic glass composites (BMGCs) containing 50 vol % Ti particles with
different particle sizes of (a) 20–75 μm; (b) 75–105 μm; (c) 105–130 μm.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Back-scattering electron images of Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGC samples containing different
particle size of 50 vol % Ti particles: (a) 20–75 μm; (b) 75–105 μm; and (c) 105–130 μm.

The representative DSC scans of the Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs with different volume fractions
of 75–105 μm Ti particles are shown in Figure 3. Regardless of the inserted Ti particle size, both the
glass transition temperature (Tg) and crystallization temperature (Tx) of Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs
exhibit a decreasing trend with an increasing volume fraction of Ti particles. This result indicates that
both the glass transition and crystallization were trigged earlier by the presence of a large amount of
crystalline Ti particles. The mechanism of such changes might be attributed to the numerous increases
of heterogeneous nucleation sites from the interfaces between the Mg-based amorphous matrix and
Ti particles. In addition, the calculated GFA indices were also found to decrease with an increasing
volume fraction of Ti particles as shown in Table 1, supporting the mentioned mechanism of a lowering
reaction barrier for crystallization.
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Figure 3. Representative differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) scans of Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGC
samples containing different volume fractions of 75–105-μm-sized Ti particles.
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Table 1. Glass forming ability of Mg60Zn35Ca5base alloy and Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs.

Particle Size (D) vol % Tg (K) Tx (K) Tl (K) Trg γ γm ΔTx

Base 446 488 700 0.638 0.426 0.758 42

20–75 μm

20 400 430 675 0.593 0.400 0.681 30
30 400 429 671 0.597 0.400 0.683 29
40 403 432 674 0.598 0.401 0.684 29
50 395 418 676 0.585 0.391 0.654 23

75–105 μm

20 394 433 679 0.580 0.404 0.698 40
30 402 430 673 0.599 0.400 0.681 28
40 404 429 672 0.601 0.399 0.677 25
50 393 414 673 0.584 0.388 0.646 21

105–130 μm

20 408 435 671 0.609 0.403 0.688 27
30 405 431 681 0.595 0.396 0.670 25
40 400 425 680 0.588 0.394 0.663 25
50 400 425 682 0.587 0.392 0.658 24

Trg “ Tg
Tl

; γ “ Tx
Tg`Tl

; γm “ 2Tx´Tg
Tl

.

Some representative back-scattering SEM images of the Mg-based BMGCs containing different
sizes and a fixed volume fraction of Ti particles are shown in Figure 2. At a fixed volume fraction
of Ti particles, the average inter-particle space of Ti particles clearly shows a decreasing trend
with a decreasing size of Ti particles in the Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs. The numerical values
of inter-particle space of Ti particles for various combinations of particle size and volume fraction are
summarized in Table 2. In addition, an extra phase was found to precipitate along the interface of the
Ti particle/amorphous matrix around some Ti particles. These precipitates around the Ti particles were
identified to be the TiZn compound based on its chemical composition (Ti: 52 atom %/Zn 48 atom %)
analyzed by energy dispersive spectroscopy.

Table 2. Inter-particle spacing of Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs.

Particle Size (D) vol %
Inter-Particle Spacing (Edge to Edge, μm)

Calculated Measured

20–75 μm
(Average 48 μm)

20 59 53 ˘ 11
30 40 42 ˘ 7
40 28 36 ˘ 8
50 18 19 ˘ 3

75–105 μm
(Average 90 μm)

20 110 91 ˘ 21
30 74 74 ˘ 14
40 52 68 ˘ 12
50 37 34 ˘ 4

105–130 μm
(Average 120 μm)

20 148 135 ˘ 26
30 99 117 ˘ 21
40 68 83 ˘ 26
50 50 65 ˘ 11

Figure 4 shows the compression stress–strain curves for the Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGC samples
(Vf = 20, 30, 40 and 50 vol %) tested at a strain rate of 1 ˆ 10´4 s´1 at room temperature.
The results show that the ex-situ-added Ti particles exhibit a positive effect on strengthening the
Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMG. For the base Mg-based BMG, it only shows a compression strength of
655 MPa with a brittle fracture mode. On the contrary, the fracture strength level of Mg60Zn35Ca5-based
BMGCs was significantly increased by increasing the volume fraction of ex situ-added Ti particles.
The fracture strength can reach 1190 MPa for the Mg-based BMGC with 50 vol % 20–75 μm Ti particles.
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However, most BMGCs only show low failure strains, less than 3%. The brittle behavior of all Mg-based
BMGC samples are presumed due to the brittle TiZn intermetallic compound that forms around the
interface of the Ti particle/amorphous matrix and embrittle the Mg-based BMGC samples. Therefore, it
is suggested that the Ti dispersoids cannot entirely restrict the propagation of the shear band due to its
weak interface adhesion to the matrix. This can be evidenced from Figure 6, in which Ti particles were
sheared apart from the matrix.
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Figure 4. True stress–strain curve of Mg60Zn35Ca5 BMGC rods containing different volume fractions
and particles sizes of the Ti particles: (a) 20–75 μm; (b) 75–105 μm; (c) 105–130 μm.

The ex situ method may be a good possible way to enhance the plasticity of Mg-based BMGCs.
In previous studies, the energy of the shear band can be absorbed by the dispersed particles (such
as Fe, Mo, Ti, or Nb particles) in the Mg-based amorphous matrix alloys, and the shear band cannot
easily propagate across the particles, significantly enhancing the plasticity of Mg-based BMGCs.
Therefore, the combination of the large volume fraction and small particle size would create small
inter-particle spacing of the dispersion phase to confine the propagation of shear bands and avoid
the materials failure [15,18]. However, this theory does not seem to be applicable in every situation.
In this study, the Mg-based BMGC samples with a smaller dispersoid size (20–75 μm) would present
a lower failure strain than the Mg-based BMGC samples with a larger dispersoid size (75–105 μm).
The reason is postulated to be a result of the brittle TiZn intermetallic compound precipitated out along
the interface of the Ti particle/amorphous matrix, deteriorating the adhesion between the Ti particle
and the amorphous matrix. Under the same volume fractions of the particles, the smaller particle size
would create more interface areas of the Ti particle/amorphous matrix. Therefore, the interface of
the Ti particle/amorphous matrix becomes a critical position of the crack initiation, leading to lower
plastic deformation.

The dependency of the stress concentration factor (Kc) [19] and compression strain as a function
of the interspacing of Ti particles for the Mg-based BMGCs is presented in Figure 5. Both the fracture
toughness and the compression failure strain show a similar trend; they increase with a decreasing
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interspacing of Ti particles, the mean free path of the shear band. It is apparent that the mean free path
plays an important role in enhancing the toughness of Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs.
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Figure 5. Kc (stress concentration factor) and compressive plastic strain as a function of the interspacing
of various Ti particle additions of the Mg60Zn35Ca5 BMGC rods with 2 mm in diameter.

The fracture surface of these Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGC samples after the compression test
exhibits two kinds of morphology. One is the rough fracture surface with a vein pattern and the other
is the wavy surface with plastically sheared Ti particles, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows the
relatively homogeneous distributed Ti particles on the fracture surface of Mg-based BMGC samples.
Some Ti particles were peeled off from the matrix, implying a weak adhesion of some interfaces of the
Ti particle/amorphous matrix. In addition, the melting trace and vein pattern can be seen clearly in
Figure 6b. The plastically deformed Ti particles on the fracture surface indicate that the energy of the
shear band has been effectively absorbed by these ductile Ti particles. This suggests that the dispersed
Ti particles can limit the propagation of shear banding.

Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of (a) fracture surface of specimen after
compression test for the Mg60Zn35Ca5 BMGC containing 50 vol % Ti particles with sizes of 75–105 μm;
(b) Enlarged image of Figure 6 (a), some areas display vein pattern mixed with melting trace around
Ti particles.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, Mg-based BMG composites with different particle sizes and the volume fraction of
spherical Ti particles were successfully developed in this study. The results show that ex-situ-added Ti
particles exhibit a positive effect on strengthening Mg60Zn35Ca5-based BMGCs. In addition, both the
fracture toughness and the compression failure strain show a similar trend, increasing with a decreasing
mean free path of the shear band (the interspacing of Ti particles). However, the performance of these
Mg-based BMGCs is strongly dependent on the adhesion ability between the interface of the Ti
particle/amorphous matrix. Overall, the dispersion of Ti particles in Mg60Zn35Ca5 BMG alloys is
considered to be a possible way in enhancing their plasticity as well as yield strength.
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Abstract: In the present study, the influence of substitutional elements (Ti and Al) on the structural
stability, mechanical properties, electronic properties and Debye temperature of Ta5Si3 with a D8m

structure were investigated by first principle calculations. The Ta5Si3 alloyed with Ti and Al shows
negative values of formation enthalpies, indicating that these compounds are energetically stable.
Based on the values of formation enthalpies, Ti exhibits a preferential occupying the Ta4b site and
Al has a strong site preference for the Si8h site. From the values of the bulk modulus (B), shear
modulus (G) and Young’s modulus (E), we determined that both Ti and Al additions decrease
both the shear deformation resistance and the elastic stiffness of D8m structured Ta5Si3. Using the
shear modulus/bulk modulus ratio (G/B), Poisson’s ratio (υ) and Cauchy’s pressure, the effect
of Ti and Al additions on the ductility of D8m-structured Ta5Si3 are explored. The results show
that Ti and Al additions reduce the hardness, resulting in solid solution softening, but improve
the ductility of D8m-structured Ta5Si3. The electronic calculations reveal that Ti and Al additions
change hybridization between Ta-Si and Si-Si atoms for the binary D8m-structured Ta5Si3. The new
Ta-Al bond is weaker than the Ta-Si covalent bonds, reducing the covalent property of bonding in
D8m-structured Ta5Si3, while the new strong Ti4b-Ti4b anti-bonding enhances the metallic behavior of
the binary D8m-structured Ta5Si3. The change in the nature of bonding can well explain the improved
ductility of D8m-structured Ta5Si3 doped by Ti and Al. Moreover, the Debye temperatures, ΘD, of
D8m-structured Ta5Si3 alloying with Ti and Al are decreased as compared to the binary Ta5Si3.

Keywords: transition metal silicides; D8m-Ta5Si3; first principle calculation; mechanical properties

1. Introduction

In order to meet the ever-increasing demand for high performing and durable structural
components to be used in harsh environments, much attention has been focused upon transition
metal silicides [1,2]. As the largest family of intermetallic compounds, transition metal silicides are of
great interest to a wide variety of applications due to their unique properties, such as ultra-high melting
temperatures, excellent electrical properties, superior thermal stability, high oxidation resistance, good
creep tolerance, and excellent mechanical strength at elevated temperature [3–5]. Compared with other
transition metal silicides, such as Mo and Ti silicides, that have been extensively investigated over the
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past few decades, Ta-Si compounds with higher melting point than the former two silicides systems
have received limited attention. As the most refractory compound in the Ta-Si binary system [6],
Ta5Si3 has a melting point of 2550 ˝C, and thus has a great potential for structural applications at
ultra-high temperatures. Moreover, although the high cost and density of Ta make its direct clinical
application in a bulk form difficult, tantalum-based compounds are particularly suitable for use as
implant coatings to improve the performance of metal substrates, due to their good corrosion resistance,
exceptional biocompatibility, osseointegration properties, hemocompatibility, and high radiopacity [7].
The Ta5Si3 was reported to have three different polymorphs: Mn5Si3, W5Si3 and Cr5B3 type [8].
A D88-structured Ta5Si3 (Mn5Si3 prototype) with the P63/mcm symmetry is a metastable phase, a
D81-structured Ta5Si3 (Cr5B3 prototype) with the I4/mcm symmetry is the low-temperature phase and
a D8m-structured Ta5Si3 (W5Si3 prototype) with the I4/mcm symmetry is the high-temperature phase.
Tao et al. [9] predicted the ductile behavior of the three prototype structures for Ta5Si3 and they found
that the Cr5B3-prototype phase is slightly prone to brittleness, and the W5Si3-prototype phase is more
prone to ductility. Therefore, in comparison to the other two prototype structures, D8m-structured
Ta5Si3 exhibits more potential as a candidate material for structural applications under an aggressive
environment and has been chosen as the subject of our present work. However, as with many other
intermetallic materials, owing to its strong covalent-dominated atomic bonds and intrinsic difficulties
of dislocation movement, its low toughness poses a serious obstacle to its commercial application. To
address this problem, several effective strategies have been developed, including densification [10,11],
grain refinement [12], substitutional alloying [13], and the incorporation of a second reinforcing phase
to form a composite [14]. In contrast to the ionic or covalent bonding that is prevalent in ceramics, the
partial metallic character of bonding endows metal silicides with a degree of alloying ability, making it
possible to improve toughness through an alloying approach. An alloying approach is achieved either
by doping the metal silicides with interstitial atoms [15], or by the incorporation of substitutional
atoms into the lattice of metal silicides crystal [13].

Compared with additions of interstitial atoms, incorporation of substitutional atoms into Ta5Si3
is more complex, and the site substitution of the added alloying elements in Ta5Si3 plays an
important role in influencing the electronic structure and hence the mechanical properties of the
material. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no first-principles calculations have been employed to
elucidate the effects of substitutional elements on the electronic structure and mechanical properties of
D8m-structured Ta5Si3. In this paper, Ti and Al were selected to investigate the site occupancy behavior
of the two elements in D8m-structured Ta5Si3 and, based upon that, the elastic moduli including bulk
modulus, shear modulus, and Young’s modulus were calculated for the binary and ternary Ta5Si3 with
D8m-structure. This, in turn, was used to gain insight into the effect of the two substitutional elements
on the electronic structure and mechanical properties of D8m-structured Ta5Si3.

2. Calculation Details

The first-principal calculations in this work were performed based on density functional theory
(DFT) by using the Cambridge Sequential Total Energy Package code (CASTEP) [16]. The electron
exchange and correlations were treated within the generalized gradient approximation using the
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof function (GGA-PBE) [17]. The interactions between the electron and
ionic cores were described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) [18] method. The ultrasoft
pseudo-potentials set 5p65d36s2 for Ta, 3s23p2 for Si, 3s23p1 for Al and 3p63d24s2 for Ti as valence
electrons, respectively, for each element. A 350 eV cutoff energy determined by the converged test for
the total-energy remained constant for both the binary and ternary Ta5Si3 compounds. The special
points sampling integration over the Brillouin zone were carried out using the Monkhorst-Pack
k-points (the reciprocal space) mesh grid [19]. Confirming convergence to a precision of 1 meV/atom,
a 4 ˆ 4 ˆ 4 Monkhorst-Pack grid of k-points was adopted. Geometry optimization was processed
to create a steady bulk structure with the lowest energy close to the natural structure by adjusting
the lattice parameters of the models. In the optimization process, the energy change, maximum
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force, maximum stress, and maximum displacement tolerances were set as 5.0 ˆ 10´6 eV/atom,
0.01 eV/Å, 0.02 GPa and 5.0 ˆ 104 Å, respectively. All calculations were performed under
non-spin-polarized condition.

A stoichiometric D8m-structured Ta5Si3 unit cell consisting of 20 Ta atoms and 12 Si atoms is used
for the computations. The atomic configuration of D8m-structured Ta5Si3 is shown in Figure 1. The
stacking sequence of layers along the c-axis for this structure is the same as that for D8m-structured
Mo5Si3 and can be viewed as repeated ABAC ... stacking (see Figure 1b). The A-layer has a more
open atomic environment (i.e., lower atomic packing density), which links together with the more
close-packed B- and C-layers through the transition metal-silicon bonds [20]. Both Ta and Si have two
symmetrically non-equivalent positions in the lattice. The elements that are localized on the more
close-packed planes are termed Ta16k and Si8h, and those on the less close-packed planes are termed
Ta4b and Si4a. For the determination of which of the doped sites is the preferential site for the alloying
elements under consideration (Ti and Al). Ta20Si12 is substituted by either one Ti or one Al atom (that is,
the additions concentration is 3.125 at.% (atomic concentration)), resulting in four possible substitution
structures: Ta19M16kSi12, Ta19M4bSi12, Ta20Si11M8h and Ta20Si11M4a (M = Ti or Al). The enthalpies of
formation of the four substitutional structures were calculated according to the following equation:

Ef orm “ 1
N

pEpTaαSiβMq ´ αEpTaq ´ βEpSiq ´ EpMqq (1)

where M denotes the alloying element Ti or Al, N represents the total atom number of TaαSiβM (M is
Ti or Al), and α, β means the atom number of Ta, Si. E(TaαSiβM) is the value for the enthalpy of
formation of TaαSiβM. E(Ta), E(Si) and E(M) are the ground states enthalpy of per atom for Ta, Si,
Al and Ti, respectively.

Figure 1. The crystal structure of D8m Ta5Si3: (a) 3D model; (b) side view; (c) top view. Ta atoms
(blue balls) and Si atoms (yellow balls) have two symmetrically non-equivalent positions. The elements
on the close-packed planes (represented by the B-layer and C-layer) are termed Ta16k and Si8h, and
those on the less close-packed planes (represented by the A-layer) are termed Ta4a and Si4b.
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The elastic constants can gauge the mechanical stress required to produce a given deformation.
Both stress [σαβ] and strain [εαβ] are symmetric tensors of rank two, which can be described by matrix
σi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) and εj (j = 1, 2, . . . , 6). As a result, the elastic constants can be represented by a 6 ˆ 6
symmetric matrix [Cij] under the conditions of small stresses and small strains:

σi “
ÿ

j

Cijεj (2)

Meanwhile, under the conditions of small stresses and small strains on a crystal, Hooke’s law is
applicable and the elastic energy ΔE is a quadratic function of the strains:

ΔE “ V
6ÿ

i,j“1

1
2

Cijeiej (3)

where V is the total volume of the unit cell, ei are the components of the strain matrix [21]

ε1 “
¨
˚̋ e1 e6 e5

e6 e2 e4

e5 e4 e3

˛
‹‚ (4)

For the symmetry of a tetragonal crystal (a = b ‰ c, α = β = γ = 90˝), there are six independent
elastic constants: C11, C12, C33, C13, C44, and C66. In order to determine these independent elastic
constants, a set of six independent total-energy calculations are performed [22]. The lattice is deformed
uniformly in six different ways, and for each of them we calculated the total energy as a function of
strain (up to 2%–3%). The new lattice axes a’i are related to the original ones a’j by a’i = (I + ε’) ˆ aj,
where I is the identity matrix and

ε1 “
¨
˚̋ e1 e6{2 e5{2

e6{2 e2 e4{2
e5{2 e4{2 e3

˛
‹‚ (5)

Thus, if the elastic energy of a crystal is known, the elastic constants at equilibrium volumes can
be calculated using Equations (2) and (3).

For the cubic symmetry (a = b = c, α = β = γ = 90˝), its geometry renders some elastic constant
components equal, resulting in the remaining three independent elastic constants; namely, C11, C12

and C44. The details of the calculations can be found elsewhere [9] and are not detailed here.
The effective elastic moduli of polycrystalline aggregates are usually calculated by two

approximations according to Voigt [23] and Reuss [24], where uniform strain and stress are assumed
throughout the polycrystal. Hill [25] has shown that the Voigt and Reuss averages are limited and
suggested that the actual effective modulus can be approximated by the arithmetic mean of the
two bounds, referred to as the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) value.

The Voigt bounds for the cubic system are:

BV “ 1{3pC11 ` 2C12q (6)

GV “ 1{5pC11 ´ C12 ` 3C44q (7)

and the Reuss bounds are:
BR “ 1{3pC11 ` 2C12q (8)

GR “ 5pC11 ´ C12qC44

4C44 ` 3pC11 ´ C12q (9)
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The Voigt bounds for tetragonal systems are:

BV “ 1{9r2pC11 ` 2C12q ` C33 ` 4C14qs (10)

GV “ 1{30pM ` 3C11 ´ C12 ` 12C44 ` 6C66q (11)

and the Reuss bounds are:
BR “ C2{M (12)

GR “ 15tp18BV{C2q ` r6{pC11 ´ C12q ` p6{C44q ` p3{C66qsu -1 (13)

M “ C11 ` C12 ` 2C33 ´ 4C13 (14)

C2 “ pC11 ` C12qC13 ´ 2C13
2 (15)

For both cubic and tetragonal crystals, the VRH mean values are finally computed by:

B “ 1{2pBV ` BRq (16)

G “ 1{2pGV ` GRq (17)

The Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio can be calculated based on the values of both bulk
and shear modulus by the relations:

E “ 9BG{p3B ` Gq (18)

υ “ p3B ´ 2Gq{2p3B ` Gq (19)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Lattice Parameter

The structures of both pure elements and compounds are optimized by relaxing the simulation cell
and the corresponding calculated lattice constants are obtained at a minimum energy. The phases of
b.c.c tantalum, diamond-structured silicon, h.c.p titanium and f.c.c Al are used as the reference ground
states. The calculated lattice constants, together with available experimental data and theoretical
values, are listed in Table 1. The lattice constants of the pure elements are in good agreement with
the values reported in the literature [26–30], giving confidence to the reliability of the data for this
investigation. Figure 2 shows the change of unit cell volume versus the substitution sites occupied
by one Ti or one Al atom. As shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that the change of unit cell volume
is only over a range from ´0.75% to 1.75%, indicating that the lattice distortion is very small when
one of the four possible substitution sites is replaced by either Ti or Al. The substitution of Ti for Si
in D8m-structured Ta5Si3 slightly increases unit cell volume because the Ti atom has a larger atomic
radius than the Si. After the substitution of Ti for Ta, the unit cell volume of D8m-structured Ta5Si3
hardly changes due to a small difference of the atomic radius between Ti and Ta. The lattice expansion
for Ti atom occupying the Ta4b site is significantly smaller than that for Ti atom occupying the other
three sites (i.e., Ta16k, Si4a and Si8h), implying a lower lattice distortion. Meanwhile, from Table 1, it is
clear that only the Ti substitution for Ta4b site, the lattice constants a and b are of equal value, which
can maintain the tetragonal structure of D8m Ta5Si3. For Al substitutional alloying, it can be observed
that Al substitution for Ta and Si cause lattice contraction and lattice expansion, respectively. As can
be seen from Figure 2, Al atom occupying the Ta16k site yields the lowest lattice distortion. However,
from Table 1, only Al substitution for Si8h site can retain the tetragonal structure of D8m Ta5Si3.
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Table 1. Calculated lattice constants and enthalpies of formation for D8m-structured Ta20Si12 and
alloyed D8m Ta20Si12.

Phase Type Substitution
Sites

Lattice Parameters Enthalpy of Formation
(eV/Atom)a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

Ta W(A2) - 3.309
3.306 a - - -

Ti - -
2.981
2.954

b
- - -

D8m
Ta20Si12

W5Si3 -

10.08
10.01 c

9.862
d

-
5.183

5.106 c

5.05 d

´0.619
´0.544 c

Ta19TiSi12 - Ta16k 10.09 10.09 5.199 ´0.634

- W5Si3 Ta4b 10.084 - 5.197 ´0.639

Ta20Si11Ti - Si4a 10.12 10.12 5.221 ´0.554

- - Si8h 10.15 10.11 5.210 ´0.557

Ta19AlSi12 - Ta16k 10.10 10.06 5.175 ´0.591

- - Ta4b 10.09 10.10 5.137 ´0.602

Ta20Si11Al - Si4a 10.08 10.15 5.199 ´0.605

- W5Si3 Si8h 10.12 - 5.180 ´0.605

Si Si(A4) - 5.462
5.433 e - - -

Al - - 4.071
4.052 f - - -

a Experiment [26]; b Experiment [27]; c Calculation [9]; d Experiment [28]; e Experiment [29]; f Experiment [30].
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Figure 2. The change of unit cell volume for Ti and Al additions occupying the four possible substitution
sites for D8m-structured Ta20Si12.
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3.2. Site Occupancy of Ternary Elements

It is generally assumed that the preference sites of the solute atoms are decided by their atomic
radius and electronegativity. In this regard, Ti shows a preference for occupying the Ta sublattice
and Al prefers to occupy the Si sublattice to maintain the minimum energy state. To confirm this
assumption, the energetics of the preferential sites of M(Ti or Al) in the D8m Ta20Si12 structure can be
studied based on the substitutional sites energy difference, which is defined as the difference between
two different formation enthalpies [31]:

Esite “ Esite-Ta ´ Esite-Si (20)

where Esite´Ta represents the formation enthalpies of Ta19MSi12 including Ta19M16kSi12 and
Ta19M4bSi12; Esite´Si denotes the formation enthalpies of Ta20Si11M including Ta19Si11M4a and
Ta19Si11M8h structures. If Esite < 0, occupying the Ta sublattice is energetically more favorable, and if
Esite > 0, M is prone to occupying the Si sites.

Table 1 shows the enthalpy of formation for D8m Ta20Si12 which shows good agreement between
experimental data [28] and theoretical results [9]. The calculations show that all of the binary and
ternary D8m Ta20Si12 compounds have negative values of enthalpy of formation, meaning that all
these compounds are energetically stable. Furthermore, it is clear that the Esite is less than zero for
the Ti substitution and the enthalpy of formation of Ta19Ti4bSi12 is smaller than that for Ta19Ti16kSi12,
implying that Ti exhibits the tendency to occupy Ta4b site. In the case of one Al atom substitution, the
Esite is larger than zero and Ta20Si11Al8h has a relatively low enthalpy of formation, suggesting that Al
has a strong site preference for the Si8h site.

3.3. Elastic and Mechanical Properties

The elastic properties of a solid are essential for understanding the macroscopic mechanical
properties of the solid and for its potential technological applications. In order to shed some light
on the influence of these two alloying elements on the mechanical properties of D8m-structured
Ta5Si3, when only one atom in D8m-structured Ta5Si3 is substituted by ternary elements, the elastic
constants of the pure elements and binary and ternary D8m Ta5Si3 have been calculated and are listed
in Table 2. The calculated results for b.c.c Ta and diamond-structured Si are in good consistence with
the experimental data [32,33] and the elastic properties for the alloying element Al are comparable
to the values reported by Kang et al. [34], which is indicative of the reliability and accuracy of the
theoretically predicted results. As is well known, the elastic stability is a necessary condition for a
stable crystal. For the tetragonal system, the mechanical stability criteria are decided by the following
restrictions of its elastic constants, C11 > 0, C33 > 0, C44 > 0, C66 > 0, C11 ´ C12 > 0, (C11 + C33 ´ 2C13)
> 0, and 2(C11 + C12) + C33 + 4C13 > 0. The calculated elastic constants of all the binary and ternary
D8m-structured Ta5Si3 compounds satisfy the above criteria, indicating that these compounds are
mechanically stable. The elastic constants provide valuable information about the bonding character
between adjacent atomic planes and the anisotropic character of the bonding. It can be seen from
Table 2 that the values of C11 are larger than that of C33, which indicates that their a-axis direction
([100] direction) and b-axis direction ([010] direction) are stiffer than c-axis direction ([001] direction).
The values of (C11 + C12) are greater than that of C33, suggesting that the elastic modulus is higher in
the (001) plane than along [001] direction. Regardless of the binary and ternary D8m-structured Ta5Si3
compounds, the values of C66 is larger than C44, indicating that the [100](001) shear is easier than the
[100](010) shear. The elastic anisotropy of the transition metal silicides has an important impact on
the mechanical properties of the systems, especially on dislocation structures and mechanisms [35].
The anisotropy factors for tetragonal phases can be estimated as A = 2C66/(C11 ´ C12). A is equal to
one for an isotropic crystal. The values of A are 1.03, 1.09 and 1.13 for the Ta20Si12, Ta20Si11Al8h and
Ta19Ti4bSi12, indicating that the shear elastic properties of the (001) plane are nearly independent of the
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shear direction for all the binary and ternary D8m-structured Ta5Si3 compounds. Similar properties
have been found for the D8m-structured phase of V5Si3 [36] and Mo5Si3 [37].

Based on the calculated elastic constants, the bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G) and Young’s
modulus (E) for binary and ternary D8m-structured Ta5Si3 are calculated based on the Voigt–Reuss–Hill
approximation, and are shown in Figure 3. The calculated values for the bulk modulus (B), shear
modulus (G) and Young’s modulus (E) for D8m-structured Ta5Si3 are also in good agreement with the
previous calculations [9]. Therefore, with respect to the available data, the present calculations yield
comparable values. The substitution of Ta by Ti simultaneously lowers the values of B, G, and E, while
the substitution of Si by Al also lowers the values of G and E, but slightly enhances the value of B.
Since bulk moduli are generally believed to be related to the cohesive energy of materials, the variation
of bulk modulus is related to changes in cohesive strength between atoms [38]. The binary Ta5Si3
has the largest values of shear modulus and Young’s modulus, confirming that it has a higher shear
deformation resistance and elastic stiffness as compares to ternary Ta5Si3 compounds. The ductility or
brittleness of a solid is very important, because ductile materials are more resistant to catastrophic
failure under critical mechanical stress conditions. There is no universally accepted criterion to gauge
ductility or brittleness of a given material purely based on elastic data derived from linear elastic theory,
but a reasonable representation of it can be realized by ratio of bulk/shear modulus B/G proposed by
Pugh [39]. According to Pugh’s empirical rule, the critical number of this parameter separating the
ductile and brittle nature of a material is 1.75. If B/G > 1.75, the material behaves in a ductile manner;
otherwise, the material deforms in a brittle mode. As shown in Figure 4, the B/G ratios for all of binary
and ternary Ta5Si3 compounds are slightly larger than this critical value, implying that all of binary
and ternary Ta5Si3 compounds exhibit ductile behavior. Meanwhile, the additions of Ti and Al further
increase in the calculated B/G ratios, suggesting that both Ti and Al are beneficial to the improvement
of ductility of the Ta5Si3 compound. Based on the values of B/G, the addition of Al is more efficient
than Ti addition to improve the ductility of Ta5Si3. Poisson’s ratio (υ) is associated with the volume
change during uniaxial deformation and has been used to quantify the stability of the crystal against
shear. In addition, Poisson’s ratio provides more information about the degree of directionality of
the covalent bonding than any of the other elastic coefficients and its value can also be employed to
evaluate the ductility or brittleness of materials [40]. It is generally assumed that when υ is less than
0.26, the material is brittle, and at higher values it is ductile. The variation of the values of Poisson’s
ratios for the binary and ternary Ta5Si3 compounds is the same as those for B/G ratios. The results
indicate that the additions of Ti and Al reduce the directionality of atomic bonding of Ta5Si3 and the
directionality in atomic bonding in Ta5Si3 alloyed with Al is weaker than that in Ta5Si3 alloyed with
Ti. Cauchy pressure (C12 ´ C44) describes the angular characteristics of interatomic bonds in metals
and compounds, thus serving as an indication of ductility. According to Pettifor [41], if the value of
Cauchy pressure is positive, the material is expected to be ductile in nature; otherwise, it is brittle in
nature. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the values of Cauchy pressure for the binary and ternary
Ta5Si3 compounds is positive, further confirming that they are expected to be ductile in nature.

As one of the most basic mechanical properties of a material, hardness of a given material is
characterized by the ability to resist to both elastic and irreversible plastic deformations, when a force is
applied [42]. Some researchers have tried to create a correlation between hardness and elasticity [43,44].
For the partially covalent transition metal-based materials, since the shear modulus scales with the
stresses required to nucleate or move isolated dislocations and hence is proportional to the hardness, it
is regarded as a good indicator of hardness [45]. Thus, in the term of the values of shear modulus, the
hardness increases in the following sequence: Ta20Si11Al8h < Ta19Ti4bSi12 < Ta20Si12. Chen et al. [46]
assumed that unlike the moduli of G and B, which only measured the elastic response, the Pugh’s
modulus ratio (B/G) seemed to correlate much more reliably with hardness because it responded to
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both elasticity and plasticity, which were the most intrinsic features of hardness. They proposed a
semiempirical formula to calculate Vickers hardness of polycrystalline materials:

Hv “ 2pk-2Gq0.585 ´ 3 (21)

where k denotes the Pugh’s modulus ratio, B/G. The Vickers hardness values calculated from
Equation (21) are presented in Figure 5. The values of Vickers hardness for Ta20Si11Al8h, Ta19Ti4bSi12

and Ta20Si12 are estimated to 11.40, 11.48 and 12.27 GPa. Again, the calculated results predict that Ti
and Al substitutions result in solid solution softening.

Table 2. Calculated elastic constants for the binary, ternary D8m-structured Ta20Si12 and their
constituent elements compared to the data obtained experimentally and theoretically.

Structural Ta
(BCC)

Si
(Diamond) Al (FCC) Ti

(Hexagonal) Ta20Si12 Ta19Ti4bSi12 Ta20Si11Al8h

C11 (GPa) 260
266 a

160
168 b

102
97 c 196 386.80

410.19 d 365.51 378.39

C12 (GPa) 149
158 a

70
65 b

70
62 c 57 137.12

145.66 d 133.36 137.31

C13 (GPa) - - - 69.59 106.55
125.45 d 112.33 116.75

C33 (GPa) - - - 200.12 339.40
338.89 d 298.14 317.29

C44 (GPa) 85
87 a

75
80 b

22
21 c 45.98 86.68

92.94 d 84.55 85.22

C66 (GPa) - - - 69.86 128.03
132.91 d 130.85 131.50

a Experiment [32]; b Experiment [33]; c Calculation [34]; d Calculation [9].
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Figure 3. Calculated bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G) and Young’s modulus (E) for the binary and
ternary D8m-structured Ta20Si12.
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3.4. Electronic Structure and Population Analysis

Mechanical properties of a material reflect its resistance to elastic and plastic deformation, which
are controlled, in part, by the chemical bonding that is, in turn, determined by electronic structures.
Hence, in order to gain insight into the mechanisms governing the mechanical properties of the binary
and ternary D8m-structured Ta5Si3, the electronic structures of these materials were investigated and
compared. Figures 6 and 7 present the calculated total and partial density of states (DOS) for the binary
and ternary D8m-structured Ta5Si3, where the black vertical dashed of DOS represents the Fermi level.
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The pseudogap (the low valley near the Fermi level) is likely to split the bonding and anti-bonding
states. As shown in Figure 6, the introduction of either an Al atom or a Ti atom pushes the Fermi level
towards a lower energy side of the pseudogap, denoting that some bonding states may be occupied
by electrons from anti-bonding states. Compared with the binary Ta5Si3, the total DOS for ternary
Ta5Si3 have two new peaks of bonding states near ´6 and ´2 eV and a new peak of bonding states
near ´2 eV, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 7a, the partial densities of states (PDOS) profile of
binary Ta5Si3 mainly divides into three parts. The first part is from ´12 to ´6.7 eV, consisting mainly of
Ta-5d states, Si-3s states, and part of Si-3p states. For the second part, the main bonding states located
between ´6.7 and ´1.0 eV are dominated by Ta-5d states, Si-3p states and part of Ta-5p. The third part
ranging from ´1.0 to 2 eV is contributed mainly by Ta-5d states and part of Si-3p states. For the first
part, the hybridization focuses on Ta-5d states and Si-3s states, forming Ta-Si bond. It is to be noted here
that Si-3s states plays an important role in charge transfer. The second and third parts are different from
the first part. In the second and third parts, the charge of Si atom transfers from 3s to 3p states and the
Ta-5d states play an important role in electronic contribution. The hybridization between Ta-5d states
and Si-3p states forms Ta-Si bond. In the last part, the anti-bonding states dominated by Ta-5d states
forms Ta-Ta anti-bonding. For the PDOS profile of Ta20Si11Al8h (Figure 7b), the bonding states from ´6
to ´7 eV originate mainly from Ta-5s states and Al-3s sates, indicating strong electronic interactions for
Ta-Al bonding. The Ta5s-Al3s bonding contribute to the new peak of bonding states near ´6 eV in total
DOS of Ta20Si11Al8h compound (Figure 7b). States from ´6.2 to 2eV are dominated by Ta-5d, Si-3p and
Al-3p states. Furthermore, the hybridized Al-3p and Ta-5d states occur in an energy range that is higher
than that of the hybridized Si-3p and Ta-5d states, suggesting that the Al3p-Ta5d bonds are weaker
than that of the Si3p-Ta5d bonds, reducing the covalent property of bonding in D8m-structured Ta5Si3.
The formation of the weaker Al-Ta covalent bonds explains why the ductility of the Ta5Si3 alloyed
with Al is better than that of binary Ta5Si3. In the partial DOS profile of Ta19Ti4bSi12 (Figure 7c), the
Ti-3d states near ´2 eV hybridize with Si-3p states, contributing to formation of the peak of bonding
states in the total DOS of Ta19Ti4b Si12(Figure 7b). The anti-bonding states are dominated by Ti-3d
and Ta-5d states, showing evidence for the formation of strong Ti-Ta anti-bonding. Moreover, these
Ti-Ta anti-bonding states occupy some bonding states between Ta and Si in the total DOS profile of
Ta19Ti4bSi12 as compares to binary D8m Ta20Si12, weakening the covalent property of bonding in D8m

Ta20Si12. The strong Ti-Ta anti-bonding and the reduction of covalent property should be responsible
for the improvement of ductility.

To further reveal the charge transfer and the chemical bonding properties of both non-doped and
doped Ta5Si3, the difference in bonding charge density for the three compounds was investigated.
The bonding charge density, also called the deformation charge density, is defined as the difference
between the self-consistent charge density of the interacting atoms in the crystal and a reference charge
density constructed from the superposition of the non-interacting atomic charge density at the lattice
sites [47]. The distribution of the bonding charge densities in the (001) plane along the a- and b-axis for
non-doped and doped Ta5Si3 is given in Figures 8 and 9 where the red region denotes a high charge
density and the blue region denotes a relatively low charge density. It is noted in Figure 8 that the
bonding charge density shows a depletion of the electronic density at the lattice sites together with
an increase of the electronic density in the interstitial region. It is also noted that the bonding charge
build-up in the Ta16k-Si8h-Ta16k planar triangular bonding area is strong. This feature is consistent
with the PDOS plots in Figure 7a, showing the importance of the hybridization between Ta16k-5d states
and Si8h-3p states, forming the Ta16k-Si8h bonds.
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Figure 6. Calculated total density of states (DOS) for (a) Ta20Si12; (b) Ta20Si11Al8h and (c) Ta19Si12Ti4b.
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Figure 7. Calculated partial density of states (DOS) for (a) Ta20Si12; (b) Ta20Si11Al8h and (c) Ta19Ti4bSi12.

Figure 8. The difference density of contour plots for Ta20Si12 unit cell in the (001) plane. denotes the
direction perpendicular paper from inside to outside. The Ta4b, Ta16k, Si4a and Si8h symbols designate
the positions of, respectively, Ta in the 4b site, Ta in the 16k site, Si in the 4a, and Si in the 8h site.

After replacing a Si atom in the 8h site with an Al atom, a significant redistribution of the bonding
charge in the interstitial region is seen in Figure 9a. The region around the substitution lattice site
changes from red to blue, meaning that the charge density around the Al atom is much sparser than
that around the Si atom. In addition, Ta16k-Al8h-Ta16k planar triangular bonding area is weaker than
the Ta16k-Si8h-Ta16k planar triangular bonding area. This result is consistent with the view derived
from the DOS plots that the strength of Al-Ta bonds is weaker than that of the Si-Ta bonds. When one
Ta4a site is occupied by a Ti atom, see Figure 9b, the region between substitution site and Si8h site is
almost near-white, showing the decline of the interacting atomic charge density for the Ti4b-Si8h planar
bonding area as compares with Ta4b-Si8h planar bonding area.
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Figure 9. The difference density of contour plots for (a) Ta20Si11Al8h and (b) Ta19Ti4bSi12 unit cell in
(001) plane. denotes the direction perpendicular paper from inside to outside. The Ta4b, Ta16k, Si4a,
Si8h, Al8h and Ti4b symbols designate the positions of, respectively, Ta in the 4b site, Ta in the 16k site,
Si in the 4a, Si in the 8h site, Al in the 8h site and Ti in the 4b site.

Mulliken [48] analyzed correlations of overlap population with the degree of covalency of bonding
and bond strength. The bonding (anti-bonding) states related to positive (negative) values of bond
population, and the low (high) values imply that the chemical bond exhibits strong ionic (covalent)
bonding [49].

As seen in Table 3, the covalent character for the binary and ternary Ta5Si3 are mainly attributed
to the Ta16k-Si8h covalent bond with high overlap population and the highest bond number. The above
discussion about DOS for Ta19Ti4bSi12 indicates that the Ti substitution changes the anti-bonding states
between the Ta atoms. This observation is confirmed by the following changes in the populations
of bonds: (a) the number of metallic bonds Ta16k-Ta16k increases by four and its overlap population
exhibits a significant decease; (b) a new strong anti-bonding Ti4b-Ta4b appears in the network of
metallic bonds with the disappearance of weak Ta4b-Ta4b anti-bonding. The change (a) weakens the
covalent character of Ta19Ti4bSi and improves its metallic properties and (b) improves the metallic
property of the 4b-4b bonds. Clearly, those Ta-Ta metallic bonds including Ta16k-Ta16k and Ta4b-Ta4b

anti-bonding lower the deformation resistance, thereby reducing the elastic properties. Consequently,
the change seen in both (a) and (b) intensifies the metallic property of bonds for the Ta19Ti4bSi12

compound, resulting in a decrease of the elastic properties and an increase in ductility for Ta19Ti4bSi12.
In addition, the hybridization between Ti-3d and Si-3p forms four new Ti4b-Si8h bonds of which the
overlap population are close to zero. This also means a decrease in covelency for Ta19Ti4bSi12 compared
with Ta20Si12. In the case of Si site substitution, the bonding length and the overlap populations of
Si8h-Ta16k bonds becomes longer and smaller and the bonding length of the Ta16k-Ta16k metallic bonds
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becomes shorter, indicating that the Si8h-Ta16k bonds get weaker leading to charge transfer towards the
Ta16k-Ta16k bonds. As such, the covalent character of 8h-16k bonds becomes weaker and Ta16k-Ta16k

bonds become stronger, resulting in the improvement of ductility for Ta20Si11Al8h.

Table 3. Mulliken overlap populations, bond lengths and numbers of bonds calculated for Ta20Si12,
Ta20Si11Al8h and Ta19Ti4bSi12 compounds.

Bond
Ta20Si12 Ta20Si11Al8h Ta19Ti4bSi12

P L N P L N P L N

Ta4b-Ta4b ´0.08 2.592 2 0.01 2.597 2 0.01 2.599 1
Ta16k-Ta16k 0.46 2.918 8 0.45 2.903 8 0.34 2.965 12

Si4a-Si4a 0.41 2.592 2 0.40 2.598 2 0.40 2.599 2
Si4a-Ta16k 0.19 2.677 32 0.19 2.677 32 0.19 2.682 32
Ta4b-Si8h 0.31 2.677 16 0.31 2.69 14 0.35 2.696 12
Si8h-Ta16k 0.35 2.833 48 0.33 2.832 43 0.40 2.78 43
Al8h-Ta4b -

-
-
-

0.30 2.735 2 -
Al8h-Ta16k 0.41 2.930 6 -
Ti4b-Si8h - 0.13 2.678 4
Ti4b-Ta4b - ´0.24 2.599 1

Data in the Table 3 are average values; P: Mulliken populations; L: Bond length (Å); N: Numbers of bonds.

3.5. Debye Temperature

As a fundamental parameter, the Debye characteristic temperature correlates with many physical
properties of solids, such as specific heat, elastic constants and melting temperature [50]. Elastic and
thermal properties are inseparable because they both originate in the lattice vibrational spectrum of a
solid. Therefore, the Debye temperature can be determined from the elastic constants. Theoretically,
the Debye temperature (ΘD), at T = 0 K, can be calculated by using the average sound velocity (νm)
from the following relationship:

ΘD “ h
kB

„
3n
4π

ˆ
NAρ

M

˙j 1
3 ˆ υm (22)

here, h and kB represent the Planck and Boltzmann constants; n is the number of atoms in per formula
unit, NA is Avogadro’s number, M is the mass of per formula unit. The density, ρ, can be obtained
based on a knowledge of the unit cell lattice parameters. The parameter νm represents the average
sound velocity which is defined as:

υm “
«

1
3

p 1
υ3

l
` 2

υ3
s

q
ff´ 1

3

(23)

where vl and vs are the longitudinal and transverse sound velocities respectively, which can be obtained
by bulk modulus (B) and shear modulus (G)

υl “
˜

B ` 4
3 G

ρ

¸
and υs “

ˆ
G
ρ

˙ 1
2

(24)

The calculated longitudinal, transverse and average sound velocities and Debye temperature of
both non-alloyed and alloyed D8m-structured Ta5Si3 and their constituent elements were calculated
and are listed in Table 4. The results obtained agree well with previous studies [8,51,52]. The Debye
temperatures of the three compounds are larger than that of tantalum. This is because the mass-density
of Ta (16.58 g/cm3) is larger than that of these compounds (around 12.5 g/cm3), so that sound velocity
in Ta is lower, that is, this leads to a lower Debye temperature. In contrast, Si and Al have relatively
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much lower densities (2.286 and 2.66 g/cm3, respectively), resulting in larger Debye temperatures.
Compared to the D8m-structured Ta5Si3, the ternary Ta5Si3 compounds have lower Debye temperatures.
Different ΘD-values indicate different lattice dynamics or degrees of lattice stiffness [53]. Thus, the
reasons for the observed decrease of ΘD can be mainly attributed to structural softening and the relative
low shear modulus (shown in Table 4), which results in a lower cut-off for the atomic vibrational
frequency [54].

Table 4. Calculated density ρ (in g/cm3), longitudinal, transverse, average sound velocities
(in m/s) and Debye temperature ΘD (in K) for the binary, ternary D8m-structured Ta20Si12 and its
constituent elements.

Phase Ta Si Al Ti Ta20Si12 Ta20Si11Al8h Ta19Ti4bSi12

ρ 16.58 2.286 2.66 4.56 12.5 12.5 12.1
νl 5827 8906 6474 6398 5262 5227 5221
νt 2940 5166 2980 3561 2954 2906 2918
νm 3296 5733 3357 3965 3287 3236 3248

Θ 374
253 a

626
635 a

390
428 b

450
374 b

385
388 c 380 381

a Experiment [51]; b Calculation [52]; c Calculation [9].

4. Conclusions

In summary, the influence of substitutional alloying elements (Ti and Al) on the structural stability,
mechanical properties, electronic properties and Debye temperature of Ta5Si3, exhibiting a D8m

structure, were systematically investigated by first principle calculations. All of the binary and ternary
Ta5Si3 compounds show negative enthalpy of formation values, indicating that these compounds are
energetically stable. Based on the values of formation enthalpies, Ti exhibits a preferential occupying
the Ta4b site and Al has a strong site preference for the Si8h site. The calculated results for the elastic
constants show that doping with Ti simultaneously lowers the B, G, and E values of D8m-structuted
Ta5Si3. The variation of the shear modulus and the Young’s modulus of this compound with an Al
addition has a similar tendency to that of a Ti addition, although an Al addition slightly enhances the
bulk modulus. The change of the ductility of the D8m-structured Ta5Si3 is explained according to the
shear modulus/bulk modulus ratio (G/B), the Poisson’s ratio and the Cauchy’s pressure. The results
show that ductility was improved by doping with Ti and Al. Moreover, the hardness of the Ta5Si3 is
reduced by both Ti and Al additions, resulting in solid solution softening. Electronic structure analysis
indicates that alloying with Ti and Al introduces a more metallic nature to the bonding, resulting in the
enhancement in ductility of D8m Ta5Si3. Moreover, the Debye temperatures, ΘD, of D8m-structured
Ta5Si3 alloying with Ti and Al are decreased as compared to the binary Ta5Si3.
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Abstract: Double-sided laser beam welding of skin-stringer joints is an established method for many
applications. However, in certain cases with limited accessibility, single-sided laser beam joining is
considered. In the present study, single-sided welding of titanium alloy Ti6Al4V and nickel-based
alloy Inconel 600 in a T-joint configuration was carried out using continuous-wave (CW), low-power
Ytterbium (Yb)-fiber laser. The influence of the overlapping factor and welding speed of the laser
beam on weld morphology and properties was investigated using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), respectively. XRD analysis revealed the presence of intermetallic
layers containing NiTi and NiTi2 at the skin-stringer joint. The strength of the joints was evaluated
using pull testing, while the hardness of the joints was analyzed using Vickers hardness measurement
at the base metal (BM), fusion zone (FZ) and heat-affected zone (HAZ). The results showed that
the highest force needed to break the samples apart was approximately 150 N at a laser welding
power of 250 W, welding speed of 40 mm/s and overlapping factor of 50%. During low-power
single-sided laser welding, the properties of the T-joints were affected by the overlapping factor and
laser welding speed.

Keywords: overlapping factor; Ti6Al4V; Inconel-600; fiber laser; T-joint; pull test; NiTi

1. Introduction

Titanium and nickel-based alloys are generally difficult-to-machine and hard-to-cut materials.
Nickel-based alloys, such as Inconel 600, have broad operational temperature, which makes them
suitable for high-temperature processes owing to their thermal fatigue resistance [1]. Ni-based super
alloys, such as Inconel 718, Inconel 628 and Inconel 600, are also extensively employed in the aerospace
industry because of their superior mechanical properties and excellent oxidation resistance at elevated
temperatures. They are suitable to be manufactured as components in high-temperature regions of aero
engines and gas turbines [2]. For extreme applications such as in Formula 1 race car exhaust systems,
heat and pipe stress are high, meaning that Inconel is best suited due to its ability to withstand extreme
heat levels [3]. Titanium alloys, specifically Ti6Al4V, have been widely applied in the aerospace, engine
turbine, exhaust system and biomedicine fields due to their favorable mechanical properties including
high strength-to-weight ratio, toughness, corrosion resistance, light weight, biocompatibility and high
yield stress [4]. In the automotive field, manufacturing lighter racing car parts has prompted great
interest in achieving rapid movement. In this context, titanium (Ti) alloy and nickel (Ni) super alloys
offer the advantage of reduced race car weight through the custom design of headers and shafts [5].
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The tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding technique utilizing non-consumable electrode tungsten has been
primarily used for welding these alloys for exhaust system applications. Although thick workpiece
with good quality are achievable during the TIG process, this technique is time consuming and requires
tremendous skill to obtain a good finishing. Therefore, the metal inert gas (MIG) welding technique
has been automated to replace TIG; only minimal training is thus necessary and a faster output can be
attained. However, MIG cannot be used to fabricate thin flanges (less than 0.7 mm), such as in the case
of exhaust tubing for race cars [6].

To overcome these disadvantages, many studies have been done on welding Ti and Ni alloys
through advanced techniques such as laser beam welding (LBW). In recent years, the welding
technology of dissimilar materials has drawn increasing attention in various industries because
it is capable of offering complex functions with greater design flexibility and reduced material costs [7].
The increasing demand for dissimilar materials is to create new component functions in various
industrial fields, but this is difficult due to the high reliability on strength [8]. The welding of dissimilar
metals can be divided into two types. One is according to the differences between thermo-physical
properties, including thermal conductivity (κ) and the temperature coefficient of surface tension
(dG/dT). Conductivity differences indirectly influence the weld composition and lead to asymmetric
heat transport. The weld geometry pattern is produced by the differences in dG/dT and it influences the
surface tension of the molten pool. Second, inhomogeneous molten flow leads to the phase formation
of different crystals due to metallurgical differences [9]. Intermetallic layers are present for dissimilar
metal welding due to the differences in thermo-physical properties of the materials. These phases can
lead to brittleness and their existence can decrease the usage of the joint [10]. Using Nd:YAG laser for
spot welding of these alloys creates cracks and incompletely mixed liquids [11]. Ti–Ni dissimilar butt
welding using CO2 laser showed asymmetric weld shapes and brittle intermetallic compounds. NiTi2
and Ni3Ti were formed with macroscopic cracks in the weld [12]. Carpinteri et al. investigated welded
T-joints and stated that fatigue failure in structures is caused by stress concentrators, which are also
the preferred points for crack initiation [13]. Corrosion properties also need to be studied in detail to
maximize the lifespan of T-joints [14]. Considering dissimilar metal welding of Ti alloy and Ni alloy,
some success has been achieved by using laser welding due to its rapid processing capability as well
as the precise and localized heat input capability that reduces the heat-affected zone (HAZ), residual
stress and residual distortion. Chen et al. succeeded in joining Ti6Al4V and Inconel 718 for aerospace
applications with minimal cracks thanks to improved supply heat input and laser beam positioning [2].
In a study by Chartterjee et al., dissimilar metal welding of pure Ti and Ni was performed using
high-power CO2 laser butt welding. The results showed that an asymmetric weld shape formed and
brittle intermetallic compounds of NiTi2 and Ni3Ti were obtained in the macroscopic shape of the weld
pool [12]. The crystallographic mismatch between Ni and Ti led to the formation of intermetallic layers
such as NiTi2. This layer contributes to brittle failure of joints and solidification cracking. Although
attempts have been made to avoid or decrease the formation of intermetallic layers by adding brazing
filler during dissimilar metal welding, joints with poor mechanical properties have been achieved and
thus alternative methods need to be implemented [15,16].

Most of the existing literature cites high laser power during butt or lap welding of Ti-based
alloys and nickel-based alloys with the aim of improving joint soundness by increasing the heat input.
Nonetheless, the use of high laser power is not suitable for welding skin-stringer joints (T-joints)
with thin sections, especially in the aerospace industry where reduced weight is required, due to the
excessive penetration in the weld joint as a result of high heat input. In this sense, the welding of T-joints
is usually carried out using single-sided laser welding to reduce the heat input and decrease possible
thermal distortion. These parts normally undergo heavy-duty vibrations during the lifespan and must
be fatigue resistant. The single-sided T-joint configuration is very helpful when accessibility to the
joining seam is limited. The mechanical strength of the joint is influenced by the weld beads along the
skin-stringer components [17]. T-joints are normally made on customized clamping fixtures in order to
retain the position between the skin and stringer as well as preserve a precise shape. Nevertheless, little
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work has been done on low-power fiber laser welding of Ti6Al4V and Inconel 600, especially in the
T-joint configuration. Therefore, in the present study, single-sided laser welding was performed on thin
sheets of Ti6Al6V and Inconel 600 in a T-joint configuration using a low-power Ytterbium-fiber laser.
Specifically, the effects of welding speed and the overlapping factor on microstructure and mechanical
properties including microhardness and pull testing of the joints were systematically evaluated.

2. Experimental Setup

2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation

Inconel 600 sheets of 20 ˆ 20 ˆ 1 mm were used as stringers and Ti6Al4V sheets of
20 ˆ 20 ˆ 0.5 mm were used as skin in this study. The chemical composition of Inconel 600 and
Ti6Al4V is presented in Table 1. Prior to laser welding, all the sheets were first mechanically polished
using SiC abrasive paper (No. 600 grit size) to remove the cutting edge burr and then cleaned with
acetone to remove any contaminants.

Table 1. Chemical composition of Inconel 600 and Ti6Al4V (wt. %) [18].

Element Ti6Al4V Inconel 600

Ni - 72 min
Cr - 14.0–17.0
Cu - 0.5 max
S - 0.015 max
Si - 0.5 max
C 0–0.08 0.05–0.10
Fe 0–0.4 6.0–10.0
Ti Balance -
Al 5.5–6.75 -
V 3.5–4.5 -

2.2. Laser Welding

A CW Ytterbium (Yb)-fiber laser with a 1070 nm emitting wavelength and 300 W maximum
power output (Starfiber 300) was used in this study. The focal distance was kept constant at 346 mm
between the scanner and the workpiece. The single-sided laser welding of these dissimilar work pieces
was conducted in a T-joint configuration at a tilt angle of 45˝. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of
the experimental welding setup. The laser beam with 100 μm spot diameter hit the seam between the
skin and the stringer, which was clamped in the T-joint configuration using a clamping fixture jig as
shown in Figure 1. Argon was used as shielding gas to prevent oxidation of the weld surface during
welding. Welding speed ranging between 40 and 50 mm/s and overlapping factor ranging between
30% and 50% were chosen as the parameters of interest in this study. The experiments were performed
in two separate series to investigate their effects on weld quality. The detailed welding parameters are
listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Welding parameters used in the study.

Sample Power (W) P Welding Speed (mm/s) v Overlapping Factor (%) η

L1 250 40 30
L2 250 40 40
L3 250 40 50
L4 250 50 50
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the welding experiment setup.

2.3. Microstructural Characterization

After welding, the samples were cut perpendicular to the welding direction for metallographic
analysis. After grinding and polishing, the samples were etched using Kroll’s reagent (92 mL distilled
water, 6 mL nitric acid (HNO3) and 2 mL hydrofluoric acid (HF)) for 20 s at room temperature.
The microstructures were observed using an optical microscope (OM, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and
SEM (Phenom Pro X, Crest System (M) Sdn. Bhd., Eindhoven, The Netherlands), and the chemical
composition of the weld bead cross sections was estimated by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX, Phenom
Pro X, Crest System (M) Sdn. Bhd.,Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The SEM employed was equipped
with EDX. The formation of intermetallic weld phases was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD,
PaNalytical Empyrean, DKHS Holdings (Malaysia) Bhd., Almelo, The Netherlands) using CuKα

radiation at 2θ diffraction angles ranging from 30˝ to 80˝.

2.4. Pull Test Measurement

The pull method was utilized in this study to evaluate the force needed to break the joints and
was carried out according to a previous study [19]. To execute the pull test, a customized jig was used
to clamp the workpiece, as shown in Figure 2. The pull test was then performed using a universal
testing machine (INSTRON, Model: 3369, Necomb Sdn. Bhd., Singapore) at room temperature with
crosshead speed of 5 mm/min and 10 kN load cell. The results were determined from the average
value of three different samples.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of tensile pull test for the T-joint configuration of Inconel 600 and
Ti6Al4V; (b) Customized jig for tensile pull test.
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2.5. Vickers Microhardness Measurement

The Vickers microhardness profile, including of the BM, FZ and HAZ, was evaluated using
a pyramidal diamond indenter (HMV 2T E, SHIMAZDU, Kyoto, Japan) with a load of 200 g for
a dwell time of 5 s. Figure 3 schematically illustrates the hardness distribution profile of the weld
geometry. Nine indentations at an indentation interval of 100 μm were performed perpendicular to
the stringer-skin weld seam to investigate the FZ and each HAZ variation between the two dissimilar
base metals.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of hardness distribution on the weld geometry.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Metallurgical Characterization

In the present study, single-sided laser beam welding was performed on Inconel 600 and Ti6Al4V
in a T-joint configuration. Optical micrographs for the weld bead cross-sections of all samples are
presented in Figure 4. An asymmetric welding seam was observed in every sample because only one
side was welded. The welded area where the laser beam was introduced exhibited a concave shape,
whereas a slightly convex shape was observed in the non-welded area. This observation is typical for
single-sided laser welding and has been reported in other studies [20]. As shown in Figure 4, the weld
pools displayed a certain asymmetry and a greater extent of melting was observed on Ti6Al4V skin.
This is because the thermal diffusivity of Ti alloy is lower than Ni alloy, resulting in localized heating
and greater melting of Ti6Al4V during welding [9]. Moreover, the color of the Ti6Al4V base metal
remained consistent for all samples, whereas color variation was observed on the Inconel 600 base
metal from one sample to another, as indicated in Figure 4. The reason for this is that Kroll’s reagent
is a recommended etchant for titanium alloys but not for nickel alloys. It has been reported that the
nitric acid in Kroll’s reagent acts as an oxidizing agent and reacts with the nickel in Inconel 600 to
produce Ni3+. Therefore, it can be inferred that the color variation of Inconel 600 is due to the intensity
difference of Ni3+ production [18].

A sound joint was obtained when the welding speed was 40 mm/s and the overlapping factor
was 50%. This is proven by the minor gap line of 0.202 mm indicated by sample L3 in Figure 4c.
However, decreasing penetration depth and increasing gap line length were observed on the weld bead
samples L1, L2 and L4, which possessed either lower overlapping factors or higher welding speeds.
The gap lines were 0.637 mm, 0.527 mm and 0.422 mm long for samples L1, L2 and L4, respectively.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the gap line length increased and the penetration depth decreased
as the welding speed increased (comparing samples L3 and L4) while the overlapping factor decreased
(comparing samples L1, L2 and L3).

As mentioned above, optimum welding was achieved for sample L3 because the heat input under
this welding condition was sufficient to produce a sound T-joint with satisfactory penetration between
the skin and stringer. It is reported that the amount of heat input determines the degree of dilution and
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cooling rate in the weld. Insufficient heat input during the welding process resulted in a faster cooling
rate, thus causing limited melting between the skin and stringer and thereby leading to insufficient
penetration. Heat input is critical in defining the joint’s geometry and can be manipulated by varying
the welding parameters [21]. Among these, laser welding speed and the laser beam overlapping factor
are commonly known as the most notable variables affecting the heat input. In this study, the heat
input was calculated according to the following equation:

Heat Input “ P{rπ
ˆ

d ´ η

2

˙2
ˆ vs (1)

where P = laser power, v = welding speed, d = beam diameter and η= overlapping factor.
Based on the equation above, it is proven that increasing the overlapping factor and decreasing the

laser welding speed will increase the heat input on the workpiece. According to Figure 5, the affected
areas are exposed to more accumulated heat input when the overlapping factor increases [22,23].

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of samples (a) L1; (b) L2; (c) L3 and (d) L4.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram showing the effect of the overlapping factor on the laser-irradiated area.

3.2. Microstructural Observation and Elemental Composition Analysis of the Weld Bead

Figure 6 shows the microstructure of the interface between the FZ and HAZ of Ti6Al4V (denoted
as HAZ1) and Inconel 600 (denoted as HAZ2) cross-sections of sample L3. The grains become notably
finer in HAZ compared to those in the base metals, indicating a large thermal gradient at the FZ
and HAZ interface during the laser welding process. Such a phenomenon can be attributed to rapid
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solidification, whereby the grain size in the microstructure is rather small in the laser-affected areas
and surroundings [24]. At FZ, an equiaxed pattern was observed as grain sizes were smaller due to
rapid melting and solidification. The fusion zone had a similar identification of columnar beta grains
of Ti that occurred during two-dimensional heat flow condition [25].

Figure 6. (a) Schematic diagram of FZ, HAZ1, HAZ2 and base of sample, SEM micrographs of
microstructure sample; (b) L3 for FZ, HAZ1 and base metal, Ti6Al4V (c) L3 for FZ, HAZ2 and base
metal, Inconel 600.

Figure 7 shows the presence of NiTi and NiTi2 microstructures, proving the formation of these
phases between Ni base alloy and Ti base alloy during laser welding. This observation is further
corroborated by the EDX analysis displayed in Table 3, where the atomic percentage of Ni and Ti for
each sample was determined. According to the Ni–Ti phase diagram, the NiTi phase was produced
in primary crystallization from the melt, whereas the NiTi2 phase was formed by peritectic reaction
between the NiTi phase and the cooling after NiTi columnar dendrite melting [26]. Points A, C, D
and E had nearly the same percentage of Ni and Ti, proving NiTi was present, while point B and F
showed that the ratio of Ti to Ni was 2:1, indicating the presence of NiTi2. As displayed in Figure 7,
NiTi2 was only detected near the weld pool for samples L1 and L4 due to the lower heat input that
allowed the phase formation. Meanwhile, NiTi was detected in all samples, as shown in Figure 7. The
results obtained are similar to the study done by Chatterjee et al. who investigated the microstructural
development of NiTi and NiTi2 during dissimilar metal welding of Ti and Ni [12]. The phases were
detected at the weld pool beside the HAZ of Inconel 600. The formation of these intermetallic phases
is reportedly attributed to the crystallographic mismatch between Ni and Ti.

Table 3. The element atomic percentage in L1, L2, L3 and L4.

Point Ni (at. %) Ti (at. %) V (at %) Al (at. %) Cr (at. %) Fe (at. %) Total (%) Phase

A 39.5 40.5 3.4 5.4 7.7 3.5 100.0 NiTi
B 28.4 56.4 3.3 5.3 3.6 3.0 100.0 NiTi2
C 42.1 38.9 3.2 4.0 8.3 3.5 100.0 NiTi
D 40.5 40.9 3.5 3.9 8.1 3.1 100.0 NiTi
E 39.4 40.6 3.3 4.4 7.6 4.7 100.0 NiTi
F 29.1 55.4 3.5 6.0 3.3 2.7 100.0 NiTi2
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Figure 7. SEM micrographs of NiTi and NiTi2 intermetallic phases formed in the FZ at samples (a) L1;
(b) L2; (c) L3 and (d) L4.

The Ti–Ni system had different conductivities of κNi « 4κTi, resulting in a Ti-rich melt
pool combined with metallurgical dissimilarity. Due to the differences in thermal diffusivity and
conductivity, Ti from Ti6Al4V flowed towards the weld pool and reacted with Ni from Inconel. This
resulted in inhomogeneous molten flow (Ti-rich melt pool) and asymmetric heat transfer during
the welding process, contributing to the formation of these intermetallic phases due to metallurgical
dissimilarity as shown in the phase diagram of Ti–Ni [9]. NiTi is reportedly being more erosion-resistant
than stainless steels [27,28]. Therefore, the presence of NiTi as an intermetallic compound in the weld
zone is an advantage in improving the joining properties. During dissimilar laser welding of titanium
alloy and nickel alloy, base metal grains grew into the welding pool. A steep composition gradient was
observed at the interface. NiTi and NiTi2 dendrites grew to form a band at the HAZ. The NiTi liquidus
line had a steeper slope compared to NiTi2, suggesting the latter is likely to form heterogeneously.
According to the phase diagram, both NiTi and NiTi2 constituted the bulk of the weld microstructure.
The microstructures may have been caused by the precipitation of NiTi2 from the rich Ti β2 phase
and entrapment due to growing NiTi dendrites. This particle can nucleate before NiTi in certain
circumstances [29].

The XRD analysis indicated that NiTi and NiTi2 formed in the FZ and HAZ. The NiTi2 phase is
not recommended in large quantities, because it can lead to a strong tendency of hot cracking, which is
prone to cause weaker joints [9,15,16,29]. From Figure 8 it can be seen that the high-temperature B2
phase (austenite) from NiTi was found in samples L2 and L3, which further changed to low-temperature
B19’ phase (martensite) when the overlapping factor was 30% for sample L1, and the welding speed
increased to 50 mm/s for sample L4. The amount of NiTi also decreased when the welding speed
increased (L4) and the overlapping factor reduced (L1). Based on the XRD analysis, NiTi2 formed
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in all samples. However, the peak NiTi2 was detected only in L1 and L4. This may be related to the
peritectic reaction that did not occur in samples L2 and L3. At lower heat input where shorter heating
and cooling time are needed for laser welding, the penetration of Ni from Inconel 600 was insufficient,
resulting in the XRD peak of NiTi2 and martensitic phase of NiTi. However, with higher heat input and
slightly longer welding time, the penetration of Ni from Inconel 600 was sufficient, thus causing the
XRD peak of the NiTi austenitic phase to become more apparent [27]. This was proven by the increased
number of NiTi counts with the increasing overlapping factor, whereas the NiTi count reduced when
laser welding speed increased. The changes in XRD counts show the differences clearly. Similar phases
were detected in related studies done by other researchers, proving that the X-ray beam hit the welded
area [9,27]. However, limited peaks were found during XRD, indicating a tentative phase indexation
of these phases. The overlapping factor and laser welding speed clearly affected the microstructural
properties of the weld joint.

Figure 8. XRD patterns of samples L1, L2, L3 and L4.

3.3. Characterization of Mechanical Properties

The effects of the overlapping factor and welding speed on the breaking force (the force needed
to fracture samples) of the weld beads are presented in Figure 9. By comparing samples L1, L2 and
L3, it was noted that the breaking force increased by increasing the overlapping factor. However, the
opposite trend was observed when studying the effect of welding speed, where the breaking force
decreased with increasing welding speed as seen for samples L3 and L4. In the present study, the
maximum force of 150 N was achieved in sample L3 when the overlapping factor was 50% and the
welding speed was 40 mm/s at a given constant power of 250 W. The increase was mainly because the
laser welding at higher overlapping factor or lower welding speed induced greater heat input and
thus a wider fusion zone with deeper penetration that required higher breaking force. The results are
in accordance with the results obtained from metallurgical characterization, indicating that heat input
was the main factor affecting the geometry and breaking force of the weld joint [27].

Figure 10 depicts the effects of the overlapping factor and welding speed on the hardness
distribution of the welded bead. The hardness was studied across the entire profile of the weld bead
(including base metal, heat-affected zone and fusion zone). The hardness of Inconel 600 base material
was around 140–160 HV, whereas the hardness of Ti6Al4V base material was around 260–300 HV.
As the overlapping factor increased, the FZ and HAZ hardness increased. The hardest sample was
achieved at a welding speed of 40 mm/s and overlapping factor of 50%. The hardness at HAZ1 was
higher than HAZ2, as the HAZ1 was closer to the Ti6Al4V base material that had higher hardness.
As shown in Figure 10, sample L3 displayed the highest hardness among its counterparts with 554 HV
at FZ, 715 HV at HAZ1 and 570 HV at HAZ2. This is attributed to the presence of NiTi, as the Vickers
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hardness of NiTi alloy reportedly ranges between 380 and 440 HV [30]. Both skin and stringers in
this study were annealed by undergoing heat treatment. When welding in this condition, there is
a possibility that micro fissures will form in the HAZ region due to the coarser grains formed. The
measured FZ region hardness was higher than the base metals. Meanwhile, the hardness in the HAZ
region was even higher than the FZ region. The hardness of the FZ region was observed to be lower
than the HAZ region, as shown in Figure 10. This was a result of the higher amount of molten metal in
FZ due to the lack of precipitation strengthening caused by particles dispersing from the precipitate.
A hardness transition between FZ and the base metal occurred and the HAZ region measured the
highest hardness among the three regions. Other comparable studies have been done, where similar
areas were indicated for hardness measurement [31].

Figure 9. Force needed to fracture the samples and heat input for samples L1, L2, L3 and L4.

Figure 10. Vickers microhardness profiles of all samples.

4. Conclusions

According to the experimental results reported in this study, it can be concluded that:

1. Single-sided laser welding was successfully performed on thin sheets of Ti6Al4V and Inconel
600 in a T-joint configuration using low-power Ytterbium-fiber laser with the influence of laser
welding speed and the overlapping factor.
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2. The highest breaking force and hardness were obtained when the welding speed was 40 mm/s
and the overlapping factor was 50% at laser power of 250 W, proving a sound joint was obtained
because sufficient heat input was produced.

3. NiTi and NiTi2 intermetallic layers formed in the FZ and HAZ regions due to crystallographic
mismatch between Ni and Ti as well as the differences in thermo-physical properties of
the materials.

4. The extent of skin-stringer penetration was related to the heat input, which was manipulated by
varying the laser welding speed and overlapping factor.
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SEM Scanning electron microscopy
XRD X-ray diffraction
LBW Laser beam welding
BM Base metal
CW Continuous wave
FZ Fusion zone
HAZ Heat-affected zone
TIG Tungsten inert gas
MIG Metal inert gas
Ti Titanium
Ni Nickel
Yb Ytterbium
HNO3 Nitric acid
HF Hydrofluoric acid
OM Optical microscope
EDX Energy dispersive X-ray
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Abstract: Near-net shape forming of metallic components from metallic powders produced in situ
from reduction of corresponding pure metal oxides has not been explored to a large extent. Such a
process can be probably termed in short as the “Reduction-Sintering” process. This methodology can
be especially effective in producing components containing refractory metals. Additionally, in situ
production of metallic powder from complex oxides containing more than one metallic element may
result in in situ alloying during reduction, possibly at lower temperatures. With this motivation,
in situ reduction of complex oxides mixtures containing more than one metallic element has been
investigated intensively over a period of years in the department of materials science, KTH, Sweden.
This review highlights the most important features of that investigation. The investigation includes
not only synthesis of intermetallics and refractory metals using the gas solid reaction route but
also study the reaction kinetics and mechanism. Environmentally friendly gases like H2, CH4 and
N2 were used for simultaneous reduction, carburization and nitridation, respectively. Different
techniques have been utilized. A thermogravimetric analyzer was used to accurately control the
process conditions and obtain reaction kinetics. The fluidized bed technique has been utilized to study
the possibility of bulk production of intermetallics compared to milligrams in TGA. Carburization
and nitridation of nascent formed intermetallics were successfully carried out. A novel method based
on material thermal property was explored to track the reaction progress and estimate the reaction
kinetics. This method implies the dynamic measure of thermal diffusivity using laser flash method.
These efforts end up with a successful preparation of nanograined intermetallics like Fe-Mo and
Ni-W. In addition, it ends up with simultaneous reduction and synthesis of Ni-WN and Ni-WC from
their oxide mixtures in single step.

Keywords: gas-solid reactions; fluidization reaction; nanosized structures

1. Introduction

Intermetallics are well-suited for applications in high technology, where there is a strong need
for materials that can withstand high temperatures. Intermetallics are suitable materials for the
manufacture of microstructured tools because of their excellent mechanical properties in regard to wear
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and mechanical durability. Ni-W alloys for example exhibit enhanced properties such as corrosion
resistance and wear resistance. This kind of alloys also can be used for magnetic heads, bearings,
magnetic relays, etc. The problem in the utilization of intermetallics is their brittleness which calls for
grain refinement. The grain size needed to produce ductility is very small and is difficult to achieve.
In this aspect, the gas-solid reaction route is of great advantage in controlling the nano-sized structures.
On the other hand, near-net shape forming of metallic powders produced in situ from reduction of
corresponding pure metal oxides has not been explored to large extent. Such a process can be probably
termed in short as “Reduction-Sintering” process. This methodology can be especially effective in
producing components containing refractory metals. Additionally, in situ production of metallic powder
from complex oxides containing more than one metallic element may result in in situ alloying during
reduction, possibly at lower temperatures. With this motivation, in situ reduction of complex oxides
mixtures containing more than one metallic element has been investigated intensively over a period of
years in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
Sweden. The strategy adopted by the present authors was to initially study the hydrogen reduction
of thin beds of oxide powders leading to intermetallics and refractory metals. In order to produce
the intermetallic phases in bulk, fluidized bed technique was adopted in view of the excellent contact
between the reactant solid and the gas with achievable high reaction efficiencies; the inter-particle
contact would be minimum and the temperature of the reaction would be low. Therefore, both sintering
and grain growth in the produced intermetallic phase will be minimum. Moreover, carburization
and nitridation of nascent intermetallics could be successfully carried out. A novel method based on
material thermal property was explored to track the reaction progress and estimate the reaction kinetics.
This method implies the dynamic measure of thermal diffusivity using laser flash method. Gases like
H2, CH4 and N2, with low negative impact on the environment were used for simultaneous reduction,
carburization, and nitridation, respectively. Thus, the present results are likely to lead to the synthesis
of an entirely new series of materials with interesting properties; for example, production of Fe-Mo
and Ni-Wi intermetallics with nano-grained structures along with Ni-WN and Ni-WC composites
produced by simultaneous reduction from their oxide mixtures in a single step. This novel method was
further developed to produce intermetallic coatings on cupper surfaces. Moreover, other intermetallics
with superior structure produced from their corresponding oxides have been reported elsewhere [1].

2. Materials and Methods

This section describes relevant details of the experimental techniques and procedures involved in
this work. The entire experimental work was carried out within The Department of Materials Science
and Technology, Royal institute of technology (KTH), Sweden. The experimental procedures described
below do not represent the order in which this work was conducted.

2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation for Kinetic Studies

Table 1 shows the starting materials used for the present work (reduction, reduction-carburization
and reduction-nitridation). These studies can be divided in to 3 categories; (1) thermogravimetric studies,
(2) fluidized bed studies and (3) thermal diffusivity measurements. In the case of thermogravimetric
and fluidized bed studies systems studied were viz., Fe-Mo-O and Ni-W-O. In the case of thermal
diffusivity measurements NiO-WO3 powder was studied.

In order to produce stoichiometric Fe2MoO4, powders of Fe, Fe2O3, and MoO3, with mole ratio
4:1:3, were mixed thoroughly using an eccentric oscillator at 200 round per minute. Then the mixture
was placed into an iron crucible with 45 mm inner diameter. An iron lid was then welded to the top
of the crucible to make it gas tight. Thereafter, the crucible was heated under argon atmosphere at
1173 K for 24 h followed by a similar period of time at 1373 K. The crucible was removed from the
hot zone at the end and quenched in water. The Fe2MoO4 thus synthesized was submitted to X-Ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis to verify it against its reference pattern corresponding to Powder Diffraction
File 00-025-1403.
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Table 1. Starting materials, their purity and corresponding supplier.

Compound Purity % Supplier

MoO3 99.95 Alfa Aesar; Karlsruhe, Germany
Fe2O3 99.8 Alfa Aesar; Karlsruhe, Germany

Fe 99.95 Merck; Darmstadt, Germany
Fe 98 Merck; Darmstadt, Germany

NiO 99 Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)
WO3 99.9 Atlantic Equipment Engineering (AEE) (Bergenfield, NJ, USA)

NiWO4 99 Johnson Matthey Inc. (London, UK)
Iron with 98 pct was used for the fluidized bed experiments

On the other hand, the excess of oxygen in the nickel oxide was removed by heating the powder
to 1273 K in argon and then left to cool down in the furnace. Stoichiometric NiO and WO3 were then
mixed in predetermined different ratios to produce Ni-W-O mixtures with different Ni and W content.
The oxides were then mixed thoroughly and pressed into briquettes (10 mm in diameter and 5 mm in
height), heated up to 873 K, and kept at this temperature overnight (24 h). Then the temperature was
raised to 1273 K, and the samples were left to sinter at this temperature for 72 h.

2.2. Methods (Techniques and Procedures)

Both isothermal and non-isothermal experiments were carried out by means of thermogravimetric
unit (SETARAM TGA 92, SETARAM instrumentation, Caluire, France) having a detection limit of 1 μg.
Complete details of the experimental set up are given elsewhere [2]. Nevertheless, the experimental
conditions were adjusted as to obtain the rate of the chemical reaction as the rate controlling mechanism.
That is to say, the following parameters were carefully optimized; a hydrogen flow above the starvation
rate, a very thin layer of powder (10–40 mg), and an average particle size of about 1–5 μm. Additionally,
preliminary experiments were conducted to ensure that there is no external mass transfer effect through
the sample bed.

Fluidized bed experiments were conducted in an electrical resistance furnace. A quartz tube
with dimensions 1000 mm long and an inner diameter of 15 mm was vertically positioned in the
furnace. A porous quartz disc (2 mm thick) was fused in the middle of the reactor, as sample supporter
as well as gas distributer. The water content of the off-gases was monitored using a Shimadzu Gas
Chromatograph (GC), model GC-2014 with Thermal conductivity Detector (TCD) (Shimadzu Corp.,
Kyoto, Japan). The fluidized bed reactor was connected to the gas chromatograph by a stainless
steel tube of 5 mm inner diameter. Minimum fluidization velocity (U∗

m f ) at room temperature
was firstly determined experimentally and corresponding Um f values at higher temperatures were
calculated according to Equation (1). More details of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere [3].
The fluidized-bed reduction experiments were conducted isothermally. The sample was allowed to
rest on the porous disc in the reactor. The powder bed was kept under a continuous flow of argon gas
during heating segment. When the desired temperature was reached and stabilized, the inert gas was
replaced by hydrogen.

Um f = U ∗m f
ρrur

ρTuT
(1)

where ρr, ur, ρT and uT stand for the properties of the gas phase, viz. densities and viscosities at room
temperature and high temperature, respectively.

A laser flash unit model TC-7000H/MELT provided by Sinku-Rico, Inc., Yokohama, Japan was
used for thermal diffusivity measurements. The laser beams irradiate the top side of the sample and
provides an instantaneous energy pulse. The laser energy is then absorbed by the top surface of the
sample and diffuses through the sample down to the other side. Immediately after the laser flash,
the temperature of the other side (the rear face) is recorded using a photovoltaic infrared detector.
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The increase in temperature of the rare surface of the sample was plotted against time. Further details
of instrument and procedure are reported in an earlier publication [4].

3. Results and Discussion

In the present section the data obtained for Fe-Mo-O and Ni-W-O systems will be shown and
discussed separately.

3.1. Fe-Mo-O System

3.1.1. Isothermal Reduction of Fe2MoO4

Figure 1 shows the reduction fraction (X) as a function of time for the reduction of iron molybdate
by hydrogen in the temperature range of 823–1073 K. The fractional reduction, X, is defined as the
ratio of the instant mass loss, Δmt, over the theoretical final mass loss, Δm∞, (calculated based on the
loss of four oxygen atoms per Fe2MoO4 unit). It is clearly seen that, under the prevailing experimental
conditions, the reduction process is sensitive to temperatures, which confirms that the rate of the
chemical reaction is the rate controlling step. Moreover, the reduction curves suggested a single step
reaction. XRD analyses on partially reduced samples revealed only Fe2MoO4 and Fe2Mo phases.
The completely reduced product was established to be a homogeneous Fe2Mo intermetallic phase;
the existence of which had been a controversy over the years [5–7].
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Figure 1. The isothermal reduction curves of shallow powder beds FeMoO4 by hydrogen [2].

Hence, the chemical reaction for the reduction of Fe2MoO4 by hydrogen gas can be expressed
as follows

1/4Fe2MoO4(s) + H2(g) = 1/4Fe2Mo(s) + H2O(g) (2)

The kinetic analysis of the gas-solid reaction was worked out using the shrinking core model.
Such model was combined with the Arrehnius rate law leading to the following expression [2]:

[
1 − (1 − X)1/3

]
t

=
MFe2MoO4 · PH2 · k0

ρFe2MoO4
· r0

exp
(
− Q

RT

)
(3)

where, t is instant time, r0 is the particle initial radius, ρFe2MoO4
and MFe2MoO4 are the density and

molecular weight of Fe2MoO4, respectively, k0 is the frequency factor from the Arrhenius plot, PH2 is
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the partial pressure of hydrogen, Q is the activation energy of the reaction, T is the temperature in K,
and R is the gas constant. The plot of left hand side of Equation (2) as a function of 1/T is given in
Figure 2. From the slopes of the plot, the corresponding activation energy is found to be 173 kJ/mol.

Figure 2. Arrhenius plot for the isothermal reduction of shallow powder beds of Fe2MoO4 [2].

3.1.2. Nonisothermal Reduction of Fe2MoO4

Figure 3 shows the non-isothermal reduction curves of Fe2MoO4 at three different heating rates,
viz., 10, 12 and 15 K/min. It clearly shows that the reaction rates are sensitive to the heating rate. At a
given temperature, the higher the heating rate the lower the reduction fraction is reached. To calculate
the activation energy from the nonisothermal experimental data, a mathematical model derived
earlier [8] was used. This model assumes that the rate of the chemical reaction is the rate-controlling
mechanism and the reduced particles follow a shrinking core mode.

ln
(

dX
dt

)
+ ln (T)− ln (1 − X)2/3 = ln

(
A0k0

R

)
− Q

RT
(4)
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Figure 3. The non-isothermal reduction curves of shallow powder bed of Fe2MoO4 [2].
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In Equation (4), the terms on the left hand side can be evaluated based on the reaction rate,
conversion degree and temperature obtained from the non-isothermal curves in Figure 3. An Arrhenius
plot, using Equation (4) for different heating rates, is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Arrhenius plot for the non-isothermal reduction of shallow powder beds of Fe2MoO4 [2].

The activation energy for Reaction (2) obtained from the regression line, in Figure 4, is 158.3 kJ/mol.
Note that high correlation factor obtained suggests that the activation energy is independent of the
heating rate, which in turn indicates that activation energy is a real function of the reacted fraction at a
given temperature. The observed dependence implies that the Equation (4) provides accurate values
of activation energies. In fact, the value of 158 kJ/mol is in good agreement with the value obtained
from the isothermal experiments, 173 kJ/mol.

3.1.3. Characterization of Fe2Mo Intermetallic

Figure 5 shows a Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of reduced Fe2MoO4 isothermally at
1173 K [2]. The sponge-like structure is the result of the removal of oxygen which increases the specific
surface area. The X-ray diffraction spectrum of the same sample is given in Figure 6 [2]. Two sharp
peaks could be identified which correspond to the Fe2Mo phase. Another broad Bragg peak was also
detected which is an indication of an amorphous phase in the sample. However, Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) studies performed on a sample, pressed at 1 GPa, confirmed that the sample did not
contain amorphous structure but indicated the existence of grains in both nano and micro scale. The
TEM microstructural details are presented in Figure 7a–c. The small size of the domains along with the
remarkable angle of disorientation among them (see Figure 7a) do diffract the incident beam of X-rays
in larger deviated directions causing peak broadening. Selected Area diffraction Patterns (SAD) in
Figure 7b,c indicate the existence of a hexagonal structure of Laves phase type Fe2Mo on indexing.

The streaks shown in Figure 7c reveal that the lattice deformation present in the Fe2Mo compact
is due to the application of high compaction pressure at localized regions. To the best knowledge of the
authors, these results represent the first documented evidence in successfully synthesizing the Fe2Mo
intermetallic powder which can be attributed to the advantages of the gas-solid reaction technique.
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Figure 5. SEM micrograph of sponge-like porous Fe2Mo powder particle used for unidirectional compaction.

Figure 6. XRD pattern of the powder sample reduced by H2 gas showing the sharpest Bragg peaks
corresponding to the Miller indices of Fe2Mo phase.

Figure 7. TEM micrographs of a Fe2Mo pellet pressed at 1 GPa showing: (a) domains of different
orientations with perfect coherency at the particle interface; (b) SAD pattern showing microcrystalline
structure; and (c) SAD pattern showing satellite reflection superimposed on microcrystalline pattern of
Fe2Mo [9].
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3.1.4. Fluidized Bed Reduction of Fe2MoO4

In view of the results obtained using shallow powder beds, it was decided to produce the
intermetallic phase in bulk using a laboratory-scale fluidized bed reactor due to the excellent contact
between the reactant solid and the gas. The reduction experiments were carried out isothermally and
the rate of the reaction was followed by monitoring the rate of evolution of the product gas, viz. water
vapor, using a gas chromatograph. The reduction rate curves at several temperatures are shown in
Figure 8. Here, the times to complete the reaction are larger than in the thermogravimetric experiments
due to the larger average particle size of Fe2MoO4 (100 μm versus < 1 μm). Despite the larger average
particle size, it can be seen that the reduction curves are sensitive to temperature increase which is an
indication that the process is controlled by the rate of the chemical reaction.
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Figure 8. Experimental values of the fractional reduction of Fe2MoO4 by hydrogen in a fluidized
bed reactor.

The same mathematical model (Equation (3)) was used to calculate the activation energy, of
Reaction (2), from the slope of the Arrhenius plot. In this case, the range in particle size distribution
was considered instead of taken a fix value of r0. Thus, the value of the activation energy for the
Reaction (2) was 158 ± 17 kJ/mol. This value is close to the activation energies calculated in isothermal
and non-isothermal studies of fine shallow powder beds.

Figure 9a–d present the SEM images of the reduced samples at 923, 1023, 1073 and 1173 K,
respectively. The images clearly show the effect of temperature on the morphology of the samples
after being reduced. As shown in Figure 9a, the crystals are well below 100 nm. On the other hand, the
crystal size is much bigger for samples exposed to higher temperatures (1173 K). The production of
Fe2Mo particles by gas-solid route in a fluidized bed reactor is clearly shown from the present results.
Thus, the gas-solid reaction route with fluidization appears to be a very promising route towards the
production of the Fe2Mo phase with nano-crystalline structure.
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Figure 9. SEM micrographs showing the effect of reduction temperature on the microstructure of
fluidizing powder; (a) 923 K, (b) 1023 K, (c) 1073 K, (d) 1173 K (at the same magnification) [9].

3.2. Ni-W-O System

3.2.1. Reduction of Ni-W-O System

Reduction of mixtures of NiO and WO3 were conducted by means of thermogravimetric analyzer
(TGA) to understand the intrinsic reduction kinetics. Subsequently, to explore the possibility of
designing a process for the reduction, experiments were conducted using a fluidized bed reactor (FB).

Reduction experiments of four different compositions with different Ni/(Ni + W) molar ratios
were first conducted by theromgravimetric means in the temperature range from 923 to 1173 K with a
continuous hydrogen flow at rate of 0.5 L/min. Figure 10 shows the corresponding reduction fraction
as function of temperature and time for the studied mixtures.

Generally, as the temperature increases the rate of reduction was found to increase. TG reduction
curves manifest break points, which indicate change in the reaction mechanism (Figure 10a–d). The
break points in the reduction curves and the XRD analysis of partially reduced sampled reveal that
the reduction of NiO-WO3 mixtures proceeds through successive steps, which could be represented
as follows;

NiO − WO3(s) + H2(g) = Ni − WO3(s) + H2O(g) (5)

Ni − WO3(s) + H2(g) = Ni − WO2(s) + H2O(g) (6)

Ni − WO2(s) + 2H2(g) = Ni − W(s) + 2H2O(g) (7)

NiO-WO3 mixtures were further reduced by hydrogen in a fluidized bed reactor in the
temperature range from 973 to 1273 K. Figure 11a–c shows the curves resulted from these experiments.
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Figure 10. The mass changes for the reduction of the oxide precursors as a function of time.
(a) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.7; (b) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.6; (c) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.46; (d) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.4 molar
ratio [10].
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 11. Experimental results for fractional reduction as a function of time. (a) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.7;
(b) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.5; (c) Ni/(Ni + W) = 0.4 molar ratio [3].

The symbol X in Equation (8) can be explained as the ratio of area under the curve, at any time t,
Ap(t) to the area at the time when the reaction approaches completion. Therefore, fractional reduction
can be expressed as follows;

X =

∫ t
0 Ap (t)dt∫ ∞

0 Ap (t)dt
(8)

It can be seen clearly that the reduction curves show break points at different parts of the reduction
curves, which is in agreement with thermogravimetric results. Irrespective of the applied technique Ni
content seems to have a significant effect on the reduction rate. The higher the Ni/(Ni + W) molar
ratio, the higher was the reduction rate. On comparing the reduction rates obtained by TGA and FB,
the former was found to be faster. In order to correlate the obtained results and to understand the
mechanism behind the fluidized bed reduction process, a modeling approach was developed.

The developed model was based on the following assumptions;

I The system is considered to be isothermal.
II The gas flow is plug flow.
III The mass transfer resistance for the reaction is small compared to the intrinsic reaction rate.
IV The particle sizes are small enough that diffusive transport of gas through the product particles

can be neglected.
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Based on these assumptions a mathematical description of this model is presented. The fluidized
bed system is represented schematically in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Schematic representation of fluidized powder bed [3].

An equation based on this representation can be written as follows;

d
( .
n xH2O (z)

)
dz

= A
.
R (z) (9)

where A is the area of cross section of the reactor in m2, z is axial co-ordinate,
.
n is the molar flux of gas

through the reactor in mol/s, xH2O is mole fraction of water vapor in the gas and
.
R is the generation of

water vapor due to chemical reaction in mol/m3.s.
The term

.
R can be calculated as

.
R =

NO
0

AL
k f

(
xH2 −

xH2O

Ke

)
(10)

where NO
0 is the total number of moles of reducible oxygen in the Ni-W-O powder, L is height of

the fluidized bed, k f is the intrinsic reaction rate constant and Ke is the equilibrium constant for the

reaction. The term NO
0

AL refers to the moles of reducible oxygen present per unit volume of the fluidized
bed and

.
R refers to reduction rate per unit volume of the fluidized bed. The intrinsic reaction rate k f

can be determined from dXTGA which refers to the extent of reduction in TGA. Further details about
model derivation and assumption can be found elsewhere [3]

dXTGA

dt
= k f xH2 (11)

With a set of calculated values of rate constants, the model was used to predict the progress of
reduction under the experimental conditions. The computed as well as the experimental results for
reaction rate constant of NiWO4 reduction by hydrogen are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Calculated and experimentally obtained reaction rate constants of NiWO4 [3].

Temp., K
Computed values Experimental values *

2nd stage 3rd stage 2nd stage 3rd stage

973 1.81 × 10−3 0.60 × 10−3 1.09 × 10−3 0.60 × 10−3

1048 2.26 × 10−3 0.87 × 10−3 2.17 × 10−3 0.88 × 10−3

1123 2.67 × 10−3 1.14 × 10−3 2.56 × 10−3 1.09 × 10−3

1198 3.00 × 10−3 1.43 × 10−3 3.06 × 10−3 1.49 × 10−3

1273 3.28 × 10−3 1.72 × 10−3 3.34 × 10−3 1.72 × 10−3

* First stage was not possible to determine experimentally.

As seen from Table 2, the computed reduction rates of NiWO4 by hydrogen based on TGA
results are in good agreement with the experimental values of fluidized bed technique. The reduction
kinetics was then estimated using Arrhenius plots. The calculated activation energies were found to
follow the trend that indicates greater nickel content in the precursor would lead to greater activation
energy (Table 3).

Table 3. Activation energy for different NiO-WO3 mixtures [3,10].

(Ni/Ni+W)
molar ratio

Activation energy kJ/mol

1st stage * 2nd stage 3rd stage

TGA experiments

0.7 17.9 62 51

0.6 17.5 51 43.9

0.5 18 37.9 35.5

0.46 20.6 38.2 34.5

0.4 40.3 **

Fluidized bed experiments ***

0.7 — 58.6 50.8

0.5 — 36.3 35

0.4 — 46 **

* It was not able to distinguish the 1st stage in fluidized bed. ** No clear discontinuity was found in the reaction
rate, so it was difficult to calculate the activation energy for each step. *** Activation energy calculation based
on surface chemical reaction model.

Investigation of reduced samples was further conducted by means of X-ray diffractometer
(Siemens D5000 X-Ray diffractometer, Siemens Co., Munich, Germany). Corresponding peaks to
metallic nickel phase were found slightly shifted from those that correspond to the pure metal
(Figure 13). It was observed that as the WO3 content increased in the mixture the shift increased.
Unlike nickel peaks, peaks corresponding to metallic tungsten in the reduced samples overlapped
with those peaks for pure W. This trend can be explained by the slight solubility of tungsten in nickel
and the negligible solubility of nickel in tungsten. These results are in good agreement with the Ni-W
binary phase diagram
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Figure 13. XRD pattern for synthesized Ni-W alloy phases at 1023 K, where 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.46 and 0.4
are Ni/Ni + W molar ratio [10].

Figure 14 represents the SEM images of reduced samples (0.4 Ni/(Ni + W) molar ratio) at 1173 K.
The sample is extremely porous. This porosity is similar to that observed earlier in case of Fe-Mo-O
system after getting reduced by hydrogen [9]. Moreover, microstructural investigation of product
samples was done by Scanning Electron Microscope (A JOEL JSM-840 SEM, Japan Electron Optics Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan). Agglomerates of small particles (more common when W content is higher) could be
clearly seen from SEM images. The small particles are spherical in shape and the large particles are
more elongated.

Figure 14. SEM image of 0.4 Ni/(Ni + W) molar ratio at 1173 K, magnification 2000×.

3.2.2. Reduction-Carburization of Ni-W-O Mixed Oxides

In the present study, reduction-carburization of Ni-W mixed oxides using methane-hydrogen
gas mixture was studied isothermally using thermogravimetric analyzer. The main advantage of
carburizing metal oxides with methane is the high carbon activity of deposited solid carbon, which
provides thermodynamic conditions to produce corresponding cemented carbides at relatively low
temperature. The experiments were conducted in the presence of 5 vol.% methane-95 vol.% hydrogen
gas mixture at temperatures from 973 K to 1237 K with 50 K interval. The targeted composition for this
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cemented carbide was WC-10 wt. pct Ni. The reaction progress as function of time and temperature is
given in Figure 15. It can be seen clearly from the curves that the reaction proceeds through initially
mass loss then followed by mass gain in most cases. The mass loss continues down to 20% which is
corresponding to reduction of input sample. The afterwards mass gain resulted from carburization
reaction and formation of corresponding cemented carbides.

Figure 15. Mass change percentage of the oxide mixture 10.67 wt. pct NiO and 89.33 wt. pct WO3 vs.
time [11].

As can be seen from Figure 15, as long as the temperature is below1048 K there was no observed
mass gain. At temperature higher than 1048 K the TGA curves showed significant increase in weight,
which is corresponding to carburization of nascent formed NiW intermetallic. As the temperature
increases, the rate and the carburization extent increase. The carburization was observed to go through
two consecutive steps. The first one goes up to f = −18.7% which corresponds to formation of the
intermediate W2C. The second step proceeds up to −15.5% mass change, which corresponds to
complete formation of WC. The activation energy was calculated based on the initial rates and found
to be 96 kJ/mol.

Mineralogical investigation revealed that carburization at 973 K was far from being complete.
W metal phase was the predominant detected phase with only traces of the intermediate W2C phase.
This observation is in contradiction with an earlier investigation where it was stated that no carbide
phase could form at such low temperatures [12]. As the temperature increased, phases like W, W2C
and WC were detected. The XRD pattern of W2C is similar to that of standard W2C peaks but broader
.It was reported that nano-crystalline W2C has been restricted from further development but instead
it proceeds to the more stable WC phase [13]. The above observations agree very well with the
thermogravimetric results. There are no signs of the presence of intermediate W2C phase in the
completely carburized samples.

Further evaluation of the above findings points to the fact that carburization can slowly start
before complete reduction especially at lower temperatures. Similar observations have been reported
earlier for the CoWO4 system [14]. Microstructural investigation of product sample (reduced and
carburized) shows the existence of agglomerates of hemispherical small particles (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. SEM images of a reduced-carburized 0.27 Ni/(Ni + W) molar ratio sample at 1273 K.

3.2.3. Reduction-Nitridation of Ni-W-O Mixed Oxides

The reduction–nitridation reactions of Ni-W-O powders was carried out isothermally at 973–1273 K
in a flow of 50% H2 and 50% N2 gas mixture using a fluidized bed reactor. In these experiments, H2

gas was the reducing agent, while N2 in the gas mixture was applied for the nitridation reactions.
Similar to previously reported observations, it is expected that these precursors will first get reduced
in H2 gas to produce Ni–W intermetallics followed by the nitridation reaction of the reduced product.
Because there is no reaction product during nitridation in the gas phase, analysis of the off-gases could
not indicate the reaction progress. However, XRD results of reacted NiO-WO3 precursors revealed
the presence of WO2 phase in NiO-WO3 precursor as a main phase formed at 1048 K together with
W, Ni, WN2 and WN. This phase resulted from the stepwise reduction of WO3. With further rise in
temperature, the WO2 phase is subsequently reduced to W metal, which is then reacted with N2 gas to
produce tungsten nitrides (WN and WN2). The reduction-nitridation reactions of the stoichiometric
NiWO4 precursor proceed faster than that of NiO-WO3, and tungsten nitrides are formed even at
relatively lower. The extent of formation of WN, as the main reaction product at 1198 K, increases with
rise in temperature. The higher the reaction temperature, the higher is the rate of formation of WN in
the reaction products. Further, a higher degree of crystallinity was developed as indicated from the
sharpening of WN peak at high temperatures. It is worth mentioning that, with an increase in the
reaction time, the amount of WN formed increases and it becomes the predominant phase in NiWO4

precursor [15].

3.2.4. Thermal Diffusivity Measurements

Isothermal thermal diffusivity measurements of pressed pellets of NiWO4 were carried out in
the temperature range from 973 to 1273 K under hydrogen using laser flash unit. Figure 17 shows
the change of thermal diffusivity values as a function of time. In view of the shrinkage caused
by sintering, the measured thermal diffusivity values were corrected according to the calculated
thicknesses. The corrected values are plotted as solid lines in the same Figure. NiWO4 thermal
diffusivity values were affected by the shrinking caused by sintering. Corrected thermal diffusivity
curves deviate from the experimental points at the later stages.

As the sample bed get heated up in hydrogen, the chemical composition changes from the oxidic
phase to metallic phase, which corresponds to initial fast increase in thermal diffusivity values. After
complete reduction, the bed starts to sinter, which is explained by the sluggish increase in thermal
diffusivity values in the later stages of the experiments. This explanation is further confirmed by the
fact that heat is conducted by phonons in oxides and by electrons in metallic phases [16].
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Figure 17. Effect of reaction progress on the thermal diffusivity values of pressed NiWO4. Symbols
represent the experimental raw values while solid lines represent the corrected values [4].

Thermal conductivity of a bed is expressed as a function of thermal conductivity of the gas, the
solid and the void fraction of the bed. Conductivity can be considered as an over-all result of three
mechanisms, namely; conduction, convection and radiation. Sun and Lu [17] reported that the heat
transfer by convection is negligible for packed beds of fine particles. Moreover, it was reported that
radiation became significant for 1 mm particle size above 673 K and 0.1 mm particles above 1773 K [18].
The average particle size of the studied NiWO4 powder was 2.5 μm. In view of these arguments, the
radiation effect can be ruled out under the present experiment conditions.

Effective thermal conductivity is calculated based on λ = αCpρ where α is the thermal diffusivity
cm2/s, Cp is the heat capacity J/Kg and ρ is the density g/cm3. In this, the apparent densities of the
samples were calculated based on their volume and mass. The temperature dependence of specific
heat was calculated by the principle of addition. Temperature and chemical composition dependence
of the sample volume were measured manually by stopping the reaction at different points and rapidly
cooling the sample in a stream of argon. Figure 18 shows the experimental values of effective thermal
conductivity of pellets of NiWO4.

In the case of the reduction of an oxide by a gas, the outer layer of the oxide pellet is likely to be
reduced first before the reduction proceeds towards the core. The reduction will occur along the sides
as well. An outer metallic layer is likely to result in the conduction of heat along the sides of the pellet
deviating from the axial heat flow across the pellet in the vertical direction. The possibility of such a
conduction mechanism was examined in the present experimental series. It was found that, in the case
of partially reduced pellets of NiWO4, there were grains of reduced oxides. However, microscopic
examination of these pellets revealed that the metallic grains formed were largely unconnected with
each other, possibly due to the loss of oxygen from the oxide leaving voids. In the early stages, heat
conduction along the sides will also have a resistance due to the fact that the metallic layer would be
very thin and the heat flow would not be substantial. As the reaction proceeds further, a significant
amount of oxide in the bulk of the pellet would be reduced. In such a case, surface conduction effects
would not have a serious impact on the results.
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Figure 18. Effect of reaction progress on the effective thermal conductivity values of pressed NiWO4.

The activation energy for the reduction NiWO4 was calculated by an Arrhenius plot using the
isothermal reduction rates at the initial stages of the reaction, which can be represented by the change
in thermal diffusivity, at different temperatures. A plot of ln (s), where s = dα/dt, against 1/T is
presented in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Arrhenius plot for the reduction of NiWO4 by hydrogen using laser flash unit.

Based on the slope, activation energy value 91.4 kJ/mol was calculated. The calculated value
was found to be higher than that obtained previously based on TGA experiments (37 kJ/mol). These
inconsistencies required further investigation on the structural changes and reaction mechanism
through the pellets. The difference can be explained, to some extent, on the basis of physical and
structural changes during the process, since, thermal diffusivity is affected by change of porosity.

Sintering is a rate process, similar to reduction, influenced by temperature. Since the sintering
has the dominant effect on diffusivity changes at later stages of the process, the degree of sintering
may be expressed in terms of thermal diffusivity. In such a case, the activation energy of sintering can
be calculated directly from the slopes of thermal diffusivity curves during the final stages (Figure 20).
From the slopes of these curves an activation energy value of 36 kJ/mol was obtained.
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Figure 20. Arrhenius plot for sintering of NiWO4 using laser flash unit.

The calculated activation energy of sintering was found to be less than that reported in the
literature (160 kJ/mol [19] for Ni-W systems). One possible explanation is that the reduced metallic
particles in the nascent state would have a significant population of active centers on the surface of each
particle enhancing thereby the sintering process. Further, the presence of reducing atmosphere would
prevent any formation of surface oxide coating and minimize the diffusion barrier due to these surface
layers. Thus, a reducing atmosphere would promote sintering and is likely to lower the activation
energy compared to inert atmosphere. Further, hydrogen molecules would diffuse into the pores and
thereby facilitate the densification process via reaction with surface layers [20]. The physical capability
of hydrogen to act as a lattice defect catalyst [21] would facilitate the movement of point defects and
dislocations during sintering and thereby would lower the activation energy [22].

4. Conclusions

The present paper presents the work carried out at the Division of Materials Process Science,
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden on the hydrogen reduction of mixed oxides
containing the refractory metals Mo and W. The main experimental technique used was TGA, fluidized
bed reactor supplemented by thermal diffusivity measurements in one case. In all the cases, the
products formed were characterized by standard methods.

The kinetics of reduction of the pure oxides were estimated and production of nano to micro
grains of intermetallics was demonstrated. Up-scaling of thermo-gravimetric experiments using
fluidized bed technique was successfully carried out. The up-scaling facilitates the mass production of
intermetallics and also opens the possibility to produce other alloys in nano-range region. A varied
range of Fe-Mo alloys could be produced utilizing the gas-solid reaction route in one step.

On the other hand, cemented carbide and nitrides were successfully produced utilizing friendly
environmentally gases through short production route. The corresponding reaction kinetics and
mechanism were identified. Thermal property of a material was used as a novel tool to track the
reaction progress and evaluate the associated physical changes.

Therefore, it can be stated that the gas-solid reactions provide a very suitable process route to the
production in bulk of intermetallics with suitable interstitials like carbon or nitrogen or both.
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Abstract: The present study focuses on the development of strain hardening models taking into
account the peculiarities of titanium aluminides. In comparison to steels, whose behavior has been
studied extensively in the past, titanium aluminides possess a much larger initial work hardening
rate, a sharp peak stress and pronounced softening. The work hardening behavior of a TNB-V4
(Ti–44.5Al–6.25Nb–0.8Mo–0.1B) alloy is studied using isothermal hot compression tests conducted on
a Gleeble 3500 simulator, and compared to the typical case hardening steel 25MoCrS4. The behavior
is analyzed with the help of the Kocks-Mecking plots. In contrast to steel the TNB-V4 alloy shows a
non-linear course of θ (i.e., no stage-III hardening) initially and exhibits neither a plateau (stage IV
hardening) nor an inflection point at all deformation conditions. The present paper describes the
development and application of a methodology for the design of strain hardening models for the
TNB-V4 alloy and the 25CrMoS4 steel by taking the course of the Kocks-Mecking plots into account.
Both models use different approaches for the hardening and softening mechanisms and accurately
predict the flow stress over a wide range of deformation conditions. The methodology may hence
assist in further developments of more sophisticated physically-based strain hardening models
for TiAl-alloys.

Keywords: titanium aluminides alloy; single phase steel; hot forming; dynamic recrystallization; modeling

1. Introduction

Intermetallic titanium aluminides (TiAl) alloys are relatively new class of lightweight materials
which can be applied in automotive applications as well as in aviation gas turbines where they have to
withstand temperatures up to 800 ◦C. The high potential of TiAl for these applications stems from the
fact that the TiAl-based alloys have remarkable mechanical properties, such as a low specific weight
of about 4 g/cm3, a high strength at elevated temperatures and a very good oxidation/corrosion
resistance [1–3]. In recent years, forgeable β-solidifying TiAl alloys have been developed with the goal
of exploiting the benefits of the hot-worked microstructure, which allows for better performance than
the as-cast state. However, as many other intermetallic alloys titanium aluminides are brittle, even at
elevated temperatures.

An important task in processing TiAl to products consists in overcoming problems associated with
the limited workability of TiAl-based alloys and the robust design of forging processes. With the rapid
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development of computing techniques, Finite Element (FE) simulation is widely applied nowadays to
study metal forming processes. In metal forming, the accuracy of FE simulations depends crucially on
the constitutive model. It is hence very important to establish a precise constitutive model for the flow
stress which predicts the dependence of flow stress on deformation temperature, strain rate, and strain.
In the past, various analytical, phenomenological [4–6] and empirical models [7–9] have been devised
to model the strain hardening behavior of ordinary single phase steels. For steels, hardening is usually
modeled using semi-empirical material models. For softening caused by dynamic recrystallization,
the Johnson-Avrami-Mehl-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation is commonly used.

The existing models have been successfully applied to steel and also transferred to TiAl.
Extensive studies have been carried out to describe the flow stress as a function of temperature,
strain rate and strain of the TiAl-alloys. Cheng et al. [10] adopt the model proposed by Laasraoui
and Jonas [11] to TiAl-alloys with a nominal composition of Ti–42Al–8Nb–0.2W–0.1Y (at %).
Godor et al. [12] applied two phenomenological constitutive models, the Sellars–McTegart model [13]
and the Hensel-Spittel model [14], for the description of the deformation behavior of two γ-TiAl
alloys with nominal compositions Ti–41Al–3Mo–0.5Si–0.1B and Ti–45Al–3Mo–0.5Si–0.1B. He et al. [15]
and Pu et al. [16] established a constitutive model based on Arrhenius-type equations and the sine
hyperbolic description for the Zener-Hollomon parameter for a Ti–45Al–8.5Nb–(W,B,Y) alloy and for a
TiAl–Cr–V alloy, respectively. Deng et al. [17] proposed a flow stress model of Ti–47Al-alloy based
on a regression analysis using Hensel-Spittel model. All existing descriptions of the flow behavior of
TiAl-alloys are based on empirical models, which were derived primarily for steels. Steels are typically
hot-worked in the austenitic phase, i.e., the models are designed for microstructure evolution in a
single phase material.

In contrast to steel, TiAl-alloys have a complex multi-phase microstructure during hot working.
The understanding of the flow behavior of TiAl alloys under hot deformation conditions thus has
a great importance for the design of hot working processes. The majority of studies show that the
flow curves of TiAl-based intermetallic alloys exhibited a sharp peak stress at a relatively low strain.
Then, the flow stress decreased rapidly into a steady-state stress. Previous research [18–21] reported
that dynamic recrystallization contributes to flow softening. Several other influencing factors have been
reported, involving most notably flow localization that is partly initiated by dynamic recrystallization
and adiabatic heating during deformation [21]. Hot compression tests with various TiAl-alloys with
different primary structures have shown that the primary structure strongly influences the material
behavior during hot forming [22]. Semiatin et al. [23,24] and Schaden et al. [25] concluded that
the presence of lamellar colonies is responsible for a strong softening during hot forming (i.e., the
pronounced maximum in the course of the flow curves).

It is known that the strain hardening rate θ = ∂σ/∂ε as a function of flow stress (this type of plot is
often referred to as Kocks-Mecking plot) reveals different stages of microstructure evolution during hot
deformation as characteristic stages [26]. Ordinary single phase alloys such as steels in the austenitic
phase exhibit at first a linearly decreasing strain hardening rate (stage III hardening) followed by
a slowly decreasing hardening rate called stage IV, before attaining stage V where the values of θ
approach zero [4,27]. Steels, which are hot-compression-tested in the austenitic phase, show inflection
points in Kocks-Mecking plots that correspond to the onset of DRX [28]. In contrast to the ones of
steel, the Kocks-Mecking plots of TiAl-alloys initially decrease monotonically, but not with a linear
rate. Recent research of the authors has shown that TiAl-alloys initially show a non-linear, concave
down course of θ (i.e., no stage-III hardening) and exhibit neither a plateau (stage IV hardening) nor
an inflection point under all tested conditions [29].

The aim of this study is to investigate the peculiarities of the work hardening behavior of a
Ti–44.5Al–6.25Nb–0.8Mo–0.1B (in at %) TiAl-alloy by direct comparison to a typical 25MoCrS4 steel
used for forging by means of isothermal hot compression tests. It is shown how the features of the
TiAl-alloy affect the set-up of strain hardening models. Special attention is paid on the accuracy of the
strain hardening model in θ-σ-space, which is typically not taken into account in model development.
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The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the TNB-V4 alloy and 25MoCrS4
steel and the performed hot compression tests. Section 3 details the flow curves, Kocks-Mecking
plots and metallographic results. The methodology for designing strain hardening models based
on the behavior observed in the Kocks-Mecking plots is presented in Section 4, which also details
the parameter identification procedure. In Sections 5 and 6, a comparison of the model results to
experimental data and final conclusions are presented.

2. Materials and Hot Compression Testing

We studied a high Nb containing TiAl alloy with a nominal composition of Ti–44.5Al–6.25Nb–
0.8Mo–0.1B (in at %) and a 25MoCrS4 steel with the chemical composition of 0.25 wt % C, 0.25%
Si, 0.70% Mn, 1.05% Cr, 0.25% Mo, balance Fe. In order to start with chemically homogeneous
samples the TiAl alloy was prepared by VAR melting. Residual porosity was removed by hot
isostatic pressing at 1260 ◦C for 4 h with a pressure of 200 bars. A Gleeble 3500 thermo-mechanical
simulator (DSI Europe GmbH, Weissenhorn, Germany) was used to simulate the hot forging process
by means of hot compression tests. Strain measurement was performed with the standard LVDT
(Linear variable differential transformer) of the Gleeble machine (DSI Europe GmbH, Weissenhorn,
Germany). The testing temperatures ranged from 1150 ◦C to 1300 ◦C and the strain rates ranged from
0.001 s−1 to 0.5 s−1. Compression tests were conducted in vacuum of 10−4 mbar. The specimens were
heated with a heating rate of 10 K/s and held for 5 min to obtain a homogeneous microstructure before
compression testing.

In order to investigate the microstructure evolution under hot working conditions, each specimen
was quenched immediately after upsetting. Metallographic examination was carried out on cross
sections parallel to the compression direction of the deformed specimens. The sections were
also analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (Tescan Orsay Holding, Brno-Kohoutovice,
Česká Republika).

The 25MoCrS4 steel was analyzed by compression testing in previous work of the first author of
this paper [30]. Cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 10 mm and a height of 15 mm were deformed
at temperatures ranging from 700 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, and strain rates from 0.01 s−1 to 100 s−1. In all tests,
the specimens were first heated from room temperature to 1250 ◦C and homogenized for 10 min, then
placed into the furnace of the compression testing machine (Servotest Testing Systems Ltd., Surrey, UK)
and cooled to the specific deformation temperature. The maximum true strain obtained in all tests
was ~0.8. All specimens were quenched after testing and examined for grain size and recrystallized
volume fractions.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Hot Deformation Behavior

Figure 1 illustrates the true stress–strain curves at deformation temperature of 1200 ◦C and
different strain rates in the isothermal compression of the 25MoCrS4 steel (Figure 1a) and the
TNB-V4-alloy (Figure 1b). It can be seen that the hot deformation behavior of the TNB alloy is in strong
contrast to the behavior of the 25MoCrS4 steel, which is fully austenitic under the testing conditions.

It is observed that the isothermal compression behavior of the 25MoCrS4 steel is approximately
divided into three stages: (i) The flow stress increases to a peak value (σp) with increasing strain;
(ii) The flow stress decreases to a steady state value. In this stage the softening becomes increasingly
predominant due to the onset of DRX; (iii) The flow stress keeps a steady state due to the dynamic
balance between work hardening and softening induced by DRX. It is apparent that the flow curves of
steel display the typical characteristic of softening by DRX. Typical Kocks-Mecking plots (θ–σ curves)
of the 25MoCrS4 steel at 1200 ◦C and various strain rates are shown in Figure 1c. The steel exhibits a
characteristic work-hardening behavior. At first, θ decreases linearly (so called stage-III hardening)
until reaching an inflection point, which determines the critical stress (σc) and accordingly the onset
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of DRX [28]. Just before the inflection point, the working hardening rate decreases to a lower slope
(stage IV hardening). After the onset of DRX, θ decreases rapidly towards the peak stress (σp), at which
θ = 0. The θ–σ curves can be used to determine the onset of DRX.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. The flow stress curves at temperature 1200 ◦C and various strain rates: (a) for single phase
steel 25MoCrS4; (b) for TNB-V4-alloy; (c) Kocks–Mecking plots of 25MoCrS4; and (d) Kocks-Mecking
plots of TNB-V4-alloy.

In contrast to the flow curves of the 25MoCrS4 steel, the TNB-V4 alloy has a high initial hardening
with a pronounced flow stress maximum, which is much sharper than for steel in the austenitic range.
Then, the flow stress decreases rapidly to a steady-state stress with increasing strain, albeit with a
different curvature than steel. The measured flow curves of TNB-V4 show a very strong dependence
on strain rate and temperature. The flow stress increases very rapidly with increasing strain rate and
decreasing temperature. In contrast to steel, it can be seen (Figure 1d) that the Kocks-Mecking plots of
TNB-V4 look absolutely different. The alloy under investigation neither shows a linear initial decrease
of θ (i.e., no stage-III hardening) nor does it exhibit a plateau (stage IV hardening) or an inflection point
at all forming conditions. The work-hardening behavior of the TNB-V4-alloy can be explained by the
complex multiphase microstructure, and many factors that may affect the hot deformation behavior of
TiAl-alloys, such as flow localization, additional interior adiabatic heating, rotation or buckling and
breakdown of the lamellar colonies during hot forming, cf. [31].

It has to be mentioned here that measurement accuracy, adiabatic heating, inhomogeneous
deformation as well as further processing of the recorded data will affect the computation of
stress-strain curves and the derivatives of the stress strain curves, which form the basis of the
Kocks-Mecking plots used in this paper. In previous work by Lohmar and Bambach [32], the processing
of recorded data was treated in detail with respect to the computation of Kocks-Mecking plots.
The effect and correction of adiabatic heating was treated in Xiong et al. [33]. Data processing in the
present paper was performed according to these findings. The stress-strain curves and Kocks-Mecking
plots should hence well represent the behavior of the material.
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3.2. Microstructure Evolution

The microstructure of the latest industrially used generation of Titanium aluminides consists
of globular γ-grains, α + γ-lamellar colonies and an increased amount of β/β0-grains along the
boundaries of lamellar colonies. Compared with two phase alloys, the stabilization of the β/β0-phase
leads to a better strength-ductility ratio. Especially the workability of these TiAl-alloys is better than
the one of previous generations of TiAl-alloys [34]. The deformation in two-phase α2 + γ- alloys is
mainly based on dislocation glide and twinning in the γ-phase combined with deformation anisotropy
of the lamellar colonies. The anisotropy of the lamellar colonies leads to soft or hard deformation
modes depending on the direction of the applied stress. The yield and fracture stresses are low if
the deformation occurs parallel to the lamella plane. In the opposite case the stresses are high if the
deformation occurs perpendicular to the lamellae [35]. Under load hard mode, colonies rotate into
flow direction or a kinking of the lamellas occurs. As can be seen in Figure 2b, after kinking both
parts of the colonies subsequently rotate into flow direction during forming. It can be assumed that,
depending on the bcc structure of the β-phase and its ordered counterpart β0, both phases have a
sufficient amount of independent slip modes. That leads, combined with the limited deformability of
the α- and γ-phase, to a high deformation gradient between the different phases. As a consequence,
the β/β0-phase acts as a lubricant for the whole microstructure and supports the rotation of hard mode
lamellar α2 + γ-colonies [36]. It is hence assumed that the rotation of the α2 + γ-colonies from hard
into soft orientations leads to a non-linear course of strain hardening rate in the Kocks-Mecking plots.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Typical microstructures of TNB-V4: (a) as-cast + HIP (hot isostatic pressing) state and
(b) compressed at 1250 ◦C with a strain rate of 0.25 s−1 to a strain of 60%.

4. Microstructure-Based Strain Hardening Models for Hot Working

4.1. Derivation of Model Equations

Various microstructure-based strain hardening models have been derived in the past (see, e.g.,
Bariani et al. [37] for a review). For steel, dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is a dominant softening
mechanism which restores the deformed microstructure during forming and allows for large
plastic deformations without failure of the workpiece. Most strain hardening models rely on
Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) kinetics for DRX. Poliak and Jonas [28] showed that
the onset of DRX corresponds to an inflection point in the course of the strain hardening rate θ as a
function of stress σ, i.e., the critical stress is a root of the second derivative of the strain hardening rate
with respect to stress:

∂

∂σ
(− ∂θ

∂σ
) = 0 (1)
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Recently, two problems in modeling the strain hardening behavior under hot working conditions
were discovered: (i) inconsistency of JMAK kinetics with the Poliak-Jonas criterion; and (ii) absence of
an inflection point in practical experiments despite occurrence of DRX [38].

Since the criterion by Poliak and Jonas was derived from principles of irreversible thermodynamics
and has been confirmed with experimental data, a flow stress model that takes DRX into account
should adhere to this criterion, not only to be consistent with experimental data but also to make
sure that the model is sound in a thermodynamical sense. Hence, the flow stress σ should be three
times continuously differentiable with respect to ε. It was recently shown by Bambach [38] that the
Poliak-Jonas criterion requires that the Avrami exponent exceeds a value of 3 for the model to be
consistent with the criterion. Hence, generalized transformation kinetics was considered to find the
root cause of the inconsistency and to alleviate them. As mentioned in the introduction, TiAl alloys do
not seem to show an inflection point in θ in spite of the occurrence of DRX [29].

A flow stress model that includes DRX essentially consists of four types of equations: (i) a model
for strain hardening and dynamic recovery of the non-recrystallized material; (ii) an initiation criterion
for DRX; (iii) DRX kinetics and an equation for the recrystallized grain size; and (iv) a rule of mixture
to determine the macroscopic flow stress when recrystallized and non-recrystallized grains coexist.
In addition, the evolution of grain size is expressed by an additional equation, which is mostly not
coupled to the flow stress model.

Various model choices for the individual parts of the model are available. Due to the large
differences in strain hardening behavior for different materials, setting up a model for a certain
material requires to take the peculiarities of the strain hardening and softening of the material into
account. As a consequence, there does not seem to be a unified model that would be applicable to all
kinds of materials. In the following, we describe the features of typical strain hardening models that
take DRX into account. We then show how to devise and select the model equations so that a suitable
model is attained, at the example of the case hardening steel and the TNB alloy.

Model equations for characteristic points. Semi-empirical material models are the most
commonly used models in industrial applications. They are often preferred to physically-based models
due to their fast computing times. The basic idea behind semi-empirical models is that characteristic
points of the flow curves can be expressed as a function of the Zener-Hollomon parameter Z. A typical
semi-empirical model based on the equations proposed by Luton and Sellars [39] and Beynon and
Sellars [40] is given in Figure 3 together with an illustration of a flow curve, the strain hardening rate
and their characteristic points.

Figure 3. Flow curve and strain hardening rate with characteristic point and model equations for the
Beynon and Sellars model [40].
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The strain at which the maximum value of the flow stress is attained is given by Equation (2).
The critical strain for the initiation of DRX is assumed to be a constant fraction a4 of εp by Equation (3).
The strain at which a steady state deformation is reached is given by Equation (4), which uses four fit
parameters, e1–e4. The peak and steady state flow stress σp and σss are modeled as functions of the
Zener-Hollomon parameter Z via Equations (5) and (6), with material-dependent parameters f 1, f 2, f 3

and h1, h2, h3.
Strain hardening. A plenitude of models is available to model strain hardening. Recent research

has shown that different kinds of inconsistencies with the Poliak-Jonas criterion can occur depending
on the model choice [38]. If the strain hardening models do not show an inflection point, they do not
reach the critical point. If the strain hardening model shows an inflection point, care must be taken
that the inflection point coincides with the critical conditions of DRX nucleation models. In addition,
the model might just not capture the course of the strain hardening rate in a Kocks-Mecking plot in the
right way, which shows that the underlying physics are not taken into account.

Typical dislocation density models are formulated as ordinary differential equations, which
contain terms for the generation and annihilation of dislocations. These models were derived
from physical mechanisms of dislocation theory. The Taylor equation correlates dislocation density
to the macroscopic flow stress. It can be used to transform the model equations into θ-σ-space
(Kocks-Mecking plots), where the course of the strain hardening rate can be analyzed. None of the
dislocation-based models detailed in Table 1 are appropriate for the TNB alloy since they cannot
reproduce the curvature in a Kocks-Mecking plot. The phenomenological model by Cingara and
McQueen, however, possesses the right curvature for C ≥ 1. The constant C determines the curvature
of the flow curve up to the peak. The location of the peak is explicitly taken into account by the strain
hardening model. Softening will be superimposed after the onset of DRX and will be discussed below.

In contrast, the model by Cingara and McQueen is not the best choice for the 25MoCrS4 steel.
The 25MoCrS4 steel shows all hardening stages, i.e., a linear decrease of θ(σ) initially, which is referred
to as stage-III hardening, an stage IV hardening with a reduced softening rate and an inflection point,
and a subsequently increased softening rate due to DRX.

In physical theories of crystal plasticity, the dislocation density is commonly used as the structural
parameter for macroscopic descriptions of plastic flow, with the flow stress governed by Taylor-like
hardening following:

σ = σ0 + αGb
√
ρ (7)

where σ0 is the yield stress, at which point ρ = ρ0 and ε = ε0, α is a constant of 0.5–1, G is the shear
modulus, and b is the Burger’s vector. The Taylor equation can be utilized to transform the model
equations into Kocks-Mecking plots. Equally, models can be formulated directly in the θ-σ-space and
then transferred into stress–strain curves based on the Taylor equation. The strain hardening model
proposed in [38] reproduces the course of the experimentally observed θ–σ-curves using a linear
function for the initial stage-III hardening, a transition to a second linear function which represents
stage IV and then, starting from the critical point, a cubic function of stress is used to model stage
V hardening. Hence, the model is designed to mimic the hardening behavior observed for steel
(cf. Figure 1c), but it would not be applicable to TNB-V4.

Recrystallization kinetics. In the original work of Luton and Sellars [39], JMAK kinetics was
proposed for DRX, which were formulated as function of time. Later, a strain-dependent version of
the kinetics was introduced by Sellars [41]. Recent research has shown that JMAK kinetics is only
consistent with the Poliak-Jonas criterion if the Avrami exponent exceeds a value of 3 [38]. As a
consequence, DRX kinetics based transformation kinetics that go back on Cahn were proposed, which
are detailed in Table 2. In contrast, the softening of TNB is not only determined by DRX but also
by the rotation and break-down of lamellar colonies, adiabatic heating etc. Since consistency to the
Poliak-Jonas criterion is not an issue for TNB-V4 (it shows no inflection point), ordinary JMAK kinetics
may be used, albeit with no physical meaning.
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Table 2. Model equations for 25MoCrS4 and TNB.

Model Part 25MoCrS4 Steel TNB

Strain hardening

θ(σ) = θIII(1 − H1(σ− σIV))+

θIVH1(σ− σIV) + θVH2(σ− σV)

θIV = bIV − mIVσ

θV = −C(σ− σc)
3

H1,2(x) = 1
2 + 1

2 tanh(c(1,2)x) =
1

1+e−2c(1,2)x

σ(ε) = σp

[
ε
εp

exp(1 − ε
εp
)
]C

Critical strain εcr = αεp (Equation (3), s. Figure 3)

Peak strain εp = a1 · d0
a2 · Za3 (Equation (2), s. Figure 3)

Steady state stress εss = e1 · εm + e2 · d0
e3 · Ze4 (Equation (4), s. Figure 3)

Peak stress sinh(f3 · σp) = f1 · Zf2 (Equation (5), s. Figure 3)

Steady state stress sinh(h3 · σp) = h1 · Zh2 (Equation (6), s. Figure 3)

DRX kinetics
.

X(t) = (1 − X(t))

⎡
⎣ (1 − H(tss, ts))

4π
3 IsSv3t3

+H(tss, ts)AX(t)

⎤
⎦ X = 1 − exp

[
k · ( ε−εcr

εss−εcr
)

q
]

, ε ≥ εcr

Flow stress σY =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
σ0 if ε < εcr
n−1
∑

i=0
(Xi − Xi+1)σi + Xnσn if ε ≥ εcr

Dynamically recrystallized grain size. The dynamically recrystallized grain size is independent
of the initial grain size and only depends on the Zener-Hollomon parameter via

dDRX = b1 · Zb2 (8)

This equation is used in almost all semi-empirical models for DRX. In this work, it is applied to
the 25MoCrS4 steel and to the phases of the TNB alloy that show recrystallization.

Strain hardening models. Based on the observations made about the strain hardening behavior
of TNB-V4 and 25MoCrS4, two strain hardening models have been set up, which are detailed in Table 2.
Both models are designed to meet the requirements of the materials

Using non-linear regression by least-squares, the models have been fitted to a single flow curve
of TNB-V4 and 25MoCrS4, respectively. Figure 4 shows that for a single flow curve, the models
reproduce not only the flow curves but also the behavior in the Kocks-Mecking plot with very high
accuracy. When the model is applied to a larger range of temperatures and strain rates, parameter
identification by non-linear regression may fail. To allow for successful parameter fitting, most of
the model equations are first fitted to the experimental data using the characteristic points extracted
from the flow curves. Regression is thus performed separately for each model equation. In the model,
all equations are coupled. Hence, a non-linear regression of the entire model is performed subsequently,
which will improve the initial parameter values obtained by fitting the model equations individually.
The procedure is described in detail in the subsequent sections.
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25MoCrS4 TNB V4

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Model prediction vs. experimental data: (a) flow curve of 25MoCrS4; (b) flow curve of
TNB-V4; (c) Kocks-Mecking plot of 25MoCrS4; and (d) Kocks-Mecking plot of TNB-V4.

4.2. Evaluation of Experimental Data and Parameters Identification

The procedures for parameter identification depend largely on the model equations. However,
some steps are common for the two models defined in Table 2 above. As a first step, all characteristic
points such as εp, σp, εss, and σss have to be determined from the experimental flow curves.
Using σp, the activation energy and hence the Zener-Hollomon parameter Z, sometimes referred
to as temperature-compensated strain rate, can be determined,

Z =
.
εexp(

Qw

RT
) = A [sinh(ασ)]n (9)

where A and α are constants, T is the deformation temperature, σ is the flow stress (MPa),
.
ε is the

strain rate (s−1), n is the stress exponent, R is the gas constant (kJ·mol−1·K−1) and Qw is the activation
energy of deformation (kJ·mol−1).

For some model parameters (predominantly those with a physical background), dedicated
procedures exist for parameter determination. The activation energy of hot working Qw, for instance,
can be determined from the following relation:

Q = R
{

∂ln
.
ε

∂ln [sinh(ασ)]

}
T

{
∂ln [sinh(ασ)]

∂(1/T)

}
.
ε

(10)

According to Poliak and Jonas [28], the critical strain εcr for the onset of DRX can be detected
from the inflection point in the course of the strain hardening rate θ = ∂σ/∂ε as a function of flow
stress σ. To this end, the strain hardening rate has to be computed from flow stress data. All other
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model parameters of the equations in Figure 3 can be determined for each equation independently by
regression analysis.

A specific problem with the TNB alloy is that it shows no inflection point in the Kocks-Mecking
plot. Hence, no critical stress or strain can be determined from flow stress data only.

To describe the relation between the dynamically recrystallized volume fraction X and strain an
Avrami-type equation is used for TNB-V4 while different kinetics are used for 25MoCrS4 to ensure
consistency with the Poliak-Jonas criterion. The model parameters are not determined from the flow
curves but from the recrystallized fractions determined by quantitative metallography of quenched
specimens. Based on the phase fraction and grain size of the different phases in the not deformed state
a histogram for every phase was calculated. These histograms were used as basis to determine the
differences of the phase fractions and grain sizes after deformation.

In the same way, the coefficients b1 and b2 in Equation (8), which describes the dynamically
recrystallized grain size, were identified from metallographic evaluation of the specimens that
show DRX.

4.3. Determination of Model Parameters Common to Both Models

In this section, the experimental data from the cylinder compression tests and the metallographic
analysis are used to determine the parameters for the strain hardening models. For this purpose,
firstly the characteristic points such as εp, σp, εss, and σss were determined from the flow curves shown
in Figure 1.

Based on Equation (10), the slope of the plots of ln[sinh(ασ)] versus ln
.
ε and 1/T can be utilized

for calculating the value of Qw. The required plots are shown in Figure 5. Values of 481.3 kJ·mol−1 for
25MoCrS4 and 321.2 kJ·mol−1 for TNB-V4 were obtained for the activation energy Qw.

25MoCrS4 TNB V4

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Evaluating Qw: ln[sinh(ασ)] versus 1/T (a) for 25MoCrS4 and (b) for TNB-V4; and ln
.
ε versus

ln[sinh(ασ)] (c) for 25MoCrS4 and (d) for TNB-V4.
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In Figure 6a, a plot of the peak strain as a function of the Zener-Hollomon parameter is shown
together with the results of regression analysis. The steady state strain strongly influences the shape of
the flow curves. The extraction of values for the steady state strain is complicated for TNB-V4 since
only a few flow curves attain a steady state regime. To determine the parameters e1, e2, and e3 in
Equation (4), which defines the dependence of εss on the Zener-Hollomon parameter, a regression
analysis was performed as shown in Figure 6b.

Since the TNB-V4-alloy shows no inflection point in the Kocks-Mecking plots no critical
stress/strain can be determined from flow stress data only and α was set to 0.5 from experience.
For 25MoCrS4 previous work showed that a value of 0.7εp is suitable.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Strain depending on Zener-Hollomon-Parameter: (a) relationships between ln εp and lnZ;
and (b) relationships between lnεss and lnZ.

The dependence of peak and steady state stress on the Zener-Hollomon parameter was determined
by non-linear regression using Equations (5) and (6). The fitted and measured values are shown in
Figure 7. As mentioned above, the equation of Cingara et al. [44] was employed to describe the
work-hardening condition of TNB-V4-alloy up to the peak stress. Hence, the fitted peak stress values
can be used directly.

The dynamically recrystallized grain size of 25MoCrS4 increases with decreasing Zener-Hollomon
parameter, i.e., by increase of temperature and decrease of strain rate the resulting grain size increases.
In Figure 8a, the grain sizes determined for various Z values are shown along with the best fit of
Equation (8). The kinetics of dynamic recrystallization is displayed in Figure 8b.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Stress depending on Zener-Hollomon-Parameter: (a) relationships between lnσp and lnZ;
and (b) relationships between lnσss and lnZ.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Relationship between DRX grain size and Zener-Hollomon-Parameter: and (b) volume
fraction of DRX obtained at a temperature of 1200 ◦C and different strain rates.

The relationship between the dynamically recrystallized grain size of the TNB-V4-alloy and
the Zener-Hollomon-Parameter is shown in Figure 9. In the multiphase TiAl-alloys, solely the
β/β0- (Figure 9a) and γ-phase (Figure 9b) show recrystallization. The α-phase only forms during hot
forming. The typical microstructure of the TNB-V4-alloy after forming can be seen in Figure 9c.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9. Relationship between DRX grain size and Zener-Hollomon-Parameter of TNB-V4: (a) for
β/β0-Phase; and (b) γ-Phase. (c) Typical microstructure of TNB-V4 compressed at 1250 ◦C with a
strain rate of 0.001 s−1 to a strain of 60%.
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5. Final Calibration and Validation of the Model

The direct determination of model parameters detailed in section 4 is not applicable to all model
parameters. In addition, since the interplay of the individual parts of the model determines the
accuracy of the model, an inverse parameter identification is favorable as final step, i.e., after starting
values of most model parameters are available from the direct determination performed in Section 4.
Inverse parameter identification is essentially the solution of an optimization problem. The cost
function is the sum of squares of the differences between measured and calculated flow stress values
for all available values from the experiments:

F(β) = ∑
i

∑
j

∑
k
(σ

(exp)
f (Ti,

.
εj, εk)− σ

(sim)
f (Ti,

.
εj, εk,β))

2
(11)

The cost function F(β) is minimized using an optimization algorithm such as the
Levenberg-Marquardt method to determine the material parameters, which are assembled in the
parameter vector β.

Figure 10 shows a comparison between the predicted and measured flow stress values for the
25MoCrS4 steel for temperatures ranging from 900 ◦C to 1200 ◦C and five different strain rates. The
model parameters were determined in a similar way as in the previous study of Konovalov et al. [30].
However, in the present work, a new model formulation was used. A very good agreement is obtained
between the calculation and measurement in view of the shape of the flow curves and the absolute
level of the calculated flow stress over the entire range of strain rates and temperatures.

Figure 10. Model prediction vs. experimental data of 25MoCrS4 at various temperatures und strain rates.

The model shows a very high accuracy for a wide range of temperatures and strain rates.
In Figure 11, the comparison between the calculated and measured flow stresses is shown for the
TNB-V4-alloy for strain rates varying from 0.001 s−1 to 0.5 s−1 and for a temperature of 1200 ◦C
suitable for isothermal forging.
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Figure 11. Model prediction vs. experimental data of TNB-V4-alloy at 1200 ◦C and various strain rates.

The results indicate that the proposed strain hardening model can properly describe and predict
the flow stress of the TiAl-alloy under isothermal forging conditions. The model accurately predicts
the flow stress up to the peak stress and to some extent also the transition to the steady state.

The results show that for both 25MoCrS4 and TNB-V4, building a model from the behavior
observed in Kocks-Mecking plots has the advantage that the model is consistent with the observed
strain hardening stages and shows a high accuracy. If only curve fitting in terms of stress strain
curves is performed and valuable information provided by the Kocks-Mecking plots is neglected,
inconsistencies and larger uncertainties of the model performance may be the consequence. For the
25MoCrS4, an intricate model was designed which takes the physics of dynamic recrystallization into
account. For TNB-V4, both the strain hardening before the initiation of DRX and the softening kinetics
are entirely phenomenological. For TiAl alloys in general, a deeper insight into the deformation
mechanism leading to the observed behavior seems necessary. Reflecting the model behavior with the
experimental results not only in stress-strain space but also in θ-σ-space, as proposed in this paper,
yields important information to guide the model development.

6. Conclusions

In the present study the peculiarities of the work hardening and softening behavior of a
Ti–44.5Al–6.25Nb–0.8Mo–0.1B (in at %) TNB-V4-alloy were investigated and compared to a typical
case-hardening steel 25MoCrS4. The flow curves were analyzed using Kocks-Mecking plots in order
to illustrate the difference in deformation behavior between a typical steel and the high Nb containing
TiAl-alloy. Specific model equations for 25MoCrS4 and Ti–44.5Al–6.25Nb–0.8Mo–0.1B were derived
based on the course of the Kocks-Mecking plots. The empirical equation proposed by Cingara and
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McQueen was used to model the work-hardening region for TNB-V4, since this model is able to
show a concave down course in the Kocks-Mecking plot, as observed experimentally. A new model
formulation capable of showing an inflection point was used for 25MoCrS4. For the DRX kinetics,
a new formulation consistent with the Poliak-Jonas criterion was applied to 25MoCrS4. For TNB,
a JMAK type kinetics was used, which describes all softening mechanisms without taking into account
the physical background.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the presented studies:

• Kocks-Mecking plots reveal that in contrast to 25MoCrS4 steel the Ti–44.5Al–6.25Nb–0.8Mo–0.1B
alloy neither shows a linear decrease of θ (i.e., no stage-III hardening) nor does it exhibit a plateau
(stage IV hardening) or an inflection point (marking the onset of DRX) at all forming conditions.

• The information obtained from Kocks-Mecking plots should be taken into account in the
development of strain hardening models. Otherwise, inconsistencies, e.g., with the Poliak-Jonas
criterion, may result.

• Both models show a high accuracy. They may hence be used in finite element simulations of
metal forming processes. For TNB-V4, however, the complex microstructure evolution, i.e.,
the recrystallization of the individual phases, the reorientation of the lamellar colonies and flow
localization effects during deformation need to be taken into account in continuative work.
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Abstract: Changes in composition, crystal structure and phase transformations of B2-(Ni,Pt)Al
coatings upon isothermal oxidation experiments (natural and scale free oxidation) at 1100 ◦C,
as a function of time beyond their martensitic transformation, are reported. Specifically, the analysis
of lattice parameter and composition are performed to identify changes in the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase
upon the chemically-driven L10-(Ni,Pt)Al and L12-(Ni,Pt)3Al transformations. The B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase
was found to disorder and transform the martensite during the heat treatments for both oxidation
experiments at approximately 36.3 and 40.9 at. % of Al, 47.7 and 42.9 at. % of Ni, 6.2 and 8.5 at. %
of Pt, 4.2 and 2.9 at. % of Cr and 4.4 and 3.8 at. % of Co. The lattice constant and the long-range
order parameter of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase decreased linearly as a function of the elemental content
irrespective of the nature of the oxidation experiments.

Keywords: B2-(Ni,Pt)Al bond coatings; oxidation; martensitic transformation; crystal structure

1. Introduction

B2-(Ni,Pt)Al intermetallics are widely used as bond coats (BC) in Thermal Barrier Coating
systems (TBCs) for aeronautic applications due to their high temperature oxidation and corrosion
resistance [1,2]. Such properties are achieved because these intermetallics serve as Al reservoirs for
the formation of a Thermally Grown Oxide (TGO) α-Al2O3 layer upon oxidation at high temperature.
The formed alumina scale acts as a barrier for the diffusion [3,4] and is the bonding material between
the superalloy (SA) and the ceramic top coat (TC). NiAl has a CsCl crystal structure and can be defined
by the sublattice model proposed by Ansara et al. [5]. In their work, two sublattices are used to define
the NiAl system; Al is located in the first sublattice, β; Ni is located in the second sublattice, α. In this
system, variations from stoichiometry are addressed as Ni antisites in the Ni-rich region, and as Ni
vacancies (Va) in the Al-rich region of the B2 phase, according to the triple point defects model defined
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by Pike et al. [6]. The mechanical and oxidation behavior of NiAl varies as the Al content deviates from
the 50:50 composition until the Ni-rich phase is achieved, but also with additions of ternary elements
such as Cr, Co, Hf, Fe, Mo, among others. In the present case, the Pt content in the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al coatings
reduces the detrimental effect of sulfur impurities on the scale adherence, prevents the formation
of voids at the scale interface and improves the oxidation resistance because it directly diminishes
the chemical activity of Al [7]. In the B2 phase, Pt occupies the Ni sites and has a solubility limit of
42 at. % [8,9]. Other elements, such as Cr and Co, are present in the bond coat since they diffuse
from the superalloy during the heat treatments or high temperature exposures. Cr and Co are known
to improve the oxidation and corrosion resistance and are assumed to occupy the Al and Ni sites,
respectively [10,11].

On the other hand, the Al depletion during operation (cyclic thermal and isothermal
exposure at high temperature) leads to changes in mechanical (Young modulus and other elastic
constants [12]) structural (ordering and size of crystals [1,13]) thermodynamic (phase stability [14],
enthalpy of formation, entropy [15]) and diffusion kinetics (mobility of atoms [16]) of the NiAl alloy,
and subsequently affects the lifetime of the TBC system. A loss of stability of the B2 phase also
leads to martensitic, or even gamma prime phase transformations, generating stresses in the coating
beneath the oxide scale and consequently, leads to TBC failure. For instance, some reports suggest
that the stress fields are the main intrinsic failure mechanisms of TBCs [4] because they contribute
to the rumpling of the BC [4,17], although there has been some controversy about the role of the
martensitic phase transformation on the failure of the TBCs [18]. The martensitic phase transformation
in B2-(Ni,Pt)Al coatings has been studied elsewhere by XRD, SEM and in-situ TEM in samples with
28% and 100% of their Furnace Cycle Test (FCT) life. In these reports, changes in the crystal structure,
such as volume fractions, linear and thermal strains, microstructure and their role in the development
of internal stresses are presented and discussed [19,20]. Additionally, Glynn et al. [21] performed
numerical simulations to study the effect of the thermal expansion coefficient on the stress and strains
distributions of the bond coat during cooling-heating cycles; they concluded that elastic (heating) and
inelastic (cooling) loadings of the bond coat develop a maximum tensile stress in the Top Coat.

The effect of ternary element additions on the nature and evolution of the martensitic
transformation has also been previously reported. Pt additions, and other ternary elements such
as Co and Cr, present an influence on the martensitic transformation temperature. For instance,
Kainuma et al. [22] showed that the start temperature of the martensitic transformation, MS increases
with Pt or Co additions and decreases when Cr, Mo and Fe are added to the B2-NiAl phase.
These studies have been carried out either by performing atomistic and numerical simulations or in
high temperature cycled samples that already contain the martensite phase. However, the effect of
the heat treatments on the stability of B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase and its disordering until transformation to
L10-(Ni,Pt)Al phase has not previously been reported.

The present contribution focuses on the effect of the isothermal exposure at 1100 ◦C of
B2-(Ni,Pt)Al bond coats deposited on RENE N5 superalloys on the chemical composition, structure and
microstructure of the bond coat, as well as on the chemically-driven B2 ↔ L10 martensitic transformation.
The oxidation experiments are designed to vary the diffusion rates so that the structural changes in the
B2 phase, and early stages of the transformation to the martensite phase, are separately identified and
linked to the local chemical content along the BC.

2. Materials and Methods

The samples used for the isothermal oxidation experiments were coupons of 25 mm diameter and
3 mm thickness, provided by GE-Aircraft Engines-Cincinnati, OH, USA. The coupons are composed
of a low-activity B2-(Ni,Pt)Al bond coat on a RENE N5 superalloy. In this process, a Pt layer is
electrolytically deposited over the substrate, whereas the Al is provided by a chemical vapor deposition
process (CVD) and finally, the nickel required to form the B2 phase diffuses from the SA through
vacuum heat treatments [2,23].
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Two types of isothermal oxidation experiments were conducted in order to identify structural
changes of the coatings related to the composition variations, regarding the possible effects of thermal
and mechanical stresses as the alumina scale grows. Both experiments were conducted at 1100 ◦C in
a single zone tube furnace (GSL-1100X, MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA, USA) in air (pO2 ~ 0.21 atm),
varying the growth conditions of the scale, as follows: In the first case, eight specimens were oxidized as
a function of time for 0–18 h in 3 h intervals. This experiment stands for a regular diffusion-controlled
oxidation process, where Al selectively oxidizes to form alumina (Al2O3) [24,25] at the surface. Since Al
depletes in the bond coat, following the natural diffusion process controlled by the pO2 present at
the metal-scale interface, this first case has been called Natural Oxidation (hereafter NO) experiments.
On the contrary, the second type of experiment is called Scale-Free Oxidation (hereafter SFO) experiments
because it corresponds to isothermal oxidation keeping the same pO2 (0.21 atm) with a minimum
presence of Al2O3 scale at the surface. One sample was used throughout the SFO experiment and
exposed to high temperature for 5 min intervals for a total of 110 min. The thin layer of alumina
grown after every 5 min of exposure was removed mechanically with SiC paper, and the sample was
exposed again to high temperature for 5 min. This process was repeated until 110 min of exposure of
the samples was completed. The TGO scale was removed in 5 min intervals to increase, for instance,
the Al depletion rate in order to address its effect on the crystal structure of the intermetallic.

For comparative purposes, the units of time for NO and SFO experiments are unified to hours
in Figures 2, 4 and 5. All samples were cooled down from 1100 ◦C to room temperature (RT) with
a constant cooling rate (100 ◦C/min). Characterization of samples was also all performed at RT.
It is well known that metallographic polishing introduces mechanical stresses and distorts the B2
lattice shadowing the structural characterization of the coating. To avoid this effect, the crystal
structure of the bond coat is first characterized after every exposure to high temperature, then the
alumina scale is removed by metallographic polishing and characterized in terms of chemical content
and microstructure.

The structural properties of the coatings are studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using
a diffractometer (Dmax2100, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) with Cu-Kα radiation. All samples, irrespective of
the oxidation process, are characterized before the oxidation treatments and right after every exposure
to high temperature. The lattice parameter (a) of the B2 phase, as a function of oxidation time,
is obtained using Bragg´s law and applying Bradley and Jay’s extrapolation [26]. Additionally,
the long-range order parameter, S, is calculated using the following equation [27]:

S =

√√√√√
ISL_obs
IF_obs
ISL_re f
IF_re f

(1)

where I is the relative intensity of the peaks of the B2 phase. The subscripts correspond to the
contributions of the superlattice (SL) and fundamental (F) peaks of the thermally treated (obs) and
“reference” (ref ) samples. The “as-received” sample for the NO and SFO experiments are used as
the reference condition, since no crystallographic information JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction Standards) files are available for the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase. The determination of S is
performed for those XRD patterns that allowed a reliable measurement of the superlattice/fundamental
peaks ratio. This corresponds to the experiments from 0 to 1.25 h for SFO and from 0 to 12 h for NO
oxidation experiments. After those times, superlattice peaks are not observed.

As mentioned before, after each XRD measurement, the samples were polished in order to remove
the alumina scale (oxidation product), and the microstructure of the surface is studied by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) using a XL30 (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with an incidence
energy of 15 keV and a working distance of 10 mm. The microstructural details are revealed by etching
the surface of the samples with an HCl/HNO3 solution in a volume ratio of 5:1. The etching is carried
out by dipping the sample 5 times for 5 s. This procedure was defined after several procedures in
dummy samples to avoid excessive sample etching and/or pitting. The chemical content on the surface
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of the samples is measured by using Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with the Philips,
XL30, Eindhoven, The Netherlands and verified in some samples by electron probe microanalysis
(JXA-8530F, JEOL, Tokio, Japan). The incidence energy was 20 keV and the working distance was
11 mm. Diffusing elements from the SA (Cr, Co, W, Ta, Mo and Re) were identified in the bond coat
besides the Ni, Al and Pt, but only Ni, Al, Pt, Cr, and Co are considered in the analysis because they
belong to the bond coat as solid solution substitutional atoms and also have high solubility in the B2
phase. Other elements such as W, Ta, Mo, and Re that diffuse from the superalloy are heterogeneously
distributed either in the BC or in a so-called interdiffusion zone (IDZ); they are not considered in
the scope of this work and further work has to be done to address their effect on the properties of
B2-(Ni,Pt)Al coatings.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the composition of Ni, Al, Pt, Cr and Co along the cross section of the as-received
B2-(Ni,Pt)Al coatings used for the NO and SFO experiments, as a function of the distance from the
surface covering the bond coat, the Interdiffusion Zone (IDZ) and the last 40 μm belongs to the
superalloy. The major constituent elements in the BC (Al, Ni and Pt) varied almost linearly from 51.5,
37.5 and 9.0 at. % to 34.2, 44.2 and 3.7 at. %, respectively. A slight increase in Pt is observed on the
first 13 μm of the BC and later decreased to 0 at the IDZ/SA interface. Co and Cr are also measured in
the BC and vary from 1 and 0.3 at. % to 7 and 7 at. %, respectively. The IDZ showed heterogeneous
concentrations of Ni, Al, Pt, Co and Cr distributed in γ and γ′ phases, as well as μ precipitates [7,28].
Minor content elements, mainly allocated in the IDZ such as W, Re, Ta, Mo (not shown in Figure 1) are
also present even in the BC but are not considered in the analysis. Finally, the chemical content of the
SA is in agreement with that previously reported in the literature [29] and showed a constant behavior
along the measured section.
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Figure 1. Concentration profiles of a cross section reference sample obtained from EPMA, starting from
the BC surface, through the IDZ zone up to the SA.

Changes in the crystal structure as a function of oxidation time are obtained by XRD. The B2
crystal structure of the as-received coatings is unambiguously identified in Figure 2a,b for NO and
SFO experiments, respectively, through the appearance of its fundamental and superlattice peaks.
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The fundamental (110), (200) and (211), and the superlattice (100), (111) and (210) diffraction peaks
of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase are clearly identified in the as-received samples for both experiments.
The fundamental peaks correspond to those diffraction planes that satisfy the selection rules for BCC
lattices (h + k + l = even), and superlattice peaks correspond to the peaks that do not satisfy such rules.
Since the martensite phase has a Face Centered Tetragonal crystal structure, the fundamental peaks
correspond to the diffraction planes that satisfy the selection rules for FCC lattices (unmixed h + k + l),
and superlattice for those that do not apply to these selection rules [27]. The Al2Pt phase is also
identified in some of the samples in the as-received conditions for the NO experiments and is
represented with the symbol V. As expected, α-Al2O3 is also observed in all the samples exposed to
NO experiments whereas it is weakly detected in SFO samples. A monotonic shifting to higher angles
and a decrease in the superlattice peaks’ intensity are evidence of the structural changes taking place
during the NO and SFO experiments. The martensite L10-(Ni,Pt)Al phase is clearly identified after
6 h and 0.92 h for the NO and SFO samples respectively. The criterion to define the onset time of
L10-phase formation is based on the appearance of the fundamental (111) peak at 43.3 degrees of 2θ.
Superlattice peaks of the B2 phase are not observed after 15 h for NO and 1.83 h for SFO. However,
small fundamental peaks indicate the presence of a partially disordered B2 phase. The gamma
prime L12-(Ni,Pt)3Al phase is also observed in the experiments after 18 h and 1.83 h for NO and
SFO, respectively.

In the region of the mixture of phases, the martensite exhibited both superlattice and fundamental
peaks during all the periods of high temperature exposure, while the austenite (B2 phase) partially
decreased the superlattice peaks until they disappeared at 15 h and 1.83 h of NO and SFO experiments.
It is important to remark that the superlattice peaks result after the contribution of the scattered X-rays
by the atoms located in the α and β sublattices of the B2 phase, and therefore they depend on the
difference in the Atomic Scattering factors (ASF) of the elements. Thus, the superlattice peaks allow to
identify if the Ni and Al atoms occupy their corresponding sublattices in the B2-NiAl alloy or, if they
are randomly arranged, promoting a disordered state of this intermetallic [27].

The decrease of the austenite superlattice peaks shows that this phase partially disorders as
a function of the oxidation time and becomes completely disordered after 15 h and 1.25 h of NO and
SFO, while the martensite phase remains ordered as the oxidation time increases.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. XRD patterns for samples processed by (a) natural oxidation for thermal exposure times of
0–18 h and (b) scale free oxidation for thermal exposure times of 0–110 min. The inset is a magnified
view which better shows the evolution of the L10 (111) and B2 (110) peaks.
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SEM micrographs of the microstructure of the NO samples in the as-received conditions, as well
as those oxidized for 18 h, are presented in Figure 3a,b, respectively. The expected B2 phase (previously
identified by XRD) shows equiaxed grains with a heterogeneous size in the range between 3 and 6 μm.
For the 18 h - NO sample, B2-(Ni,Pt)Al, L10-(Ni,Pt)Al and L12-(Ni,Pt)3Al phases are identified based
on their morphology. Particularly, the L10-(Ni,Pt)Al phase is identified because the grains show the
common habit planes of the martensite phase, which is the product of a diffusionless transformation
of the B2 phase upon cooling [21]. This sample also shows a grain coarsening effect of both beta and
the martensite grains (grain size between 8 and 12 μm).

(a) (b)

10 m 10 m 

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of the bond coat surface (a) before and (b) after scale free oxidation
for 110 min. B2-(Ni,Pt)Al, L10-(Ni,Pt)Al and L12-(Ni,Pt)3Al phases are identified with arrows.
The martensite phase is well identified in (b) by its habit planes.

The pores observed in the grains in Figure 3b are likely to be the result of either vacancy
condensation (e.g., Kirkendall effect) and/or chemical etching attack during the metallographic
sample preparation. Additionally, precipitates of γ′ phase are observed in grain boundaries due to
Al diffusion. This diffusion mechanism generates regions with a higher content of Ni and leads to
the transformation to γ′ (Ni,Pt)3Al [23]. The identification of the γ′ phase shows that the content of
the coating exposed to 18 h is in the region of mixture of phases B2 + L12, which correlates well to
XRD measurements.

Figure 4 shows variations in composition from the sample surfaces exposed to both oxidation
experiments. Particularly, Figure 4a (Ni,Al) and 4b (Pt, Cr, Co) show the values corresponding to the
NO experiments and Figure 4c (Ni,Al) and 4d (Pt, Cr, Co) correspond to the SFO experiments.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Variation in Al and Ni content as a function of (a) NO and (c) SFO heat treatment time.
The martensitic transformation conditions are indicated at 36.9 at. % Al after 6 h of thermal exposure
and at 40.9 at. % Al after 0.92 h of thermal exposure. Variation in Pt, Cr and Co content as a function of
(b) NO and (d) SFO heat treatment time.

The Al content decreased as a function of heat treatment time from 49.0 to 33.5 at. % and from 47.6
to 33.4 at. %, whereas the Ni increased from 34.0 to 50.0 at. % and from 38.8 to 49.5 at. % for NO and
SFO, respectively (Figure 4a,c). The Pt content decreased from 12.0 to 5.3 at. % and from 9.9 to 5.9 at. %
for NO and SFO. In contrast, Co increased from 2.3 to 4.9 at. % and from 2.1 at. % to 5.6 at. % for NO
and SFO, respectively. Similarly, Cr content increased from 1.0 to 4.6 at. % and from 0.8 to 5.6 at. %.

For comparative purposes, the X axes are matched from the as-received (0 h) up to the onset
of martensitic transformation. These conditions correspond to 6 h and 0.92 h for NO and SFO,
respectively. This criterion applies for composition and lattice constant and long-range ordering
from Figures 4 and 5.

From Figure 4a,b, a quasi-parabolic composition profile as a function of the oxidation time
is observed for the NO experiments, whereas an almost linear profile is observed for the SFO
experiments. For NO experiments, two regions of variation that are defined by the onset of the
martensitic transformation are observed. The approximate ratio of the depletion rates in these regions
are 10%, 12%, 14%, 15% and 7% for Al, Ni, Pt, Cr and Co, respectively.

Thus, from 0 to 6 h, high depletion rates are observed for all the elements, keeping however the B2
composition; hereafter called B2 region, since it corresponds to the oxidation phenomena that occurs
before the martensitic transformation. In the second region, the elements presented a lower depletion
rate and are called “B2 + L10 region” because they correspond to the zone where beta and martensite
phase coexist at RT.

On the other hand, the composition of samples exposed to SFO experiments followed only
one tendency in the diffusion processes during all the experiments, even after the martensitic
transformation (Figure 4d).

4. Discussion

Considering the three major elements (Al, Pt and Ni as a balance), the composition of the
as-received coating surface corresponds to the stoichiometric B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase of the Al-Ni-Pt phase
diagram (see Figure 1). A composition gradient is observed from the surface through the coating
thickness moving to the B2 + L12 region as it approaches the IDZ boundary [10]. The crystal structure
from the surface of the as-received and heat-treated samples was verified by XRD (see Figure 2).
As expected, during coating preparation both the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al and the underlying superalloy show
interdiffusion processes leading to composition gradients with positive (Ni, Cr, Co) or negative
(Al and Pt) trends [2,23].
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The particular increase of Pt on the first 13 μm of the BC causes inversely proportional changes in
the Ni content. This behavior is because Pt has a preference for the Ni sites in the B2 crystal structure
since the bond strength of AlPt is stronger than that of AlNi. As a consequence, Pt decreases the
chemical activity of Al [1,7].

It is worth noting that the oxidation time does not represent a reliable variable to correlate
the structural and chemical properties in both experiments because it changes according to specific
oxidation conditions. Instead, physical and/or thermodynamic considerations, as well as the phase
transformations that occur in the coating, must be taken into account. To do so, and as mentioned before,
the experiments are compared in Figures 4 and 5 from 0 h to the onset of the martensitic transformation.

The NO and SFO experiments represent different oxidation kinetics. Nevertheless, the boundaries
for the B2 → L10 martensitic transformation in the NO experiments are 36.3 at. % Al, 6.2 at. % Pt,
4.2 at. % Cr, 4.4 at. % Co and 47.7 at. % Ni, and those for the SFO experiments are 40.9 at. % Al,
8.5 at. % Pt, 2.9 at. % Cr, 3.8 at. % Co and 42.9 at. % of Ni.

The increase of Pt during the first 0.42 h of SFO experiments (Figure 4d) seems to be associated
with the fabrication process, since a similar trend is also observed in the as-coated sample, in which,
as mentioned before, Pt increases during the first 13 μm of the BC (see Figure 1).

Another non-expected increment of Al is observed in the sample exposed to 12 h of NO due
to the presence of the Al2Pt phase. The characterization of all the specimens in the as-received
conditions allowed the identification of the aforementioned phase in the samples that were later
exposed to 0, 3 and 12 h. In this case, the Al2Pt phase dissolves, which increases the Al content of
the coating.

Figure 5a,b show the lattice constant a and long-range order parameter S of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al
phase obtained from the analysis of the XRD patterns for the NO and SFO experiments as a function
of the oxidation time. The lattice constant of the as-received sample is 2.932 Å, which is in turn 1.6%
higher than that expected for the stoichiometric binary NiAl alloy. This increase is due to Pt-additions
(12 at. %) and is in agreement with results reported by Chen et al. [30]. In general, it is found that the
lattice constant decreases as a function of the thermal exposure time and follows similar trends for NO
and SFO experiments during the first stages of the oxidation.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) Experimental and calculated lattice constant a of the B2 phase for NO and SFO experiments;
(b) Long range ordering S of the B2 phase as a function of the exposure time for natural and scale free
oxidation experiments.

The coupled behavior between composition and lattice constant has already been studied
by Bozzolo [13] and Pike [31] for the binary NiAl systems, which follows the Vergard′s law for
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substitutional solid solution alloys. The contribution of other elements to the lattice constant of the B2
phase depends on its size and specific location in every sublattice, according to the structural triple
point defects generated in this alloy [6]. Based on the sublattice model for NiAl by I. Ansara [5] and on
the site preference models for Pt, Cr and Co proposed by Jiang et al. [8,12], the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al BC can
be represented by a two sublattice descriptions as B2-(Ni, Pt, Co)(Al, Cr, Ni). Given that Al depletes
during the oxidation, the studied system will remain in the Ni-rich alloy region, where no vacancies
are expected and Ni antisites are considered. Additionally, Pt, Cr and Co are taken as substitutional
solid solution defects.

A detailed observation of the composition variations (Figure 4), a and S at the martensitic
transformation boundary (6 h NO and 0.92 h SFO), shows a direct relation between the Al and
Pt contents and these structural parameters of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase. Unlike the other elements,
the higher Al content the higher a and S is observed. A similar behavior is observed at 12 h of oxidation
in the NO experiment, where the effect of Al content on the a and S is probably due to the dissolution
of the Al2Pt in the B2 phase at high temperature.

Del Grosso et al. [32] performed a theoretical calculation of the effects of Pt on the lattice constant
of NiAl as a function of composition based on the Bozzolo-Ferrante-Smith method. For comparison,
their results are plotted as squares in Figure 5a for 1, 3, 6 and 18 h. The compositions for these times
are normalized to the NiAlPt system and correspond to the simulated values by Del Grosso et al.
Although the theoretically calculated a values are higher than the experimental ones, there is a good
agreement in their tendencies as a function of the oxidation time, which is proportional to the
composition. Thus, changes in the crystal structure of B2-(Ni,Pt)Al coatings caused by the oxidation are
prompt to be addressed through experimental and atomistic simulations approaches seeking a better
understanding of their structural stability and phase transformations.

For instance, Sordelet et al. [33] studied the effects of Pt on the isothermal nature of the martensitic
transformation of NiAl and found that Pt increases the start martensitic transformation temperature
Ms. Complementary results are presented by Jiang et al., [34] based on Density Functional Theory
calculations, and show that Pt additions decrease the shear C´ and C44 moduli and thus destabilize
the B2 phase. Additionally, the Al-Ni-Pt phase diagram reported by Hayashi et al. [10] proposes
an extended region where the martensitic transformation may occur. Additions of 20 at. % Pt move
the Al boundary for transformation up to approximately 40 at. % Al [33,35]. These observations are
directly associated with the present results because the coatings exposed to SFO experiments contain
higher Pt content and transformed at higher Al contents than the values required for martensitic
transformation in the binary NiAl (about 37 at. %) alloy.

The behavior of S is found to be in accordance with the chemical content changes in the bond
coat, following the trends of Al depletion in every region. Although S presents similar values for
the B2 region, a significant difference is observed at the transformation boundary (6 h for NO and
0.92 h for SFO) which is explained in terms of the chemical content on each sample, and their role
contributing to the scattering of the X-rays depending on the site occupancy of the sublattices in the
B2 structure [12]. As can be seen in Figure 4c,d, the sample exposed to 0.92 h contained more Al and
Pt than the sample exposed to 6 h (Figure 4a,b) and consequently less Ni. No significant differences
are observed for Cr and Co between both types of samples. Remembering that the B2 phase can be
described by the 2 sublattice model, where Pt and Co occupy the Ni sublattice and Cr occupies the Al
sublattice, six binary systems (B2-XAl and B2-XCr, X: Ni, Pt and Co) can be compared to understand
the role that the elemental composition of the alloy has on the superlattice peaks’ intensity observed
in the X-ray patterns. These peaks are a consequence of the difference in ASF in every sublattice
and therefore define the long-range order parameter. Despite the simplicity of the binary models,
these are useful to show the contributions of the elements to the superlattice peaks. For instance,
the difference in ASF of the binary models at 2θ = 30.9◦ that correspond to the superlattice (100)
peak are: B2-PtAl → 44.86, B2-PtCr → 38.57, B2-NiAl → 8.97, B2-CoAl → 8.28, B2-NiCr → 2.68 and
B2-CoCr → 1.99. It is clearly observed that the larger differences correspond to the Pt containing alloys
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due to the higher electronic density of Pt. This analysis is in good agreement with the content of Al
and Pt at the transformation boundary.

Thus, composition, lattice parameter, as well as for long-range ordering, all follow similar
behaviors, showing two regions of variation before and after the martensitic transformation for
NO experiments, and an almost linear decrease for SFO experiments.

Given that the oxidation time is not a physically meaningful independent variable, nor does it
allow direct comparison of natural and scale free oxidation results, the lattice constant and long-range
ordering parameter are plotted in Figure 6 versus the corresponding variable, as a function of the Al
content for NO and SFO experiments, since it is the most representative contributor to the crystal
structure properties and ordering. The oxidation process is shown by the expressions “Oxidation
starts” for 0 h and “Oxidation ends” for 18 h and 1.83 h of NO and SFO, respectively. Data from
the literature for the binary NiAl system is also represented in Figure 6 for comparative purposes.
The values reported by Bozzolo et al. [36] correspond to first principles calculations performed in
B2-NiAl and applying Ni antisite defects for compositions out of the stoichiometry, in order to maintain
the B2 crystal structure.
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Figure 6. Variation of lattice constant as a function of Al content for NO and SFO experiments.
Results of the analysis from a Binary (Bozzolo) and commercial systems are included.

The lattice constant of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase shows a linear dependence with the Al content
during the complete isothermal oxidation process, irrespective of the nature of the oxidation
(NO or SFO). This behavior corresponds to substitutional solid solution alloys, where the elements
are replaced by others following a model of hard spheres and where Vegard’s law can be applied.
Based on the slopes of the linear trends, we can see that the dependence of the lattice constant with Al
content in the commercial coatings showed good agreement with the behavior of the simulated NiAl
binary system. The dispersion of a values and slight differences in the slopes from 40 to 50 at. % Al are
attributed to the change of Pt, Cr and Co in the Ni and Al sublattices from the as-received conditions
(0 h) to the transformation boundaries (6 h and 0.92 h). The difference in the lattice constant between the
simulations and experiments is mainly due to the effect of Pt substitutions in the Ni site. These results
are in agreement with the work reported by Chen et al. [30]. The effect of Cr and Co on the lattice
constant are not expected to be determinant on the size of the unit cell because their atomic radiuses
are similar to that of Ni, and according to the triple point defect model and site preferences, they do
not affect this parameter.
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The linear dependence of the lattice constant as a function of Al content in the region of
mixed B2 + L10 phases showed a higher slope than the one observed in the single B2 phase region.
This behavior deserves further studies.

These findings show the importance of the Al content in the crystal structure of commercial
B2-(Ni,Pt)Al bond coatings and the effect of the ternary additions on the size of the B2 unit cell
(bigger intercept than for NiAl).

The long-range ordering S for NO and SFO experiments plotted in Figure 6 also exhibits a linear
dependence with the Al content, independently of the nature of the oxidation. These results show
how the B2 phase disorders as the Al is depleted during the oxidation until its transformation to the
martensitic phase. The behavior of S is also affected by the presence of Pt in the alloy due to their
difference in ASF with Al, and this affects the ordering and consequently the stability of the crystal
structure, as shown before.

5. Conclusions

Two different isothermal oxidation experiments conducted at 1100 ◦C and pO2 = 0.2 atm,
on B2-(Ni,Pt)Al/Rene N5 systems were performed to study the effect of chemical content on the
structural stability and the martensitic phase transformation of B2-(Ni,Pt)Al bond coats. The main
conclusions are presented below:

• Natural (NO) and Scale Free (SFO) Oxidation experiments allowed us to study the stability and
martensitic transformation of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase as a function of the composition.

• The B2 phase destabilized and transformed to martensite for NO and SFO experiments at 36.3
and 40.9 at. % of Al, 47.7 and 42.9 at. % of Ni, 6.2 and 8.5 at. % of Pt, 4.2 and 2.9 at. % of Cr and
4.4 and 3.8 at. % of Co, respectively.

• The lattice constant and long range ordering parameter of the B2-(Ni,Pt)Al phase have a linear
dependence on the Al content of the coating and the slopes are similar to the binary NiAl system.

• Diffusing Cr and Co elements from the SA were identified in the bond coat and did not cause
significant effects on the size and ordering of the coating.

• Al and Pt were found to play a determinant role in the lattice constant and S of the B2 phase.
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Abstract: The joining of lead-free Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu (SAC305) solder alloy to metal substrate with the
addition of a porous Cu interlayer was investigated. Two types of porous Cu interlayers, namely
15 ppi—pore per inch (P15) and 25 ppi (P25) were sandwiched in between SAC305/Cu substrate.
The soldering process was carried out at soldering time of 60, 180, and 300 s at three temperature
levels of 267, 287, and 307 ◦C. The joint strength was evaluated by tensile testing. The highest strength
for solder joints with addition of P25 and P15 porous Cu was 51 MPa (at 180 s and 307 ◦C) and
54 MPa (at 300 s and 307 ◦C ), respectively. The fractography of the solder joint was analyzed by
optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The results showed that the
propagation of fracture during tensile tests for solder with a porous Cu interlayer occurred in three
regions: (i) SAC305/Cu interface; (ii) inside SAC305 solder alloy; and (iii) inside porous Cu. Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to identify intermetallic phases. Cu6Sn5 phase with
scallop-liked morphology was observed at the interface of the SAC305/Cu substrate. In contrast,
the scallop-liked intermetallic phase together with more uniform but a less defined scallop-liked
phase was observed at the interface of porous Cu and solder alloy.

Keywords: porous Cu interlayer; Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu solder alloy; joint strength; fracture morphology

1. Introduction

At present, solder is widely used in the semiconductor packaging industry with the purpose of
providing electronic connection. It also plays an important role in the joining of metal components in
the transportation, aerospace and energy industries [1–3]. Driven by miniaturization and increased
requirements for advanced electronic devices, it is crucial to develop a solder alloy that can remain
stable under extreme environments and perform well under high temperature operating systems [4].
Thus, the characteristic performance of the solder alloys is critical since a good quality solder joint
could ultimately determine the effective function and reliability of a semiconductor device.

Due to health and environmental concerns, the use of lead-free (Pb-free) solders has been
proposed to substitute the lead containing solders in the electronic packaging process [5,6]. To date,
Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu (SAC305) solder alloy has been proposed as a promising alternative to replace the lead
containing solder alloys in electronic applications due to its favourable mechanical properties including
superior resistance to creep and thermal fatigue [3,7,8]. This solder is generally applied in commercial
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microelectronic devices where the operating temperature usually does not exceed 260 ◦C. However,
due to the higher melting temperature of SAC305 solder alloy (217 ◦C) compared to the conventional
Sn-Pb solder alloy (183 ◦C), SAC305 solder alloy is thus more viable for middle-temperature-ranged
applications [9].

Several studies using SAC305 solder alloy in the electronics assemblies operated at higher
temperature have been successfully reported. In a Chellvarajoo et al. study, they reengineered
the composite SAC305 solder alloy by adding nanoparticles to enhance the reliability of the solder
joint. They found the intermetallic compound (IMC) growth stunted by increasing the percentage of
nanoparticles of iron nickel oxide (Fe2NiO4) or nickel oxide (NiO) in the SAC305 solder matrix [10,11].
In addition, attempts have also been made in improving the solderability of SAC305 solder alloy in
high temperature electronic applications by altering the joining methods through the utilization of
an interlayer material in the soldering process, such as during the transient liquid phase (TLP) bonding
process. TLP bonding is an established joining technique for die attach bonding in the application of
high temperature electronic systems [2]. Generally, a thin layer of low melting point metal is utilized
as the interlayer material for an effective bonding during the TLP process. Liu et al. study reported
enhanced joint strength and restrained formation of the IMC layer was observed through the use of
a composite preform consisting of an Ag based metal core layer with Sn-Ag based solder layers at both
sides during the TLP bonding process [12].

More recently, it has been reported that lead-free solder alloys containing additional metal
elements have decreased the melting temperature and improved the tensile strength of the solder
joints. This was successfully accomplished by adding Cu nanoparticles into Sn-Ag solder alloys [13].
The examination of interfacial interaction during the soldering process showed that Cu particles were
dissolved in the solder alloys and this influenced the chemical structure of the Sn-Ag solders, leading
to lower melting temperatures and an increase in the solder joint strength. As a result of this promising
finding, few studies have been reported to adopt similar techniques for various lead-free solders.

Furthermore, some achievement with enhanced joint quality was also found in the studies through
the utilization of porous metal interlayer during the joining process in the field of metal-joining
application. Recently, porous metal interlayers have been widely used in various engineering designs
such as cooling electronic systems and in aerospace facilities due to its porosity, thermal conductivity
and usage efficiency [14–16]. The pores in the porous metal interlayer is reported to assist during the
residual stress absorption, which endows this unique feature a remarkable advantage for metal joining
applications [17].

For instance, Zaharinie et al. investigated the addition of a porous Cu/Ni interlayer sandwiched
in between the sapphire and inconel that were joined using vacuum brazing. The results showed that
the Cu/Ni porous composite in the sapphire-inconel joint altered the thermodynamic activity near
the ceramic portion of the sapphire, leading to the ductile IMC formation which further improved the
joining characteristics [18]. Previously, we have worked on the utilization of porous Cu interlayer in
the soldering process where the IMC growth and formation was affected by the porosity of the porous
Cu [19]. However, the results are preliminary and warrant further in-depth studies. Since this technique
is still in its infancy in the field of soldering technique for electronic assembly application, in this paper,
we aim to investigate the influence of porous Cu on its joint strengths, fracture morphologies and the
IMC formation. Therefore, modifying the physical soldering process of SAC305 solder alloy through
the incorporation of a porous Cu interlayer in the soldering configuration was attempted.

In this paper, the effects of a porous Cu interlayer on the mechanical properties and microstructure
of SAC305 solder joints were investigated. We hypothesized the porous Cu interlayer to function as
a metal foam allowing the molten solder alloy to penetrate into its internal porous structure to achieve
a better joint quality [20].
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2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Material Selection

The SAC305 solder paste alloy material used was provided by Nihon Handa Co., Ltd. (Tokyo,
Japan). The chemical composition and general properties of the solder material are given in Tables 1
and 2 [21], respectively. Two types of open cells foam, namely porous Cu interlayer of 15 pore per inch
(ppi) and 25 ppi, signified as P15 and P25, were used as the solder joint reinforcement. The interlayer
porosity was determined using the mass displacement equation with water as the immersing medium
as shown in Figure 1. The percentage of porosity was calculated by the following equation from
Archimedes’ principle:

P(%) =
Was − Wd
Was − Ws

(1)

where P is the percentage of porosity, Was the weight of porous Cu after submerged in water,
Wd represents the weight in dry condition, and Ws the weight of porous Cu while submerged in water.
Note that the volume of water displaced is equal to the volume of the porous Cu being submerged.
The solid part in the porous Cu is called solid cell walls (SCW) [22].

Table 1. Chemical composition of solder alloy (wt. %).

Solder Alloy Cu Ag Bi Fe As Ni Pb Sb Sn

Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu 0.516 3.083 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.001 0.022 0.015 Bal.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of SAC305 [21].

Solder Alloy Melting Temperature,
◦C

Tensile Strength,
MPa

Young Modulus,
MPa

Hardness,
HV

Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu 217 50.6 54 13.3

Figure 1. Archimedes’ technique to calculate porosity of porous Cu interlayer. (a) Porous in dry
condition; (b) porous while submerged in water; (c) porous after submerged in water.

2.2. Joining Procedure and Soldering Process Set Up

Two Cu cylindrical rods with dimensions of 30 mm in length and 8 mm in diameter were used
as the substrates. They were soldered together using 0.1 g of SAC305 solder alloy with porous Cu
in between the solder alloy, as configured in Figure 2. Prior to the soldering process, the porous
Cu interlayers (P15 and P25) were rolled manually with a solid cylinder to obtain a uniform layer
with 100 μm in thickness. The solder joint without porous Cu was prepared as a control specimen.
The prepared specimen was clamped using a fabricated jig to hold the sample during the soldering
process in the tube furnace, as shown in Figure 3. The tube furnace was set up in accordance with
the Japanese Industrial Standard, JIS Z 3191. Briefly as shown in Figure 4, the specimen was heated
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inside a movable tube furnace under Argon gas atmosphere at a predefined temperature and time.
The soldering process was conducted at temperatures of 267, 287, and 307 ◦C, with three different
holding times of 60, 180, and 300 s as listed in Table 3.

Figure 2. Configuration of a solder joint.

Figure 3. Assembled solder joint at fabricated jig.

Figure 4. Schematic view of furnace set up as in Japanese Industrial Standard, JISZ 3191.

Table 3. Parameters setting for mechanical testing.

Parameters Setting Value

Soldering temperature, ◦C 267, 287, 307
Soldering time, s 60, 180, 300

Porous Cu 0, P15, P25

2.3. Joint Strength Analysis

The strength of the solder joint was measured by tensile testing. The tensile test was carried out at
room temperature using Instron® Corporation Universal Testing machine (Model No. 3369, Norwood,
MA, USA), with crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min. The specimen was initially machined at the testing
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section to avoid the effect of difference in edge shape caused by over flowing of molten solder during
the soldering process. The results of this tensile strength were determined by the average value of
three different samples for each condition.

2.4. Microstructural Analysis

After the soldering process, the microstructural observations of the fractured surface were
observed under the optical microscope (OM, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The cross sections of the soldered
joints were also prepared using standard metallorgraphical procedures (sectioning, grinding and
polishing) for microstructural analysis. The elemental compositions of the IMC layer were analyzed
using scanning electron micrograph (SEM, Crest System (M) Sdn. Bhd., Eindhoven, The Netherlands)
equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, Crest System (M) Sdn. Bhd., Eindhoven,
The Netherlands). The fractography (surface and cross section) of the solder joint after the tensile test
was also examined by SEM and EDX to study their failure behaviour.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Verification of Porosity Percentage

Porous Cu interlayer is characterized by the size of the pore diameter which associates with the
porosity [23]. The percentages of the porosity are presented in Figure 5, both experimentally and
theoretically. The experimental value was measured by Archimedes’ technique, while the theoretical
value was calculated by the pore density formula. Figure 6 shows the surface structure of P15 and
P25 porous Cu in its pre-rolled and post-rolled conditions. The average thickness of the porous Cu
solid cell walls for P15 and P25 porous Cu was 0.23 mm and 0.06 mm, while the pore diameters for
P15 and P25 after rolling were 0.3 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. This showed that the pores were still
distinct in shape even after being rolled into a very thin layer. The reason for rolling the porous Cu into
a very thin layer was to reduce the joint gap and thereby promote a homogeneous joint layer. In fact,
thick joints tend to reduce the joint strength [24].

Figure 5. Experimental and theoretical measurement of porosity percentage of porous Cu interlayer.
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Figure 6. Structure of porous Cu interlayer of P15 and P25 before and after rolling. (a) P15, pre-rolled;
(b) P15, post-rolled; (c) P25, pre-rolled; (d) P25, post-rolled.

3.2. Effect of Porous Cu Interlayer Addition on Joint Strength

Figure 7 shows the effect of soldering time on joint strength at three different temperatures of
solder joint, with and without the two types of porous Cu interlayer. For the control sample without
porous Cu, it was observed that the effect of soldering time and temperature on joint strength was
minimal as similar joint strength values were recorded for all solder joints, ~40 MPa. In contrast, with
the porous Cu addition samples, increasing the soldering time and temperature generally increased
the joint strength of the solder joint. In addition, the joint strength of P25 porous Cu solder samples
seemed higher compared to the samples with P15 porous Cu at each applied soldering time and
temperature; with the exception for P15 porous Cu at soldering time of 60 s and 300 s and temperature
of 307 ◦C. This is possibly due to the effect of differential reaction of porous Cu interface with molten
solder in order to create bonding. Only a slight drop in the joint was observed for the P25 porous Cu
sample when temperature increased from 287 ◦C to 307 ◦C.

The highest strength for the P25 porous Cu addition sample was recorded at 51 MPa with
soldering time of 180 s and temperature of 307 ◦C, whereas, for the sample with P15 porous Cu
addition, 54 MPa marked the highest observed strength at soldering time of 300 s and temperature
of 307 ◦C. Both values are acceptable for the optimum joint strength of solder joint for the usage of
electronics devices [25]. These values are, in fact, comparable to the joint strength of die attach using
composite preform layer during joining as reported in Liu et al. study [12].
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Figure 7. Effect of soldering time and porosity on joint strength at soldering temperature of (a) 267 ◦C;
(b) 287 ◦C; and (c) 307 ◦C.

3.3. Effect of Porous Cu Interlayer Addition on Fracture Behaviour

3.3.1. Fractured Surface

The specimens at soldering temperature of 307 ◦C and 300 s were selected for the microstructure
analysis due to the promising results obtained in the joint strength evaluation. The fractured surfaces
of both samples, (control and with porous Cu interlayer) are illustrated in Figure 8a–c, while high
magnification images of the selected area are shown in Figure 8d–f. The fracture of the solder joint
without porous Cu interlayer occurred in between the Cu substrate and the solder, as well as inside
the solidified SAC305 solder alloy, as shown in Figure 8a. At higher magnification, the surface was
seen to be mostly flat, consisting of micro ductile dimples and brittle failure indicating a mixed failure
that occurred in the solder of SAC305 (Figure 8d). Similar fracture behavior was also found on the
other control sample with different soldering parameters. This observation is in accordance with the
joint strength measurement obtained where they had approximately similar value of joint strength
(Figure 7).
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A rougher fractured surface was obtained on the sample soldered with P15 porous Cu, as shown
in Figure 8b. Fractured form of the porous Cu interlayer was obviously detected at the broken surface
after the tensile testing. This observation is similar to the brazing process involving metal foam where
a cup and cone liked structure of metal foam was detected at fractured surface [26]. The failure
locations were found at the solder interface close to the porous Cu interface, which corresponds to the
IMC layer. This can be explained by the formation of Cu6Sn5 IMC phase at the boundary between
the solder and porous Cu, as shown in Figure 8e. A larger solid cell wall for P15 will reduce the
penetration of molten solder inside porous Cu, creating a segment unreachable by molten solder
during the soldering process. Consequently, P15 bonding solid cell walls develop weakness hence
explaining the observation for lower joint strength of P15 porous Cu solder joint compared to the
P25 porous Cu at soldering temperatures of 267 ◦C and 287 ◦C (Figure 7a,b). However, at a higher
soldering temperature (307 ◦C) with soldering time 60 s and 300 s, the joint strength of solder joint with
P15 porous Cu obtained is slightly higher than the corresponding solder joint with P25 porous Cu.

Figure 8. Fracture morphology of solder joint at soldering temperature of 307 ◦C with soldering time
of 300 s; (a–c) optical microscope; (d–f) high magnification from SEM.

Figure 8c shows the fracture surface of the P25 porous Cu interlayer specimen. As shown in
Figure 7, higher joint strength was obtained for the solder joint with P25 porous Cu. The bright dimple
which arises from the cleavage surface was detected at the wall boundary of porous Cu and solder alloy
(Figure 8f). This cleavage surface developed as a result of decohesion of IMC involving Cu from porous
Cu and Sn from molten solder during slow elongation rate of tensile testing. As the amount of Cu
atom increased in solder joint system of P25 porous Cu, the reaction of Cu-Sn increased as well to form
the IMC phase. The IMC phase formation hindered the motion of atoms dislocation [27]. Subsequently,
this strengthened the adhesive bonding of interfacial reaction to increase the joint strength of solder
joint with P25 porous Cu, except for the solder joint formed at 307 ◦C with soldering time of 60 s
and 300 s.
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The relationship between the test load and displacement of solder joint of every sample at constant
speed rate of 0.5 mm/min at room temperature is shown in Figure 9. The points marked as x1, x2, x3

are the elongation distance to break the solder joint for samples without porous Cu as well as samples
with P15 and P25 porous Cu, respectively. From this, it is evident that the elongation of solder joint
with the addition of porous Cu increased to a larger extent compared to (without degrading the joint
strength) the solder joint without porous Cu. The solder joint with higher porosity of P25 porous Cu
had a larger elongation than the P15 porous Cu solder joint. The result can be summarized by the
following trend: x3 > x2 > x1. The increase of Cu atom quantity from porous Cu into interfacial reactions
during solidification of molten solder leads to formation of the IMC layer. This interaction between
Cu atoms and element from molten solder had possibly restricted the atom dislocation movement
and thereby increased the motion resistances of the solder joint, which ultimately generated plastic
behavior of the solder joint [13,27–29].

Figure 9. Load-extension curve for solder joints with and without porous Cu soldered at 307 ◦C with
soldering time of 300 s.

3.3.2. Cross-Sectional Analysis

In order to better understand the crack behaviour of solder joint with addition of porous Cu
interlayer, the cross section of an as-soldered sample and after tensile test solder joint were observed.
Figure 10 shows the cross section micrograph of the solder joint with and without the porous Cu
interlayer. The as-soldered condition of solder joint without porous Cu is shown in Figure 10a. It is
evident that the crack initiated at the interface of IMC/SAC305 close to the Cu substrate and expanded
along the interface as in Figure 10b.

In the case of solder joint with added P15 porous Cu, a large segment of solid cell walls are in
contact with each other after being rolled to a very thin layer. As a result, the penetration of molten
solder into porous Cu is limited by the blockage from this solid cell wall structure (Figure 10b), and so
the crack fracture occurred inside the SAC305, inside the porous Cu and through the interface of
porous Cu/IMC (Figure 10c). Despite the smaller pore diameter in P25 porous Cu compared to P15
porous Cu, it was evident that the solid cell walls of P25 porous Cu had less contact with each other
as compared to P15 porous Cu. This facilitated better molten solder penetration to reach the inner
portion of the porous structure. From Figure 10c, the penetrated molten solder filled the gap inside
P25 porous Cu which was evident. It was found that a crack occurred inside the solder, and a few at
IMC/SAC305 interface when stress was loaded (Figure 10f). The crack also happened inside porous
Cu, which leads to a cleavage fractured, surface as mentioned in Section 3.3.1.
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On the other hand, the fracture, along those interfacial boundaries, was accelerated by interfacial
stress produced by the differences in physical properties such as thermal expansion. The presence of
porous metal in joining assemblies evidently minimize the difference in thermal expansion between
the interfaces to prevent the occurrence of joint crack [18]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the use
of porous Cu with capability of residual stress absorption can enhance the bond reliability and prevent
them from cracking, which was similarly mentioned by Fang et al. in their study through the use of
Cu interlayer in joining assembly [17].

Figure 10. Cross-sectional image of solder joint at soldering temperature of 307 ◦C with soldering
time of 300 s, (a–c) as-soldered cross section; and (d–f) after crack; for solder joint with 0, P15, and P25
porous Cu.

3.4. Interfacial Structure Analysis

The joint strength of a solder joint is greatly influenced by the metallurgical bonding layer between
the solder alloy and the Cu substrate. It is a fact that the interfacial reactions that form IMC have
a role to ensure the effective joining between solder/solid interfaces [30]. Figures 11 and 12 show the
backscattered electron (BSE) images of IMC layers formed at both sides, namely at the substrate and
porous Cu interlayer. The elements of the selected surface are listed in Table 4, together with their
respective phases as identified according to the Sn-Cu phase diagram [31]. Basically, the Cu atoms of
IMC phase migrated from SAC305 solder alloy and the Cu substrate to form Cu6Sn5 phase joining
interface [32,33]. As seen in Figure 11a–c, the growth of an elongated scallop-liked layer of Cu6Sn5

phase at SAC305/Cu substrate interface was observed for the sample soldered at 307 ◦C and 300 s
with and without the addition of porous Cu. A very thin layer of Cu3Sn phase was also observed at
the boundary of Cu substrate in every sample. This is probably due to the limited diffusion of Sn from
Cu6Sn5 phase.
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Figure 11. Formation of intermetallic compound (IMC) layer at solder/Cu substrate for solder joint
soldered with (a) no porous Cu; (b) P15 and (c) P25 at 307 ◦C with a holding time of 300 s.

Figure 12. Formation of IMC layer at solder/porous Cu for solder joint soldered with (a) P15 and
(b) P25 at 307 ◦C with a holding time of 300 s.
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Table 4. The element atomic percentage by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis for Figures 11
and 12.

Point
Element (at. %)

Cu Sn Phase

A 55.17 44.6 Cu6Sn5
B 55.41 44.41 Cu6Sn5
C 67.19 32.77 Cu3Sn
D 56.71 43.16 Cu6Sn5
E 72.33 27.67 Cu3Sn
F 55.42 44.5 Cu6Sn5
G 63.4 36.32 Cu3Sn
H 56.35 43.12 Cu6Sn5
I 66.25 33.5 Cu3Sn

Alternatively, with the addition of the porous Cu interlayer, both typical scallop-liked as well
as more uniform and continuous layer of Cu6Sn5 phases were observed. Both types of IMC phases
were present in the solder joint with porous Cu, with the scallop-shaped phases found to be more
dominant for P15 porous Cu solder joint, while the latter phase appeared to be more prominent for the
solder joint with P25 porous Cu (Figure 12a,b). The pores of P25 porous Cu was more compressed
and compacted due to its smaller solid cell wall (0.06 mm). Smaller pore diameter of P25 porous Cu
provided a larger contact area for the dissolution reaction with the molten solder to form IMC Cu6Sn5

at porous Cu/SAC305 interface. Therefore, it can be assumed that more diffusion process of Cu-Sn
atom occurred at porous Cu/SAC305 interface during penetration of molten solder into P25 porous
Cu as compared to P15, leading to the formation of a more uniform and less-developed scallop type
IMC structure at the solder joint with P25 porous Cu. This behavior was similarly found in Zou et al.’s
investigation, where, with the use of small particles in solder alloy, had increased the surface area to
volume ratio of reaction [6].

The structure of porous Cu consists of pores with varying diameter. The pores provide more
channels to allow the molten solder to penetrate into the internal porous structure and therefore
increase the element diffusion to provide a gripping mechanism. This results in the formation of IMC
which forms an adhesion between solder and porous Cu as reported by George et al. [34].

3.5. Measurement of IMC Thickness

The shape of IMC Cu6Sn5 phase at the SAC305/Cu substrate is typically hemispherical [35].
Additionally, it is a known fact that solid Cu has high conductive properties. It is mostly utilized
as heat exchangers for power electronics. On the contrary, porous Cu has a relatively low amount
of metal and therefore possesses low thermal conductivity, which is only adequate for commercial
electronics application [22]. The addition of porous Cu interlayer to the solder joint will therefore
provide more contact areas for heat transfer from solder alloy during the soldering process, which
forms a homogeneous IMC layer at SAC305/porous Cu interface.

Measurements on the IMC thickness at the interfaces would provide additional information that
is relevant to the behavior of the solder joints. The average thickness of the IMC layer (Cu6Sn5, Cu3Sn)
for every sample is shown in Table 5. The thickness of IMC layer at the interface of SAC305/Cu
substrate without porous Cu increased 1 μm with every increase of 20 ◦C of soldering temperature.
For solder joint with porous Cu, the measurement was made at both interfaces of SAC305/Cu substrate
and SAC305/porous Cu, and results showed that there was not much variation in the IMC thickness
measurement for both the interfaces; except at 307 ◦C, in which the IMC thickness for P15 porous Cu
at SAC305/Cu was about 2 μm thicker than at SAC305/P15 porous Cu interface. Similar observation
was also noted for the IMC thickness at the solder joint with P25 porous Cu and SAC305/Cu interface.
It can be deduced that the IMC thickness at SAC305/porous Cu reached the limit of deformation
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around 3–5 μm. Meanwhile, the IMC thickness at SAC305/Cu substrate for solder joint with and
without porous Cu showed a similar pattern of increment. This thickness measurement conformed
with the readings of typical IMC layer at interface of SAC305/Cu substrate as reported elsewhere [36].

Table 5. Average thickness of intermetallic compound (IMC) layer for every sample.

Soldering Temperature, ◦C

IMC Thickness, μm

No Porous
P15 P25

SAC/Cu SAC/Porous SAC/Cu SAC/Porous

267 4.2 3.6 3.3 4.6 3.9
287 5.0 4.8 4.1 5.5 4.4
307 6.4 6.5 4.9 6.8 4.5

4. Conclusions

The effect of porous Cu interlayer addition on the mechanical and microstructural characteristics
of SAC305 solder joints formed under different soldering times and temperatures were investigated.
The results obtained are summarized as follows:

(1) The joint strength of the Pb-free SAC305 solder joint with the addition of porous Cu interlayer
generally increased alongside with increasing soldering time and temperature.

(2) The highest strength for the solder joint with P25 porous Cu addition was recorded at 51 MPa,
at soldering time of 180 s and temperature of 307 ◦C, whereas the 54 MPa highest strength was
achieved with P15 porous Cu addition at 300 s with 307 ◦C.

(3) For solder joints without porous Cu, fracture occured along the interface of solder alloy and Cu
substrate. In the case of solder joints soldered with P15 and P25 porous Cu interlayer, fractures
occured at three regions, namely at the interface of solder and porous Cu interlayer, inside the
porous Cu interlayer as well as inside the solder itself.

(4) Microstructural analysis at the interfacial regions revealed the IMC phase at the SAC305/Cu
substrate interface to have a scallop-liked configuration. With addition of porous Cu, both typical
scallop-shaped as well as more uniform and continuous layers of IMC phases were observed.
The typical scallop-liked configurations were more dominant for the solder joint with P15 porous
Cu at the SAC305/P15 porous Cu interface, whereas the latter phase appeared to be more
prominent for the solder joint with P25 porous Cu at the SAC305/P25 porous Cu interface.

(5) The IMC layer at the interface of solder alloy and Cu substrate of all specimens was thicker than
that at the interface of solder alloy and porous Cu. The IMC layers at these two regions also
increased with soldering temperature. The uneven contact area at the interface of porous Cu and
solder alloy resulted in the formation of a less pronounced IMC layer.
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Abstract: Friction welding of cast Fe-40Al alloy was carried out at 1000 rmp for various friction times,
friction pressures, and forging pressures. The microstructures of the interface of welded samples
were analyzed by optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Micrographs demonstrated
that excellent welding formed continuously along the interface, except for samples welded for 3 s.
Chemical compositions of the interface of the friction welded samples and of the fractured surface of
all the specimens were determined using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). After the welding
process, shear tests were applied to the welded samples to determine the shear strength of joints.
Test results indicated that the maximum shear strength was 469.5 MPa.

Keywords: iron aluminides; friction welding; dynamic recrystallization

1. Introduction

Ordered intermetallic compounds are of interest for high-temperature applications because of
their potential for high-temperature stability, high creep resistance, high melting point, and low density.
Among the intermetallics, compounds based on the aluminides are of particular interest because of
their oxidation resistance due to their ability to form protective oxide films on surfaces [1].

Iron aluminides based on Fe3Al and FeAl are excellent candidates to be used as structural
materials for high-temperature service conditions. The advantages of these materials include their
low cost, low density, and high sulfurizing and oxidizing resistance at high temperatures [2–5].
These advantages have enabled several potential uses, including heating elements, furnace fixtures,
heat-exchanger piping, and sintered porous gas-metal filters, automobile and other industrial valve
components, catalytic converter substrates, and components for molten salt applications [6]. However,
these alloys have poor ductility at room temperature, as well as relatively poor high-temperature
strength and creep resistance [7].

The development of a joining process is very important for the application of iron aluminides,
but the study of welding and/or brazing iron aluminides is very limited in literatures. Joining of
iron aluminides plays an important role in practical applications of such alloys. Welding of iron
aluminides is difficult due to its inherent low-temperature ductility and poor weldability [8,9].
The low-temperature ductility depends on composition, quenching before testing, grain size, minor
alloying additions, dopants on grain boundaries, test environment and strain rate. Grain size
refinement is the most attractive way of improving both ductility and strength at the same time.
For very fine grain sizes, which are obtained in the presence of dispersoid particles needed to retain
the fine grain size, there is some debate about whether such dispersoids may lead to additional
improvements in ductility [10–12].

Friction welding is one of the available joining techniques, and it has been used in metals and
alloys [13–21]. Many researchers studied the friction welding of similar and dissimilar materials.
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Yılbas et al. examined the friction welding of aluminum to steel and copper [20]. They reported that
tensile properties were improved for steel-aluminum when the intermetallic thickness extends only
0.2–1 μm; above this value, welds with poor strengths were produced. Tanaka et al. investigated the
friction stir welding (FSW) of mild steel to aluminum alloys, and they expressed that the joint strength
increased with reduction in the thickness of the intermetallic compound at the weld interface [21].
Watanable et al. studied the friction stir welding of aluminum to steel. They observed formation of
a thin intermetallic compound at the upper region of the Fe/Al interface. This phase led to a decrease
in the joint strength [22]. Pierpoalo et al. welded aluminum and copper by FSW. They reported that
Al2Cu, AlCu, and Al3Cu4 phases formed during the friction stir welding process [23].

There have been several published works on the friction welding of Fe3Al-FeAl type alloys.
Sketchley et al. investigated the friction welding of an Fe3Al-based oxide dispersion-strengthened
(ODS) alloy and Inkson et al. studied on friction welding of Fe40Al Grade 3 ODS alloy. They achieved
good bonding [24,25]. In addition, author and coworkers reported the successful friction welding of
Fe3Al and dissimilar Fe-28Al alloy and AISI 316 L [26,27]. In this paper, cast Fe-40Al alloys were welded
by friction welding under different conditions. Effect of welding parameters on the microstructure
and mechanical properties of the cast Fe-40Al alloy were investigated.

2. Experimental Studies

The Fe-40Al alloy was prepared with vacuum arc melting under an argon atmosphere from iron
and aluminum with 99.99 wt. % and 99.7 wt. % purity, respectively. The samples were homogenized at
1100 ◦C for 50 h and cooled in a furnace. Cylindrical cast alloy samples 8 mm in diameter and 50 mm
in length were prepared. The friction welding experiments were carried out by a continuous-drive
friction welding machine [28] at different forging and friction pressures and friction times under
a rotational speed of 1000 rmp (Table 1).

Table 1. Experimental conditions of friction welding.

Friction Speed
(rmp)

Forging Pressure
(MPa)

Friction Pressure
(MPa)

Friction Time
(s)

Burn-Off
(mm)

1000 140 70 3 1.5
1000 140 70 5 4.2
1000 140 70 7 9.2
1000 140 140 3 4.2
1000 140 140 5 10.9
1000 140 140 7 18.5
1000 200 70 3 4.2
1000 200 70 5 10.9
1000 200 70 7 18.5
1000 200 140 3 5.3
1000 200 140 5 11.7
1000 200 140 7 20.5

The friction welding process is given schematically in Figure 1. After welding, the welded
samples were cut perpendicular to the welding interface. The surfaces of the welded samples were
ground with 1200 grinding paper and polished with 1 μm diamond paste, then the samples were
etched with a mixture consisting of H2O (30 mL), HNO3 (30 mL), HCl (20 mL), and HF (20 mL).
The microstructures were observed under light microscopy (AKÜ, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, AKÜ, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey). The chemical compositions of the
weld zone and the base alloy were determined by using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, AKÜ,
Afyonkarahisar, Turkey). Microhardness values were measured on the welded samples by means of
Vickers indenter with a load of 100 g.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the friction welding process.

Shear tests were performed to determine the strength of the weld interface using
an electromechanical universal test machine (Shimadzu AG-IS-250, OGÜ, Eskisehir, Turkey) at room
temperature. A specially designed specimen holder (Figure 2) was used to measure the shear strength.
Three samples were tested for each welding condition. The fractured surfaces of the welds were
observed by SEM.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the shear test specimen holder.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure

Grain size of the samples was very large because samples were homogenized at 1100 ◦C for
50 h (Figures 3 and 4). As a result of this situation, ductility of the samples might be decreased.
Poor ductility influences welding quality of the friction welded Fe-Al alloy. However, the effect of
poor ductility on the welding quality of the friction welding of FeAl alloy has not been reported
in the literature up to now. Flash formation was observed in all welded samples because of plastic
deformation during welding. Friction and forging pressure and friction time play important roles in
flash formation. The burn-off increased with increase in the forging pressure. More plastic deformation
occurs because of the higher friction pressure and the longer friction time, which produce higher
heat in the weld interface. Thus, the burn-off (axial shortening) increases with the increase in plastic
deformation (Table 1). Microstructural observation was carried out for the weld interface using both
an optical and a scanning electron microscope with energy dispersive spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows
the optical micrographs of the weld interface of welded samples for different experimental conditions.

As seen in Figure 3a, large voids were observed at the welding interface of the welded samples
for 3 s under 70 MPa friction pressure. Other welded samples were of sound quality and they did
not exhibit any voids or crack formation along the weld interface (Figure 3b–d). The friction time of
3 s is not enough to generate the required heat for friction welding. Therefore, these welded samples
exhibited large voids at the welded interface.
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Figure 3. Optical micrographs of the welded samples under 200 MPa forging pressure and 140 MPa
friction pressure. (a) 3 s; (b) 5 s; (c) 7 s; (d) higher magnification for 5 s.

Two main regions are observable at the interface of all of the welded samples: a dynamically
recrystallized zone with very fine grains and a plastically deformed zone (Figure 3b–d). Friction
welding involves heavy plastic working at higher temperatures close to the melting point of the base
materials. This plastic deformation introduces large number of dislocations in materials. As the density
of these dislocations increases, they tend to form subgrain cell structure. These low-angle grains rotate
to form high-angle strain-free grains resulting in a zone of very fine equiaxed grains compared to
the base materials [29,30]. The width of the recrystallized zone for all of the welded samples was
approximately between 400 and 600 μm. The micrographs demonstrate an increase in the width of the
recrystallized and the deformed zones with an increase in the friction time and pressure. It is known
that some intermetallic phases may form at the welding interface for dissimilar materials joined by
the friction welding and the friction stir welding [19–23]. However, similar materials joined by the
friction welding may have the same chemical compositions with base alloy at the welding interface [26].
SEM-EDS area analysis was done to determine chemical composition at the weld zone of the welded
samples. The analysis revealed the composition of alloy elements at the weld zone (Figure 4a,b). Also,
a detailed line-scan analysis of the weld zone is given in Figure 4c,d. Analysis results indicate that
compositions of welded zone and the base alloy are similar. There was not any change in the chemical
composition of the weld zone of the welded samples due to welding of similar alloy. The analysis
results confirmed this finding.
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Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)-energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of welded
sample for 7 s under 200 MPa forging pressure and 140 MPa friction pressure. (a) SEM micrograph;
(b) EDS analysis; (c) SEM micrograph of weld interface; (d) line-scan analysis.

3.2. Mechanical Properties

Microhardness values of the welded samples under 140 MPa friction pressure and 200 MPa
forging pressure from the weld center to a side are given in Figures 5 and 6. According to the results of
the measurements, microhardness profiles for all welding times are found to be similar.

Figure 5. Microhardness profile of welded samples for 7 s under 200 MPa forging pressure and 140 MPa
friction pressure from the weld center to a side.
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Figure 6. The hardness values of welded samples for 7 s.

Hardness of the recrystallized zone is higher than that of the base alloy due to formation of very
fine grains. In addition, hardness of the recrystallized zone can be increased by vacancy hardening
due to rapid cooling from a high temperature after friction welding [11,12].

The shear strengths of weld interface of welded samples were determined by using a specially
designed testing apparatus. The shear of the welds and the base alloy are shown in Figure 7. Test results
demonstrated that the values of the shear strength of the welded samples increased with increasing of
the friction time and friction pressure. It can be argued that the shear strength of welds was dependent
on the friction time and pressure under the experimental conditions. The shear strength of welded
samples for 3 s is much lower due to large voids at the welding interface. The forging pressure affected
the shear strength values of the welded samples for 3 and 5 s under friction pressure of 70 MPa.
The shear strength values increased with an increase in forging pressure for these times. However,
the shear strength of the welds did not show an important change in other welding conditions.
Under constant forging pressure conditions, the shear strength of the welds increased with increasing
friction pressure. This observation indicates that the increase in the shear strength is related to the
magnitude of the accumulated heat input, which depends on the friction time for low and high friction
pressures. Test results demonstrate that the shear strength values of the welds are greater than that of
the base metal. This situation shows that the structure with very fine grains formed due to dynamic
recrystallization during the friction welding has higher strength than the matrix.
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Figure 7. Shear strengths of the welded samples and base alloy.

3.3. Fractographs

The SEM fractographs of the fractured surface of the welded sample for 7 s under 140 MPa friction
pressure and 140 MPa forging pressure and the base metal are shown in Figure 8. The welded samples
were inserted into the testing apparatus to fracture from the weld interface during the shear test.
The shearing process was performed out the weld interface of the welded samples. Fractographs
show that the fractured surface of welded sample has very fine grains with respect to the base alloy
(Figure 8a). This finding confirms that failure took place at the recrystallized zone during the shear test.
EDS analysis taken from the fractured surface revealed that the Fe and Al atoms exist on the fractured
surfaces of welded sample for 7 s under 140 MPa friction pressure and 200 MPa forging pressure.

 

Figure 8. Fractographs of the fractured surface of the welded sample for 7 s under 200 MPa forging
pressure and 140 MPa friction pressure and the base alloy. (a) The welded sample; (b) the base alloy.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, cast Fe-40Al alloy was welded under different conditions by friction welding
method. Microstructure studies showed the presence of two different regions at the weld interface:
the recrystallized zone and the deformed zone. There was variation in the width of the recrystallized
zone and the deformed zone with an increase in the friction time and pressure. Analysis results indicate
that compositions of welded zone and the base alloy are similar. There was no change in the chemical
composition of the weld zone of the welded samples due to welding of similar alloy. The microhardness
profiles for all the friction welding times and pressures were similar. Hardness of the recrystallized
zone is higher than that of the base alloy due to the formation of very fine grains and vacancy hardening.
The shear strengths of the welds increased with increase in the process time and friction pressure.
The maximum shear strength was 469.5 MPa. The best welding parameter combination was found to
be a friction pressure of 140 MPa, a forging pressure of 200 MPa, and a friction time of 7 s.
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Abstract: Titanium alloys are used in biomedical implants, as well as in other applications, due to the
excellent combination of corrosion resistance and mechanical properties. However, the tribocorrosion
resistance of titanium alloy is normally not satisfactory. Therefore, surface modification is a way to
improve this specific performance. In the present paper, laser surface-modified samples were tested in
corrosion and pin-on-disk tribocorrosion testing in 0.90% NaCl under an average Hertzian pressure of
410 MPa against an alumina sphere. Laser-modified samples of Ti6Al4V were compared with ordinary
Ti6Al4V alloy. Electrochemical impedance showed higher modulus for laser-treated samples than
for ordinary Ti6Al4V ones. Moreover, atomic force microscopy revealed that laser-treated surfaces
presented less wear than ordinary alloy for the initial exposure. For a further exposure to wear,
i.e., when the wear depth is beyond the initial laser-affected layer, both materials showed similar
corrosion behavior. Microstructure analysis and finite element method simulations revealed that the
different behavior between the initial and the extensive rubbing was related to a fine martensite-rich
external layer developed on the irradiated surface of the fusion zone.

Keywords: tribocorrosion; Ti6Al4V; laser-treated titanium alloy

1. Introduction

Commercially pure titanium and titanium alloys are largely used in different applications, such
as biomedical, aerospace, automotive, petrochemical, nuclear, etc. These vast application fields
are ascribed to their high mechanical strength, low specific mass, and good corrosion resistance as
a consequence of the formation of very stable, continuous, adherent, and protective oxide films on metal
surfaces [1–3]. Moreover, excellent corrosion resistance and high biocompatibility of titanium alloys in
physiological medium make them very adequate for biomedical applications such as dental implants
and orthopedic prostheses. Titanium’s ability to form calcium phosphate in vitro biocompatibility
tests in simulated body fluid is considered as a good indicator of in vivo success [4–6]. However, in
prostheses, tribochemical reactions can take place at the stem-bone interface [7]. These reactions occur
along with micromotion due to body locomotion, leading to important problems to patients, such as
the loosening of the implant, osteolysis, release of metal ions, and wear particles.

Despite the diverse satisfactory properties related to titanium based-alloys, its tribological
performance is generally poor [8–10]. Tribocorrosion is a highly complex topic, due to an intricate and
not well established synergy between mechanical, metallurgical, and electrochemical factors. In this
way, in addition to the local electrochemical features of the intermittent passive-active transition in
the fretting region, the wear mechanism can be different according to the local interactions between
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the metal surface and the sliding element. These wear mechanisms are often referred to as abrasive,
adhesive, delamination, and oxidative [11], not always being independent nor excluding. For example,
the subjacent process, such as the accumulation of dislocations, stress concentration in the metal substrate,
as well as scale dependence [12–14], can be relevant in the determination of the mode of wear on damaged
regions [14]. Therefore, these issues increase the natural complexity of tribocorrosion phenomena.

Several modifications have been reported in the literature on the improvement of titanium
surface properties [5,15–18] by different methods, including laser-assisted methods [10,19,20].
In fact, laser technology can be employed in several industrial processes, comprising welding
similar [18] and dissimilar alloys [19], or the modification of surface properties for corrosion resistance
improvements [20]. Laser remelting (LR) of Ti6Al4V with appropriate fluence provokes microstructural
changes leading to an increase in microhardness without jeopardizing the corrosion resistance [21].
Therefore, the laser-modified surface is expected to improve the wear performance. Thus, the
tribocorrosion properties of laser remelted titanium alloys deserve further analysis because of the
complexity of interfacial phenomena. In the present work, a laser remelting treatment was applied
to Ti6Al4V and tested under tribocorrosion conditions. Then, a comparative study of ordinary and
laser-remelted Ti6Al4V alloy was carried out.

2. Materials and Methods

Samples of Ti6Al4V alloy (grade 5) were used in tribocorrosion testing. The chemical composition
is specified in Table 1. Some Ti6Al4V samples were subjected to laser remelting (LR) treatments.
Before the laser treatments, the samples were blasted with corundum particle sand cleaned with
acetone to homogenize the surface and avoid the possible appearance of defects [22]. A Rofin-Sinar
DL028S high power diode laser (Rofin-Sinar, Plymouth, MA, USA) was employed working at the focal
distance (69.3 mm from the focusing lens, providing an almost rectangular spot of 2.2 × 1.7 mm2)
with 2.0 kW laser power and 1.0 m/min scanning rate. To avoid oxidation, samples were placed in
a laboratory-made conditioned chamber during laser treatments, in which argon was injected at a flow
rate of 10 L/min. Laser remelting treatments consisted of performing 16 linear parallel laser scans of
30 mm long on Ti6Al4V samples (35 mm × 35 mm × 3 mm). Each scan was separated by 1.5 mm from
the previous one to obtain appropriate overlapping. Sixteen seconds was the waiting time between
scans to avoid overheating. These treatments allow a remelted area of approximately 30 mm × 26 mm.
Figure 1 exhibits a scheme of the setup used to perform the LR treatments. Laser-treated samples
were designed as Ti6Al4V-LR, and the base metal denoted as Ti6Al4V-BM. In order to perform the
tribocorrosion tests, both Ti6Al4V-LR and Ti6Al4V-BM samples were machined to obtain disks 24 mm
diameter. This shape is required to be assembled on the pin-on-disk apparatus [23].

Table 1. Chemical composition of titanium alloy (% mass).

Al V Fe C Other Ti

5.67 4.50 0.18 0.10 <0.1 Balance

 

Figure 1. Scheme of the setup used to perform the LR treatments on Ti6Al4V samples.
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The microstructure and microhardness were evaluated with mounted cross-sections of the
samples. Mounted samples were ground, polished (with 0.04 μm colloidal silica suspension,
Struers OP-U, Struers, Ballerup, Denmark), etched with Kroll’s reagent freshly prepared in laboratory
(6.0 mL HNO3, 2.0 mL HF and filled with distilled water to produce 100 mL of solution) for 15 s,
rinsed with distilled water, and carefully dried [21]. Microhardness measurements were obtained with
a Duramin microhardness tester from Struers (Struers, Ballerup, Denmark), following the standard
UNE-EN-ISO 6507-1:2006 [24]. The mechanical load employed was 19.61 N (HV 2), for 19 s.

A finite element method (FEM) has been used to simulate the laser remelting process in Ti6Al4V
alloy. The approach estimates the effect on the Ti6Al4V parts of a moving heat source, whose size
and shape has been previously optimized for the employed high power diode laser [25]. SYSWELD
software (ESI group, Paris, France) was employed to perform the simulations of single linear laser scans.

Before the tribocorrosion tests, titanium samples were slightly abraded with SiC emery paper to
#600, subsequently cleaned with distilled water and alcohol, and dried with blast air. In these tests,
4.00 mm diameter alumina spheres (Sóesferas, São Paulo, Brazil), made according to UNE-EN-ISO
3290-2:2014 [26], were used as the counterpart. Each test was performed with a new alumina sphere,
applying a normal load of 2.0 N. This load represents a Herztian pressure of 410 MPa. A pin-on-disk
tribometer (Homemade, Nova Friburgo, Brazil) was used with a rotation frequency of 1.25 Hz
(75 rotations per minute). A load cell (Alfa Instrumentos, São Paulo, Brazil) measured the friction force.

After each tribocorrosion test, the wear track was analyzed by optical microscopy (Olympus,
Tokyo, Japan) and its cross-section profile was acquired by profilometry (roughness tester model SJ-210,
Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan). Some worn tracks were also examined by a Nanosurf C3000 atomic force
microscope (AFM, Nanosurf AG, Liestal, Switzerland) in intermittent mode contact for samples tested
in an initial wear of 10 s exposure.

Corrosion behavior was evaluated by three techniques: open circuit potential (OCP, one hour)
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and potentiodynamic polarization curves.
Electrochemical tests were performed using a Princeton Applied Research Versastat 3 potentiostat
(Advanced Measurement Technology Inc., Oak Ridge, TN, USA). Figure 2 depicts the main parts of
the electrochemical cell adapted for tribocorrosion measurements. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
was used as the reference. A platinum wire was used as a counter-electrode in both polarization curves
and EIS measurements. All tests were carried out in a three-electrode cell containing 0.90 wt. % NaCl
aqueous solution at room temperature. The measured solution pH was 6.5. An electrolyte volume of
150 mL was used in the tribocorrosion cell, and 250 mL for the corrosion tests.

 

Figure 2. Connections of the electrochemical cell adapted to tribocorrosion testing.

To perform the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, a frequency range from 10 kHz to 10 mHz
with a sine wave perturbation of 8 mV was used under potentiostatic control at the corrosion potential.
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The EIS diagrams were fitted by the equivalent electric circuit, as shown in Figure 3, as successfully
used for Ti6Al4V in previous studies [21,27]. Echem Analyst 6.11® (Gamry Instruments Incorporated,
Warminster, PA, USA) was the software used to fit the EIS diagrams. The constant phase element (CPE)
was used to fit the impedance of the equivalent circuit. A simplex procedure was used to perform
the complex nonlinear regression to obtain the impedance parameters. Re represents the electrolyte
resistance; Q and α are the CPE parameter and exponent, respectively; and Rp is the polarization
resistance. Mechanical load application was employed for 600 s and, subsequently, the electrochemical
measurement was performed. Electrochemical impedance was acquired before, during, and after
load application.

 

Figure 3. Equivalent electric circuit used to model the EIS diagrams.

Polarization curves were performed at a 0.50 mV/s scan rate and swept from 0.4 V below the
open circuit potential (−0.4 V vs. OCP) up to 2 V above the saturated calomel electrode (2.0 V vs. SCE).
Mechanically-loaded and non-loaded samples were tested in polarization. Load application was
employed for 600 s and, subsequently, the measurement was performed. Friction force was sampled at
10 Hz and the data shown is the averaged signal.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure and Microhardness

Figure 4 shows the microstructure of the base metal (Ti6Al4V-BM). It presents a microstructure
characterized by two phases: equiaxed α grains with intergranular β particles, in good agreement
with previous studies [18,21]. The microstructure of Ti6Al4V samples remelted by laser treatment
(Ti6Al4V-LR) is quite different than that of Ti6Al4V-BM, as depicted in Figure 5. Ti6Al4V-LR showed in
Figure 5 exhibits a laser-treated region of about 1 mm in depth, from which 700 μm approximately
corresponds to the fusion zone (FZ). A detailed examination reveals that FZ microstructure presents
acicular martensite (α′), as depicted in Figure 5e,f. This phase is generated as a consequence of
the high heating and cooling rates of the laser processing. Its hardness is reported to be between
50 and 100 HV harder than the typical α + β microstructure observed in the Ti6Al4V base metal [21].
Martensite alpha prime phase (α′) generally has high hardness, but relatively low toughness. The HAZ
(heat affected zone) has a microstructural mixture of BM (α + β) and FZ (α′), therefore presenting
intermediate hardness values. Mean and standard deviation of Vickers microhardness values measured
in Ti6Al4V-BM and at the different zones in Ti6Al4V-LR are reported in Table 2. The values are in good
agreement with those previously reported in the literature, being the FZ of Ti6Al4V-LR around 60 HV
harder than Ti6Al4V-BM. It is worth noting that BM in the laser-remelted sample is slightly harder
than the non-treated material, due to the influence of the laser heat treatment, which is not enough to
provoke the phase transformation (then, it remains as α + β) but induces some hardening.
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Figure 4. Metallographic images of Ti6Al4V-BM samples at the indicated magnifications: (a) 50×,
(b) 200×, (c) 500×, (d) 1000×.

 

 

Figure 5. Metallographic images of the indicated zones of the Ti6Al4V-LR samples, at the indicated
magnifications: (a) 10×, (b) 50×, (c) 200× (HAZ), (d) 200× (FZ), (e) 500× (FZ), (f) 1000× (FZ).
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of Vickers microhardness (HV 2) of Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR.

FZ (Ti6Al4V-LR) HAZ (Ti6Al4V-LR) BM (Ti6Al4V-LR) Ti6Al4V-BM

410 ± 8 392 ± 11 372 ± 10 353 ± 5

It is interesting focusing on the analysis of the superficial microstructure developed in Ti6Al4V-LR,
presented in Figure 6. A thin layer of 8–13 μm is developed from the surface, which seems to be a rich
martensitic zone, presenting high microstructural refinement. This acicular martensite is thinner than
the one observed at the inner part of the FZ. This thin superficial microstructure is associated with
the higher heating and the subsequent higher cooling rate taking place just after the laser treatment,
leading to a finer martensite than that formed at the FZ.

Figure 6. Metallographic images of Ti6Al4V-LR samples at the external surface.

Finite element method simulations were carried out to show that the external surface of the
irradiated zone reached a higher temperature and higher cooling rate than the inner part of the fusion
zone (Figure 7a). In addition, the simulations also confirm that the external surface of the FZ presents
a higher martensite content than the inner part of the FZ (Figure 7b). This feature is shown later to have
an important influence on the tribocorrosion behavior. This external martensite rich layer presents
an average depth of 10 μm of the fusion zone. Taking into account the presence of this thin layer, the
tribocorrosion tests were performed both at initial rubbing and also at extensive rubbing, in order to
be sensitive to the layer effects on the results.
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(b) 

Figure 7. Results obtained from finite element method simulations. (a) Temperature evolution of nodes
located at the surface (node 39) and the inner part of the FZ (node 14); and (b) martensite fraction at
different zones of the FZ.

3.2. Tribocorrosion Behavior at Initial Rubbing

Tribocorrosion studies of LR samples have been divided into initial and extensive rubbing,
providing the differences aforementioned related to the external martensite-rich thin layer and the
inner part of the FZ. The initial rubbing refers to the wear limited to the first instants of rubbing, in
which the finer superficial martensite layer could have influence. On the other hand, extensive rubbing
studies analyze the effect of severe wear (up to one hour of friction), in which the FZ, or even the base
metal is present. This methodology of testing at two rubbing times also allows the study of the layer
modification effects on tribocorrosion. As the thin layer can be harder than the HAZ, the damaged
(anodic) area might be relatively small for this initial stage of wear.

The first effect of friction evaluated has been noted in the monitoring of the open circuit potential
with the initial rubbing, as shown in Figure 8. The open circuit potential after approximately 1800 s
exposure is close to −0.45 V vs. SCE, and the steady-state condition can be assumed. Thus, the effect
of rubbing on OCP (open circuit potential) can be monitored. When the rubbing (for 2.0 N load) starts,
the potential decreases about 0.5 V for the base metal sample (Ti6Al4V-BM) and about 0.4 V for the
laser-treated sample (Ti6Al4V-LR). The different potential drops of the samples is thought to be related
to their different wear resistance at this initial period of the rubbing. Consequently, the lower potential
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drop of Ti6Al4V-LR is indicative of its higher wear resistance, surely due to the different superficial
microstructure developed in this sample. In fact, the mixed potential presented during sliding is
dependent on the anodic (worn)/cathodic (passive) area ratio. Thus, a high ratio gives more negative
potential values. Thus, the smaller potential drop of Ti6Al4V-LR suggested a smaller anodic/cathodic
area ratio of the laser-treated samples when rubbing is confined in 10 μm of the thin layer. After some
minutes of this initial rubbing, the potential behavior of the Ti6Al4V-LR becomes similar to that of
Ti6Al4V-BM, most certainly because of the degradation of the superficial rich martensitic layer.

 

Figure 8. Open circuit potential before and during the mechanical loading.

For comparison, the wear track was also evaluated with AFM. The exposure time was limited
to 10 s of friction. In fact, there is a clear difference between Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR samples
(Figure 9). Initial wear is more intense for Ti6Al4V-BM, in which the wear track is deeper than that of LR.
As the surface finish is the same, as well as the alumina counter-body, the shallow track of Ti6Al4V-LR
samples is thought to be related to the thin superficial α′ microstructure, providing a tribocorrosion
resistance increase at the surface. The representative peak to peak height of Ti6Al4V-LR sample is
less than 1 μm, being approximately 2 μm for the Ti6Al4V-BM. The counter-body contact occurs at
a width of about 0.1 mm, as depicted in Figure 9b,d. For this initial wear, the laser-treated samples
resist more damage than non-treated titanium alloy, which is probably related to the thin superficial
martensite microstructure (8–13 μm). These findings suggested that the laser treatment increases the
wear resistance of titanium alloy, likely caused by the high hardness [21]. Barril et al. [28] have found
that for Ti6Al4V/0.9% NaCl system in fretting corrosion, the initial smeared surface is smaller for lower
slip amplitude. In the present paper, in addition to the reported slip difference and even the testing
(fretting and pin-on-disk tests), the presence of the thin martensite rich layer seems to reduce the wear.

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Tracks observed in AFM. Ti6Al4V-BM track: (a) surface and (b) profile; and Ti6Al4V-LR:
(c) surface and (d) profile.

3.3. Tribocorrosion Behavior at Extensive Rubbing

The tribocorrosion tests performed under extensive rubbing are analyzed in this section. Thus,
the depth profile of the worn surface reaches the inner part of the FZ, going beyond the external
martensite-rich thin layer. The tests were performed for 3600 s without load and, subsequently, 600 s
of rubbing at open circuit potential. Polarization curves of Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR samples were
carried out (Figure 10a) and the effect of applied potential on coefficient of friction was monitored
(Figure 10b). In both samples (Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR), the corrosion potential decreases from
−0.4 V vs. SCE approx. (when no load is applied, Figure 10a) to −0.65 V vs. SCE approx. (when
applying the load, Figure 10b). In addition to this decay of potential, the average current density in
both samples increases almost two decades when friction is employed. Thus, the average current
density increases from 100 nA/cm2 approx. (in non-rubbing polarization curves, Figure 10a) to
10 μA/cm2 approx. (in rubbing polarization curves, Figure 10b). Current scattering under friction is
clearly observable. This behavior can be ascribed to the effect of sliding that wears the passive layer of
titanium and the subsequent repassivation of the surface.

Figure 10. (a) Polarization curve without load; (b) with 2.0 N load: potential versus coefficient of
friction, and polarization curve. (Black, Ti6Al4V-BM; red, Ti6Al4V-LR).

When polarization curves are analyzed under the no rubbing condition, Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR
have corrosion potential values around −320 and −420 mV vs. SCE, respectively. Meanwhile, under
friction, both samples present corrosion potentials of about −630 mV vs. SCE. The effect of loading
in the passivation current densities (measured at 0.0 V vs. SCE) increased, in both samples, from
approximately 2 μA/cm2 (no rubbing, Figure 10a) to 90 μA/cm2 (rubbing, Figure 10b). Moreover, the
scattering related to the mean current density is negligible without loading (less than 1 μA/cm2), but
very high with friction (around 40 μA/cm2). These results have been summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Corrosion potential and passivation current density of Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR samples
obtained from polarization curves.

Sample Test Condition Corrosion Potential
(mV vs. SCE)

Passivation Current Density
(μA/cm2)

Ti6Al4V-BM
No rubbing −320 ± 30 2 ± 1

Rubbing −420 ± 20 90 ± 40

Ti6Al4V-LR
No rubbing −630 ± 30 2 ± 1

Rubbing −630 ± 20 90 ± 40

The mean coefficient of friction changes very little with the potential, as shown in Figure 10b.
Additionally, there is a significant scattering of the current data. This scattering increases with the
potential when anodic processes are more intense. In this case, a possible interaction of dissolution
on the wear mechanism would be expected, as related in [23]. However, neither a modification of
the coefficient of friction, nor a surface feature modification was observed with the applied potential.
Wear grooves were observed in ordinary and laser-treated samples, both related to the abrasion wear
mechanism. Then, the wear mechanisms do not seem to change, at least to the potential range of
Figure 10b. Moreover, adhesion marks were also observed in the tracks of the samples. As mentioned
beforehand, when extensive wear is applied, both samples have similar wear, especially close to
the corrosion potential. Moreover, the coefficient of friction is higher than 0.25, regardless of the
microstructure or potential. In this case, due to the stress distribution, the plastic flow occurs chiefly on
the surface, instead of the subsurface layer [13]. This fact augments the importance of the superficial
thin layer produced by laser remelting on tribocorrosion behavior.

In Figure 11, the titanium alloy profiles are shown. It can be seen that wear is very similar in
depth and width for both materials. However, titanium track profiles have a serrated shape, unlike the
stainless steel-alumina pair [23]. Moreover, in certain sites the tracks were observed to be still deeper,
but not detected by profilometry due to the narrow contact area. This suggests that the dissolution
and/or wear is not uniform in all points of the track. The tracks are depicted in Figure 12 using
optical light microscopy. The alumina counter-body has a diameter of 4.0 mm, but the profiles present
a serrated shape with approximately 1 mm.

Figure 11. Profile of wear tracks obtained after the polarization curve tests.
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Figure 12. Optical images of wear tracks: (a) Ti6Al4V-BM; (b) Ti6Al4V-LR.

Figure 13 shows the impedance diagrams of titanium alloy samples after an open circuit exposure
of 3600 s in Nyquist format. The continuous lines are the fitted response of the equivalent electric circuit
with the parameters of Table 4. Both conditions present a high capacitive loop. A capacitive-like loop is
normally found in passive alloys. The effect of wear is the reduction of the impedance modulus after the
rubbing. However, the impedance of laser samples is slightly superior than that of non-treated surface.
The impedance diagrams for base metal are similar to those of Amaya-Vazquez et al. [21], taking into
account their lower minimum frequency (1.0 mHz) and the higher open circuit exposure. These factors
increased the measured modulus of passive metals. Table 4 shows the adjusted parameters of
electrochemical impedance for the circuit of Figure 3.

Figure 13. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy represented as Nyquist diagrams: (a) before and
(b) after loading.

Table 4. Mean and standard deviation values of the fitted EIS parameters.

Sample Test Condition Re (Ω·cm2) α (×10−3) Q (μS·sα/cm2) Rp (kΩ·cm2)

Ti6Al4V-BM
Before rubbing 69.7 ± 0.5 945 ± 2 224 ± 10 587.00 ± 18.00

Rubbing 75.7 ± 0.5 850 ± 5 721 ± 18 1.65 ± 0.02
After rubbing 66.1 ± 0.5 907 ± 2 246 ± 20 175.00 ± 3.00

Ti6Al4V-LR
Before rubbing 84.7 ± 0.5 935 ± 2 279 ± 20 655.00 ± 18.00

Rubbing 93.1 ± 0.6 841 ± 4 1007 ± 17 3.61 ± 0.04
After rubbing 79.7 ± 0.5 929 ± 2 270 ± 20 666.00 ± 22.00
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Two parameters of the impedance equivalent circuit (Figure 3) were depicted in Figure 14.
In general, the closer to unity is the alpha, and the higher the Rp, the better corrosion resistance a given
surface has. Before the wear, alpha and polarization resistance are similar in BM and LR samples.
During rubbing, both parameters decrease strongly, and Rp decays to a few kΩ·cm2, corresponding to
the bare surface of the alloys. After the rub, the worn surfaces exhibit diagrams with modulus and
phase lower than those before loading. The wear provokes an increase of the Q parameter, as can
be noted in Table 4. This increase represents a decay of impedance modulus caused by the damage
in the passive film. This damage is also observed in Rp and alpha values that reduce the measured
impedance. The alpha reduction (Figure 14a) during rubbing can be related to heterogeneities at the
electrode surface caused by the friction and the breakdown of the passive film. With the relief of
friction, the alpha almost recovers its previous values.

Figure 14. Effect of friction on the electric circuit parameters before, during, and after rubbing: (a) alpha
and (b) polarization resistance.

The CPE circuit has been ascribed to many phenomena, but the roughness can be considered
the leading cause of its time dispersion characteristic. We roughly estimated the frequency beyond
which the effect of wear roughness are V-shaped grooves on the CPE. We use the findings of [29],
specifically Figure 14 of the cited work, to evaluate grosso modo the effect of roughness on the
impedance frequency. The roughness factor is (fr = 1/cosθ), where θ represents the angle between
the groove and the plane surface. In the present case, the factor was approximate to unity, as follows:
From a representative peak from the profile of Figure 11, we evaluate tgθ ≈ 10 μm/50 μm, θ = 11◦,
and fr ≈ 1 at first approximation. Additionally, assuming that the distance between peaks P is 100 μm,
the electrolyte conductivity of 0.90% NaCl is 1.45 mS/cm and the interfacial capacitance is 10 μF/cm2,
the roughness affects the impedance above 10 kHz, if the entire electrode has similar finishing. Then,
under these assumptions, the effect of wear roughness can be considered as negligible in the measured
EIS. The global impedance is evaluated as a result of a parallel connection of impedances from passive
and worn surfaces (low impedance). Thus, the impedance diagram mainly expresses the increase of
electrochemical activity related to the exposure of bare metal and the passive film, and not the effect of
roughness as the profile could suggest. Anyway, the laser-treated samples exhibit better properties
than base metal after rubbing, with higher alpha and Rp when compared to the base metal.

Laser peening induces significant residual compressive stress in Ti6Al4V alloy, and a reduction
of wear volume of the titanium alloy was also ascribed to the presence of compressive stress [30].
This stress likely occurred in the samples studied in the present work, although it was not measured.

4. Conclusions

The microstructure of ordinary Ti6Al4V (Ti6Al4V-BM) and laser-remelted Ti6Al4V (Ti6Al4V-LR)
samples were characterized in 0.90% NaCl at room temperature. Both types of samples were subjected
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to corrosion (open circuit potential, EIS, polarization curves) and tribocorrosion tests (rubbing on
a pin-on-disk tribometer against an alumina sphere). Based on the obtained findings, it is possible to
remark the following points:

• Initial rubbing reveals that laser-remelted Ti6Al4V samples present better tribocorrosion resistance
(shallower track wear) than ordinary non-treated Ti6Al4V-BM samples. This initial wear
improvement is associated with the development of a fine α′ martensitic microstructure on
the external surface of the laser samples, with an approximate thickness of 10 μm.

• Although Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR have different microstructures, they showed similar
tribocorrosion behavior in extensive rubbing tests.

• Electrochemical impedance diagrams are similar for Ti6Al4V-BM and Ti6Al4V-LR samples during
the rubbing. However, after this phase, and without counter-body contact, a higher EIS modulus
is observed for the laser-remelted samples.
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